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Foreword

More than one billion people —
two thirds of them women — live
in abject poverty, surviving on less
than US$1 per day. Millions of

children do not receive even a basic education.
Similar numbers of mothers suffer injury during or
do not survive childbirth, and millions of
households do not have access to basic sanitation
or water supplies. In response to the plight of the
world’s poor, the international community
committed itself to the Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs), including the overarching goal of
halving extreme poverty by the year 2015.

In recognition of the strong linkages between
poverty and environment issues, one of the
Millennium Development Goals, MDG 7, seeks to
integrate the principles of sustainable
development into country policies and
programmes, and reverse the loss of
environmental resources. The livelihoods and food
security of the poor often depend directly on
ecosystems, and the diversity of goods and
services they provide. Moreover, healthy
ecosystems provide a range of “invisible services”
that are essential for sustainable development.

To help achieve the MDGs, developing country
governments need to raise revenues to invest in
schools, healthcare, infrastructure and the
environment. As recognised at the Financing for
Development Conference in Monterrey, equitable
and efficient tax systems, as well as improvements
in the pattern of domestic public spending are
essential to meeting the MDGs.

Environmental Fiscal Reform (EFR) can play an
important role in this regard, helping countries
raise revenues, while creating incentives that

generate environmental benefits and support
poverty reduction efforts. EFR has the potential to
free-up economic resources and generate
revenues that can help finance poverty reduction
measures, for example infrastructure that improves
access of the poor to water, sanitation and
energy services. By encouraging more sustainable
use of natural resources (such as forests or
fisheries), reducing pollution from energy use and
industrial activities, and stimulating the use of
innovative “clean” technologies, EFR can also
improve management of the environment. In
these ways, EFR can directly and indirectly
address environmental problems that threaten the
livelihoods of the poor. However, the challenges
of undertaking such reforms are manifold.

EFR encompasses a wide range of taxation and
pricing instruments, including taxes on the
exploitation of natural resources, taxes and
charges on water or air pollution, and the reform
of water or energy subsidies. The suitability of
individual instruments to specific countries will
vary according to the country’s level of
development, resource endowments, and
institutional capacity. Although it may present a
challenge to design and implement, EFR to
encourage sustainable natural resource use will
be particularly relevant to low and middle-
income countries, which often rely heavily on
natural resources for their development. A
growing number of such countries have
embarked on such reforms as part of their
Poverty Reduction Strategies. For rapidly
industrialising economies, EFR can play an
important role in controlling industrial pollution.

In some circumstances EFR has clear fiscal,
environmental and social benefits, but in other
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cases trade-offs are necessary between these
objectives. EFR can address such trade-offs
through careful design. This requires analysing the
political context and effectively managing the
reform as an inclusive political process, allowing
for strong participation by low-income and
marginalised groups in policy design.
Accordingly, this document focuses on the political
economy of EFR. In this regard, it aims to provide
a starting point for informing decisions about
what reforms are most relevant to a given sector
and country, and how the EFR process can be
effectively designed and implemented.

While this paper concentrates on developing
countries, there is much that industrialised
countries can do – for example: reforming
policies, such as fishing access agreements that
could undermine developing countries’ own

efforts to reach sustainability; introducing (or
broadening) fiscal reforms domestically, such as
energy or carbon taxes to help reduce climate
change that particularly impacts on the
developing world; and providing development
assistance for EFR processes in partner countries.

Experience has taught us that there is no
generally applicable blueprint for EFR. Rather,
effective policies are sector specific and depend
on the institutional and political context in which
they are introduced, and are therefore best
developed by countries themselves. We commit
our agencies to support our developing country
partners in the design and implementation of
fiscal reforms that raise revenue, advance
environmental sustainability and assist in reducing
poverty.
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Executive Summary

Objectives, Scope and
Audience
The international community has committed itself
to the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs),
including the overarching target of halving
extreme poverty by the year 2015. To help
achieve the MDGs, developing country
governments need to mobilise revenue to invest in
schools, healthcare, infrastructure and the
environment. This is where Environmental Fiscal
Reform (EFR) can play an important role. Indeed,
the recent UN Summits on Financing for
Development and on Sustainable Development in
March and September 2002 respectively,
recognised the potential contribution of EFR-
related approaches. The latter stressed that
poverty reduction and improved environmental
management go hand-in-hand.

Despite the potential of EFR to raise revenue,
improve environmental management and fight
poverty its use is frequently delayed and
constrained by political and institutional factors.
Overcoming these factors requires thorough
analysis of the political context, followed by
effective management of the reforms as an
inclusive political process. Accordingly, to assist
governments in successfully adopting EFR, this
report focuses on the political economy of EFR.

The report is intended for: finance and
environmental officials in developing countries;
sector specialists working in forestry, fisheries,
energy, water, transport etc.; civil society groups
and parts of the private sector; and development
agency staff, who support developing country
partners with fiscal or environmental policy.

What Do We Mean By
EFR and What Can It
Do?
The term environmental fiscal reform (EFR) refers
to: a range of taxation or pricing instruments that
can raise revenue, while simultaneously furthering
environmental goals. This is achieved by providing
economic incentives to correct market failure in the
management of natural resources and the control
of pollution.

Broadly speaking, EFR can: 1) mobilise revenue
for governments; 2) improve environmental
management practices and conserve resources;
and 3) reduce poverty. By encouraging more
sustainable use of natural resources, and reducing
pollution from energy use and industrial activities,
EFR can address environmental problems that
threaten the livelihoods of the poor. The revenues
raised by EFR can also be used to finance
poverty reduction measures. EFR can therefore
contribute to poverty reduction, and in turn, help
achieve the Millennium Development Goals of
“halving absolute poverty by the year 2015” and
“reversing the loss of environmental resources”.

The Instruments of EFR
EFR encompasses a wide range of taxation and
pricing instruments, which can be used to address
country- and sector-specific environmental and
resource use issues, including:

Taxes on natural resource use (e.g. forestry and
fisheries) - to reduce the inefficient exploitation of
publicly owned or controlled natural resources
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resulting from operators not paying a price that
reflects the full value of the resources they extract.

User charges or fees and subsidy reform - to
improve the provision and quality of basic
services such as water and electricity, while
providing incentives to reduce any unintentional
environmental effects arising from their inefficient
use.

Environmentally related taxes – to make polluters
(industrial activities, motor vehicles, waste
generators) pay for the “external costs” of their
activities, and encourage them to reduce these
activities to a level that is more socially desirable.

Balancing the Objectives
within a Comprehensive
Approach
In some cases there are synergies between
revenue mobilisation, improved environmental
management and resource conservation, and
poverty reduction, while in other cases trade-offs
will arise.

Environmentally related taxes and similar price
reforms are not always the most effective way for
governments to raise revenue, nor are they
necessarily the best approach to protecting the
environment. The value of EFR lies in its ability to
make a contribution to both objectives at the same
time.

There will also be occasions where fiscal and
environmental objectives will be in conflict with
poverty reduction goals. Reform of subsidies and
user charges are areas of EFR that can have a
negative effect on the poor. But it is possible to
soften undesirable distributional impacts through
carefully designed instruments.

In recognition of these trade-offs, EFR should not
be seen as a substitute for other approaches to

fiscal and environmental management. Rather, it
should be used to augment existing approaches.
EFR should therefore be viewed as one part of a
comprehensive mix of policies, combining fiscal,
regulatory and other instruments to achieve sound
economic and environmental management.

The Political Economy of
EFR
Understanding the political context when
designing and implementing EFR is absolutely
crucial if the political and institutional challenges
facing it are to be overcome.

A key step in analysing the political context
involves identifying likely winners and losers. This
will help with devising ways to build broad-based
support for reform, and inform the design of
compensatory or mitigation measures for the
losers – if these are deemed necessary.

Equally important is the need to understand the
perspectives and interests of affected
stakeholders if they are to be effectively
managed, and if coalitions in favour of reform
are to develop. In the context of EFR there are a
number of stakeholders, notably: poor and
vulnerable groups, non-poor households, the
private sector, civil society groups (NGOs, the
media, academic groups etc.), politicians,
bureaucrats (at all levels of government),
development agencies and other international
actors.

The acceptance of EFR also depends crucially on
widespread support for the proposed use of any
revenues raised.

The EFR “Policy Cycle”
When implementing EFR, different issues will arise
at each stage of the policy cycle. The
perceptions, interests and importance of affected
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stakeholders will also vary across the cycle. For
EFR to “get off the ground” and be successful, it is
vital that key issues are recognised and the
interests of relevant stakeholders are considered
at each stage of the cycle. Moreover, donors can
play an important role at each stage.

Agen     da Sett    g ing St     a    — age — Prr    l  oblem Def iinition
EFR must start with identifying and defining an
issue — firstly, as a problem, and secondly, as a
problem that — in the view of the general public
— needs to be addressed. In addition to
adequately framing the problem, a sound
understanding of the issue(s) to be tackled is a
precondition for successfully putting the topic on
the policy agenda. Understanding an issue
requires knowledge of its impacts — that is its
economic, environmental and social
consequences — and their causes. These impacts
must be placed in the context of the many
pressing issues facing a country, in order to
establish the relative importance of the issue.

Establishing the relative importance of the issue
must be based on a sound scientific basis if the
attention of policy makers and the general public
is to be captured, and claims over the severity of
the issue are to be believed. Having access to
robust data is vital for challenging adverse
perceptions and overcoming opposition from
vested interests. Donors can play an important
role in this regard by supporting the work of
universities and other research institutions, as well
as international organisations as they develop
the evidence basis for reform.

PP iiolicolic   D Dy Devy Dev  l  el  elopment Stelopment St   a   a   age — Defage — Def i   n   Oin   Oining the Oining the O ttptptiiionsions
The case for EFR needs to be developed along
two lines, although these should not be thought of
as separate processes. The mix of instruments to
address the problem at hand needs to be
identified and subjected to a rigorous assessment,
taking account of existing socio-political and
institutional conditions. At the same time political
and public support for reform should be mobilised
and strengthened.

Instruments should be designed in the light of the
specific sector context and policy objective(s).
Information on the success or failure of EFR in
specific contexts in other countries can help.
Donors have a role to play here by making such
information available.

During instrument design it is also important that
existing and planned interventions in other policy
areas are taken into account, to ensure that the
proposed mix of pricing or tax instruments are
supportive of the government’s overall policy
agenda and any other planned reforms. A reform
process is likely to be more successful if it is
integrated into other ongoing national processes
(e.g. more general reforms to the tax system), or at
least takes these into account. Comprehensive
approaches to development (such as Poverty
Reduction Strategies and sustainable
development strategies) also provide
opportunities to integrate EFR into country-led
development plans. Medium-term expenditure
reviews in particular, address issues closely
related to EFR, including tax collection and
pricing reforms.

In the context of environmentally related and
natural resource taxes, it is generally simplest and
most efficient to design new tax instruments within
the context of existing regulatory and institutional
frameworks.

Analysing the mix of instruments involves
quantifying the expected fiscal, environmental
and social benefits (notably for the poorest
groups in society) relative to the impacts of
existing policies and their beneficiaries. It also
involves identifying potential winners and losers
from the reform process, the extent of the gains
and losses, and possible compensation measures,
as well as the net fiscal, environmental and social
impact of employing these measures. Donors can
assist governments in developing the capacity
required to undertake such analyses, and in
identifying “win-win” options. They can also help
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research groups and universities, NGOs and the
media to participate in the assessment process.

PP loliclolicy y A y y Advdv cocaccocacy y Sty  y St e — u l n  p rage — Building Support  l n  p re — u  age — Building Support
Defining a problem and proposing pricing or
taxation instruments as a possible policy response
is not enough. Political and public support for EFR
must be secured when designing, analysing and
weighing up the various options. Where
corruption and patronage are serious problems,
resistance to EFR will be particularly strong. In
this case, building strong alliances is absolutely
vital.

Public awareness campaigns based on accurate
information, presented in a way that is easy to
understand, and broad based consultation with
affected stakeholders (including representatives of
civil society, the private sector and vulnerable
groups) can help build the necessary support for
reform. Proponents of EFR should actively explore
the potential for alliances with other, like-minded
stakeholders. However, it should not be assumed
that dialogue between stakeholders will lead to
consensus – differences of opinion will often
remain. Donors can encourage transparency,
access to information, public participation, and
accountability, which are all prerequisites for
sound policy.

  c i  n  aDecision-making an    me d Implementat    n ion Staage
Some form of public announcement usually
precedes the introduction of proposed reforms,
preferably as far in advance of the instrument
being introduced as possible, to give affected
parties the time to effectively prepare and adapt
to the proposed changes. Where adaptation is
expected to be a lengthy and difficult process, it
is often a good idea to phase-in the reforms
gradually, in a programmed fashion. This will help
mitigate the financial pain of those who stand to
lose most from the reforms.

Donors can play an important role by helping to
finance the transition costs of reform, which will

help overcome political resistance. Governments
can also help by making strategic use of the
revenue and compensation measures. For
example, it may be worth considering the use of
some of the revenue to compensate for any
undesirable distributional impacts that may arise.
Governments can also assist industry with
transition costs by helping them to identify cost-
effective abatement technologies or processes.
This might involve disseminating information on
the latest “clean” production technologies and
associated financial benefits. Such measures will
help foster support for the reforms.

M nonit    ao i  oring an    v d Ev laluuat    ti  ion St gage
Government agencies responsible for
administering the reforms will need the
appropriate technical capacity in order to
function as a credible monitoring and
enforcement agency. Credibility is essential to
sustain support for reform, and rebut criticisms
from, for example, affected industries that have a
direct interest in portraying the administrating
agency as incapable of doing its job.
Environmental agencies must also be credible vis-
à-vis the Ministry of Finance. This is particularly
crucial when environmental agencies are
entrusted with the collection and management of
taxes or charges, and/or when the proceeds from
these instruments are earmarked to these
agencies for environmental purposes. Credibility
concerns can be mitigated and greater public
support fostered if some of the revenues are used
to ensure a reliable flow of adequate funding for
monitoring and enforcement activities.

Donors can play an important role in providing
technical assistance to develop the capacity of
those agencies responsible for monitoring and
enforcement. EFR requires a long-term
commitment from interested governments to
design, build support for, implement, evaluate and
refine EFR. Hence, donors also need to provide a
long-term perspective in their support of such
processes.
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Evaluation is necessary to assess the effectiveness
and efficiency of the instrument in meeting its
stated objectives. This in turn helps establish
whether there is room to improve the design and
implementation of the instrument, both to help
meet existing objectives and when applying the
same instrument to similar problems in the future.
It also generates information that can be made
available to stakeholders, which provides a
vehicle for public consultation and can enhance
accountability and public support.

Again, donors can provide technical assistance to
develop the necessary capacity to plan for, and
undertake, evaluation exercises.

Principles to Guide
Donor Assistance
It is evident from the previous discussion that
donors have an important role to play in helping
developing country partners assess and realise
the full potential of EFR. In fulfilling this role
donors should:

Emphasize country ownership and be sensitive to
the local context – First and foremost there must
be in-country demand for EFR. Donors should
encourage country ownership, but should not
force the pace. Strong country ownership will
facilitate the harmonisation of related activities
across donors, which will shield countries from
excessive donor influence, and possibly
conflicting approaches to EFR.

Donors also need to be sensitive to the political
challenges of implementing EFR, which will
depend on specific local economic,
environmental, social and cultural conditions. They
should avoid imposing “blueprints” for reform.
Rather, donors should focus on providing
financial, technical, institutional and political
assistance in support of a country’s own efforts.

Be prepared to act opportunistically - In a volatile
political and economic setting, it is crucial to take
advantage of windows of opportunity as they
present themselves. A new government or
political leader – especially, if it has the support
of the populace – can be a catalyst for major
policy shifts. Ongoing sector (e.g. in forestry,
fisheries, agriculture) and utility reform processes
(e.g. water, power) can also provide a launching
pad for EFR, as can fiscal and environmental
crises. Donors should be prepared to help
proponents of reform seize such opportunities as
and when they arise.

Be pragmatic – Textbook solutions will seldom be
practical. In some occasions it may be necessary
to deviate from standard fiscal practice in order
to secure political and /or public support for
important reforms. For instance – despite the
clear problems associated with earmarking tax
revenues – it may be necessary to allocate some
portion of the tax to a particular use in order to
progress the reforms. For similar reasons, it may
also be necessary to consider the use of other
compensatory measures, such as reduced rates of
tax or targeted subsidies, given adequate
safeguards and regular reviews.

Strive for policy coherence – Policy coherence on
several dimensions is vital if donors support for
EFR is to be credible, and if partner countries’
efforts to implement EFR are not to be
undermined.

Donor governments should work towards
alignment of their development and trade
policies. For example, donors with export credit
agencies should strive to ensure that export
interests do not impair the signals for improved
resource efficiency or emission reductions
provided by EFR, or development policy
objectives more generally. Consideration should
also be given to policies in the agriculture and
fishery sectors for example, which promote
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activities that have the potential to undermine the
objectives of EFR.

The alignment of donor policies with respect to
international agreements and country-owned
and led strategies, such as the MDGs,

sustainable development strategies, Poverty
Reduction Strategies, Medium-term Expenditure
Programmes and Sector-wide approaches is
another way to improve the coherence of donors’
efforts toward country-owned objectives.
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Scope and Objectives
The term environmental fiscal reform (EFR) means
different things to different people.

In this report, we will take EFR to mean: a range
of taxation or pricing instruments that can raise
revenue, while simultaneously furthering
environmental goals. This is achieved by providing
economic incentives to correct market failure in the
management of natural resources and the control
of pollution.

By encouraging more sustainable use of natural
resources, such as forests and fisheries, and by
providing incentives to reduce pollution from
energy use and industrial activities, EFR also
addresses environmental problems that make a
difference to the livelihoods of the poor. Indeed,
because of the interdependence of environmental
degradation and poverty, a sound environment is
crucial to poverty reduction and sustainable
growth, particularly in low-income countries
(DFID, EC, UNDP and World Bank, 2002).

The revenue generated can also be directed,
through programmes of targeted expenditure, to
poverty reduction. For example, the revenue
could be used to finance poor people’s access to
water, sanitation or energy services. Past
experience suggests that the potential of EFR to
raise revenue is one of the primary reasons why
developing country governments and Ministries
of Finance in particular, are likely to pursue it.

EFR is therefore concerned with a limited
intersection of two large policy areas – fiscal
policy and environmental policy. Despite being

limited, it is an increasingly significant area of
development policy, because of the potential
contribution EFR has to make to poverty reduction
in developing countries. It is also an area that
may not have received enough attention in the
past, from both fiscal or environmental experts
and their associated institutions.

Despite the potential of EFR to yield clear, fiscal,
environmental and social benefits, it is frequently
delayed and constrained by political and
institutional factors. In the latter case, improved
incentives for environmental management require
an effective legal, regulatory and administrative
framework. There are also groups in society that,
for reasons of self-interest, could resist EFR. To
assist governments in overcoming resistance to
EFR, this report concentrates on the political
economy of the reform process: It analyses the
political context, outlines how winners and losers
are identified and illustrates how an effective
reform process is best designed and managed.
This analysis is crucial if the political and
institutional challenges facing EFR are to be
overcome. Greater understanding of the political
context of EFR will facilitate coalition building and
the selection of strategic interventions in the
reform process.

Overall, the report seeks to identify the fiscal,
environmental and poverty reduction
opportunities that EFR presents policy-makers.
These are seen in relation to specific sectors and
countries, the likely obstacles to pursuing these
opportunities, and how these obstacles are most
effectively managed.

With this narrow focus, there are many important
areas of fiscal and environmental policy we do

Introduction
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not cover. In particular, on the environment side,
we do not deal with the more general requisite
legal and regulatory frameworks for the
implementation and realisation of environmental
policy objectives. Nor do we discuss other so-
called “market-based instruments”, such as
marketable permits or allowances that, like taxes,
provide economic incentives to reduce
environmental degradation, but, unlike taxes, are
not generally designed to raise revenue1.

On the expenditure side, the discussion is limited
to subsidy reform (the freeing up of financial
resources through reform of existing subsidies) and
the potential partial earmarking of revenue for
environmental expenditures, such as paying for
fishery management costs from the capture of
fishery rents. This report does not have the scope
to explore the integration of EFR into existing
processes for budgetary analysis nor how EFR
interacts with the appraisal of, for example,
Poverty Reduction Support Credits, Programmatic
and Sector Lending. Nonetheless, evaluation of
how EFR fits with these budget-related tools
should be part of the detailed design process of
putting EFR into practice.

Report Structure
The report is in three parts. Part One considers
the benefits, instruments and political economy of
EFR, while Part Two looks at the application of
EFR to specific, key sectors in developing
countries. Recommendations are presented in Part
Three.

Part One
Chapter 1 deals with the changing context for
EFR.
Chapter 2 looks at the benefits of EFR and how
the revenues raised can be used.
Chapter 3 identifies the different instruments of
EFR.
Chapters 4 and 5 consider the political economy
of EFR.

Part Two
Chapters 6 to 11 explore how EFR can be
applied in the forestry, fisheries, industrial, fossil
fuel, power and water sectors with a focus on the
political and institutional challenges.

The sectors covered in Part Two are based on
what we consider offers the most scope for EFR in
terms of revenue mobilisation, environmental
improvement and poverty reduction – and the
potential trade-offs between these objectives.
There may be a good case for EFR in other
areas, such as mining, solid waste management
and transport more generally - for example,
motor vehicle taxes and congestion-type
charging - but our present scope leaves these
areas for future consideration.

Part Three
Chapter 12 draws conclusions and offers policy
recommendations.

Target Audience
The report is intended for:

Finance officials in developing countries: to
encourage them, when looking at options to
raise revenue, to consider fiscal instruments
that have the potential to simultaneously
deliver environmental improvements and, in
turn, economic and social development.
Environmental officials in developing countries:
who would like to use fiscal instruments to
realise environmental improvements.
Sector specialists working in forestry, fisheries,
energy etc: who would like to understand how
fiscal reforms could be used to encourage
more sustainable resource use in their sector.
Civil society groups (non-governmental
organisations, academics etc.) and parts of
the private sector, which could be influential in
promoting EFR.
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Development agency staff, particularly those
who support developing country partners
with fiscal and, or environmental policy.

With such a varied audience, including many who
are not experts in the relevant fiscal and
environmental disciplines we have tried to write
the report in non-technical language.

Complementary Initiatives
With the issues of financing sustainable
development and environmental fiscal reforms
rising on the international agenda there are a
number of other processes on related topics that
are worth mentioning. These include work within
bilateral agencies and UNEP. UNEP has, for
instance, established a Working Group on

Economic Instruments that has produced a guide
for policy makers in developing countries on the
use of economic instruments for environmental
policy making, including: environmental taxes,
charges, pollution permits and deposit refund
systems. This UNEP guide offers tools for a
comprehensive assessment of the country context
and conditions. It provides practical guidance on
identifying when economic instruments may be
most appropriate and discusses means to
strengthen the support framework needed to
introduce them (UNEP, 2004a). UNEP has also
conducted a number of country projects assessing
the potential for reform in the fisheries, energy
and agriculture sector, as well as assisting
countries to implement reform. These projects are
country-driven and based on stakeholder
consultations within the countries.



Part 1 — The Political Economy of Environmental
Fiscal Reform: A General Overview
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The Policy Context for
Environmental Fiscal Reform

The current policy framework for EFR is
best understood in the context of the
evolving global debate on international
development policy. In particular it needs

to be set against a background of economic and
fiscal reform and the increased recognition of
linkages between poverty and the environment.

The Fiscal Context
Despite the potential environmental benefits,
interest in EFR has historically arisen out of fiscal
need, or more acutely, as a result of a fiscal crisis.
For example, the debt crisis and deteriorating
balance-of-payments position of many
developing countries in the early 1980s led to
“structural adjustment” in the economies of these
countries, in an effort to restore macroeconomic
stability. Those adjustments typically involved
reforms to public expenditure and pricing and
taxation policy, as governments sought to mobilise
more revenue and improve the efficiency of
public spending.

Reform of pricing policy, although not motivated
by environmental objectives, has been the most
significant driving force behind the removal of
subsidies harmful to the environment. For example,
subsidy reform has led to increases in the price of
energy products, public water supply and
agricultural inputs, such as pesticides. Both China
and Russia increased energy prices during the
1990s, which yielded sizeable environmental
benefits (Box 1 looks at the experience of China).
However, in considering the total benefits of

price reforms it is important that the social
(distributional) impacts are taken into account,
and these impacts are usually more complex.

As part of the effort to mobilise revenue, the
overall design and administration of the tax
system has also come under scrutiny. In the past,
many developing countries have had complex tax
systems, with multiple tax bands for different
goods and services, and many still do. Such
systems, when administered by a relatively poorly
paid public sector that lacks resources, sometimes
lead to tax evasion and corruption. In response,
an increasing number of developing countries
have been introducing simpler, more transparent
and broadly-based taxes, in which consumers or
producers are responsible themselves for paying
the correct amount of tax to the appropriate
agency (say, through self-assessment returns).
However, inefficiencies in the tax systems are still
present.

“Structural adjustment” was often accompanied
by the privatisation of many industries and
increased trade liberalisation.

PP vrivatisationvrivatisation: The last two decades have seen
much more focus on the role of the private sector
in development policy. However, private
enterprises seek to recover the full cost of service
provision, when a service may previously have
been subsidised. As a result, in many countries,
such as Bolivia and Ghana, increased private
sector involvement in the provision of energy and
water services has raised questions about the

1
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effect of higher prices on the poor and how the
poor can be shielded from higher tariffs.

Tr   d  L bade Liberalisation: The emergence of the World
Trade Organisation and the recent Doha
Development Agenda has highlighted the issue of
subsidies — particularly in the context of traded
goods.

The Environmental
Context
The Earth Summit in Rio in 1992 drew attention
to the dire state of the global environment:
“Humanity stands at a defining moment in history.
We are confronted with a perpetuation of

    n    In the tra itansit     ion t       o  m ro a mor    e e mark    ie  entet orientated
    o  h  no y   economy, China remov      r  nt  ed price contr     ls o  o n aols on coal,

nan    o ud encour      t  d  aged the dev     ent  m   relopment of privat    a e coal
    ,   wh  mines, which no    rw w pr   o  d  roduce arooun     d 5            c  0 per cent of
’China’       s c l  s coal. Su   s   bsidy r tat     es f          o  c  ic  oor coal, which account

f    7or or 7            o   p   f 3 per cent of China’    e m rs commer     c l    cial needs, f llell
fr     om 6          er e     nt in 1 per cent in 198     4 t     o 1              e    1 per cent in 19995.5.
Su   s y  rbsidy refefor     m an     d in    d r l dustrial r sestr   ing u  hucturing has
rpr    od  uoduced mult    f iple benef    F: its: F        a ing , inancial savings, energy

   a ing , savings, incr   a ed  eased q         c l  a   , uality of coal, an     d r ceeduced
olpolluut   io  n. ion. Ener    g  gy int             C n   o  tens   h   ng ensity in China, once among the

              t  e  a   in  in  ,    highest in the world, has been in stea    ec dy decline
   inc  rsince refefor   m   tms start     d    19ed in 197   8,  8, dr    p  opping fr     om 79     t5 to

244      c   1 metric t          o  o   ons of oil equiv       m o er nalent per million
inteernat       l  ional $ b     y 19999           a   .    . This has also ha        a jd a major

      Ch  impact on China’     s gr     enh   s   i .eenhouse gas emissions.
Efff cicienc           a   y gains in ind rdustr   ,  y, res lult   ng  ing fr   o  m om tec nic lechnical

  h  ng  achange an    sd d str uuctur                 pal shifts in the composit     io   hn  tion of the
   vono y  economy, hav      ls  pe  e also playy             jo    ed  r   ed a major part in red ingeducing

   e the ener     gy int       t    nom  h  ensity of the economy.

T        h h  o  wit  t  ogether with these refor             ea a nu   mms, a number of measures
wer        s  e used t   o  o a dddr          e  e o  ess the social conseq   u s f uences of

    higher ener            r s   p e   g    d  gy prices, which posed the grav    rt est threaeat

f      t  or  or the ruur                p   , os   wh  a     m    al poor of China, most of whom r     ely f    o  aor a
rlar          a t  om  e  o   ge part on biomass an      oa  f  d coal f      ei  r r or their ener ygy

su pupply    Sh - t t. Short-ter     m measuur    nc es incluu        o e ded income s pu tupport
t            o  s in e to o  h    o poor households (in the norther    r n r     eg  i  e n egion) in the
foor            c l m of coal vououcher     ns an       h er rd other har   h  d  dship init tiatives.

  h   This w   a   as oft    e  en s puupplement   ed  ed b     y taargeted
intererv ntent     ions t    o o r         e    u     seduce the cost of s   y   upply, s   u  a uch as
drast     ic raat lis tionalisat         t  s   ion of the s      h  p  i  upply chain (s   h u  auch as
ucutt     ing ou    ing out inter         or h h   vmediaries). The poor hav    oe e also

nefbenefit     ed fr     eom widespreaea     rd intr coduct      o   f ion of a vdva edanced
tstov       a  es that ar      b    ore both mor   e  e ener     gy efff   ic   icient an     d less
olpolluut       ing    i   ing. In the medi m tum-ter    a mm measur     es ar     e being

p       u       ut in place t    o o r     u  h  d t  educe the depen     dence of
      ol   s  d    households on solid f   u  , uels, b     y encour     a ing    aging them too

  h  tng  change t    na o natur     l    al gas an      o h   t  d other liq    id uid f   s   fossil f eluels.
S iwit   ng  ching fr      c   l om coal t    o o renew   le a  able ener     ogy sour   es (i nces (in

a tpart      s  u r  r eicular, solar ener   g ,  gy, win   d r d ener   y  h gy, hydropopoweer
nan        le  b   a   d clean biomass t   nol  o  echnologies) w    a  as also

ouencour         aged. The rur      o  al or al poor ar     ee expect    t ed t       e e o be the
  n  main benef       i i    ira es o  e iciaries of the dir   c   eneect generaat    fi  ion of
oemplo   m  u p tyment opportunit       -i   eneies in bio-ener     gy r telated

esectors.

rSourrSource:ce:  2 DFID (2000).  2   DFID (2000).

Box 1 — Energy Subsidy Reform in China

disparities between and within nations, a
worsening of poverty, hunger, ill health and
illiteracy, and the continuing deterioration of the
ecosystems on which we depend for our well
being”. As part of a package of possible policy
responses, the Rio Summit promoted the greater
use of economic (incentive-based) approaches
within environmental policy — in particular, the
use of so-called “market-based instruments”
(MBIs). The emphasis on economic approaches
recognised that the environmental challenge was
beyond the remit of environment ministries alone.
In order to curb the environmentally damaging
consumption and production patterns, fiscal
policy had to play a role in support of traditional
approaches based on direct regulation (so-called
“command-and-control” approaches).
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The Financing for Development conference in
Monterrey, Mexico in 2001 reaffirmed the use of
MBIs and subsidy reform as powerful and
necessary tools for generating finance for
sustainable development.

The 2002 World Summit for Sustainable
Development (WSSD) in South Africa again
highlighted the environmental problems facing
the planet, with particular emphasis on the links
between the state of the environment and
poverty reduction. The Johannesburg Plan of
Implementation adopted at the WSSD also
referred to pricing and fiscal instruments for
environmental management (see Box 2).

The International
Development Context

“…the World Bank estimates that … the ad-
ditional foreign aid required to reach the Mil-
lennium Development Goals by 2015 is
between 40 and US$60 billion per year. This
estimate is consistent with other agencies’ es-
timates of the costs of achieving individual
goals, such as those for education and health.
By itself, this additional aid will not be suffi-
cient to attain the goals, as many countries will
have to reform their policies and improve ser-
vice delivery…”

World Bank (2002)

The international development agenda is now
strongly focused on poverty reduction, as
demonstrated by the commitment of donors and
developing countries alike to the Millennium
Declaration of 2000. The global community
identified eight Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs), with the overarching goal to halve
absolute poverty by 2015. Reversing the loss of
environmental resources is another important
target. The World Summit on Sustainable
Development (WSSD) in 2002 reaffirmed the
MDGs, and stressed how improved
environmental management could help alleviate

poverty, for example, by improving access to
sanitation as a cost-effective way to improve
health.

The linkages between sound environmental
management and poverty reduction, as captured
by the MDGs, are illustrated in Figure 1.

While the goals of international development
have been clarified, there has also been a
growing awareness of the complexity of
achieving them, and in particular the complex
role of institutions and incentives — both formal
and informal. Since the end of the Cold War,
there has been a growing focus on the
institutional and political issues of development,
known as “good governance”.

Box 2 — What Does the WSSD Plan of
Implementation Say About EFR?

hTher    a e ar         e a f    ew ew ref rer         enc     n  e  ences in the WSSD Plan
               t   of   e   s   F  i   on the use of EFR in the cont         ext of waateer,

ener     ngy an    o lld pollut     io   n  fion — f     or ex mample:

) 19(b) Cont)  19(b) Cont  inue t  inue t  ro pr r o promotomoto om tomot  th  e the int h   t  e the interernanalisatnanalisat  ofion of o fion of
enenvirvironmentonmento entnmonmenta  c s aal costs an  a  c s aal costs an  th  u e  ecd the use of economic h  e  ec t  u   d the use of economic

trinstrrtinstru  uments, t u  uments, t  aking int  aking into c ou  t  a po account the appro o  t   c u   a po account the approachoach
a   that the poll  a   that the polluutuut r ou  in r ip  ea  eer should, in principle, bear theer o   r i    u  in p  ea  eer should, in principle, bear the

os   costs of pollo   s   costs of polluutuut   e ion, with due r     e ion, with due regaregar  td t t d t  t  po the p t  p  o the puublicblic
intinteereere  nest an ne  est an  o  td without dist   o  td without distortort ng inting intng  inting interernatnatioionalioional
trtraaaa  de an  de an  d in  d invvvv tmestment.mtestment.

22 )  p) p6(b) Emplo6(b) Emplo    h   h  y the fy the f    ull rull r  of ling   cng  of licange of policange of polic    y instry instr e sm ntmentsuments,uments,
llinclincluu  i  i  ding rding r u tu tegulategulat    ion, monition, monito  r , or , oring, voring, vololololuntunt rrararyyyy

ssmeasmeasurur  m  mes, markes, mark    et anet an    d infd infooorormatmat a ed  ta ed tion-based tion-based t ssools,ools,
nnlanlan  na em  - e  a- e na em  ad-use management and-use management an    c t  c t d cost rd cost r ooecoecovvvveeerer    y ofy of

wwaaatat r s v s  wit t os  r    er s v es  wit t os  rer services, without cost rer services, without cost recececoecovverery o t by ob ty objecty objectiviv seseses
 a   a a abecoming a barbecoming a bar   t trier trier t  c  t a s  a c s to access to access t    o safo saf    e we waaatat  r er er ber byy

o   no  p l  oo  p l  npoor people, anpoor people, an   a ad ad a  n    n dopt an intdopt an int gegegregratat   w wed wed w ttataterer
n  n basin apprbasin appr c .c .oach.oach.

4    p0(  0(k) Emplo    y a ky mark   e - s  entt b  et-based incentiv   es  es f ror
icg ragricultur     ental enter   p s   prises an     d farmmer     s t    oni m to monitor

nan       w a  d manage wat       n e er use an     d q    l y  uality, int    a er alia,
b      l   p y  y applying s          l  s s l-uch methods as small-scale
irrigat   io  n nion an     d wa tastewaat   e  r rer rececy   li  ng acling an    rd d re eu .euse.
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This emphasis in turn has led to renewed interest
in the role of the state, now widely seen to have
a key role in identifying the right policies for
poverty reduction and in financing investments
for poverty reduction and sustainable
development. In the late 1990s, the Poverty
Reduction Strategy (PRS) process was launched in
low-income countries to achieve good policies for
poverty reduction and the right investments. This
approach was supported by development
agencies that were keen to move from scattered
projects to a more country led, strategic
framework for development assistance.

There is also growing recognition of the need to
mainstream environmental issues into the PRS
process, as many poor people depend on natural
resources for their livelihoods. They are often
therefore the most vulnerable to environmental
degradation and pollution. The extent to which
environmental issues are mainstreamed into the
PRS process is mixed (Bojö et al, 2004).
Nonetheless, the available evidence shows that
as the process matures, environmental
mainstreaming is improving. This is illustrated by
the analysis of the poor’s dependence on natural
resources in Cambodia’s PRS paper (see Box 3).

FIGURE 1 Links between Environmental Management, Poverty, and the Millennium Development
Goals

Source:  DFID, EC, UNDP, and World Bank (2002).
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In a significant number of cases, the PRS country
papers refer to EFR either for fiscal or
environmental reasons.

Given the need, emerging from the PRS process,
to implement investment plans, subject to the
identified sector priorities, the budget process of
developing countries has been receiving greater
attention. Development agencies are providing
growing support for management of public
expenditure and, where appropriate, some
donors are providing direct financial support to
the government budget.

The debate about the role of the state has also
begun to focus on decentralisation, which may
create incentives for EFR. For example, the
growing power of Provinces in South Africa has
led them to search for additional sources of
revenue, including the possible use of
environmentally related taxes (OECD 2001a).
However, increased fragmentation, unclear
responsibilities and inconsistency in standards,
rules and regulations resulting from fiscal
decentralisation can hinder the uptake of certain
EFR measures.

Implications for EFR
Within the multiple policy contexts discussed
above, EFR has been receiving increased
recognition as a tool that governments can
implement along side other policy measures to
help achieve fiscal, environmental poverty
reduction objectives.

Environmentally related fiscal instruments have
been increasingly used in OECD and middle-

Box 3 — Environment in the Poverty
Reduction Strategy of Cambodia

“Su t“Sust    tu ainable natur    a  al r ouesour      a g   m  ces management andd
cconservaat            a  intio   ec   ion has become an integr        a t al part of
[[Rooy    a  al Gover        o    f b  nment of Cambodia] RGGC’     s straategegy
ff     or sust     i e o i  na  no c gainable economic gro    n wth and
ddev     op  h  .  elopment. The R   G   rGC r   ec nis   ecognises that
ss sust     b  e   c  rainable economic groo   wt   awth an     d dev lopelopment

      c ic nno   evcannot be achiev        h    wit t e ed without wise management
aan     d conservat     i   o   rion of country’    r s r wenew   b  a able andd
nonon-renew   a  u table natur    a  al r ouesour   es   ces. A   o  m ng hmong other

  h  at s  things, attent          il    t w l   ion will be paid t    im o improvved
  a g  m  management an     od conserv tat       f  ion of f    h  nisheries and

ffor   s   est resour                t  im   h o  e oes     n  rces the impact of which on the poor
aar     e ver   y  s nify signif cicant.””

uSour :ce:     m   i   Cambodia Pov   e  r  erty Reduct   i   rion Str tat   e  (g  egy (200        p  53, p. 58).

income countries, but not been implemented to
such an extent in low-income countries.
Experience with such instruments in OECD
countries is mixed, but there have been success
stories (see, for example, Schlegelmilch 1999,
EEA 1996 and 2000, OECD 2001b and UNEP
2004a and b).

A large amount of useful analytical and
conceptual work has also been undertaken in this
area.2 Such studies show that the implementation
of EFR often meets political resistance and if its
full potential is to be realised the political
economy of the reform process must be fully
appreciated as a precondition to successful
implementation. Equally, it is analysis of
experience with EFR thus far which will identify
the most favourable conditions for successful
implementation.
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2

The Benefits of Environmental
Fiscal Reform

In this chapter we explore the fiscal,
environmental and poverty reduction benefits
of EFR in detail, examining cases in which
benefits must be traded-off against one

another, and how such trade-offs can be
appropriately managed. In examining these
trade-offs it will become evident that EFR is not
always the most effective way for governments to
raise revenue, nor is it necessarily in all cases the
best approach to protecting the environment; the
value of EFR lies in its ability to assist with
meeting both objectives at the same time, and
the ancillary poverty reduction benefits that
accompany a better environment. Hence, EFR
instruments need to be seen as complementary to
regulatory approaches to environmental
management, and as an integral part of a policy
mix rather than “stand alone” measures.

As the benefits of EFR are inseparable from the
use made of revenues arising from reform, we
look at the main options for using the revenues.

The Broad Objectives of
Environmental Fiscal
Reform
Broadly speaking, EFR can: 1) mobilise revenue
for governments; 2) improve environmental
management practices and conserve resources;
and 3) reduce poverty. By encouraging more
sustainable use of natural resources, and reducing
pollution from energy use and industrial activities,
EFR can address environmental problems that

threaten the livelihoods of the poor. The revenues
raised by EFR could also be used to finance
poverty reduction measures.

These three benefits of EFR, as shown in Figure 2,
often complement one another. The poor, for
example, can be supported by improvements to
the environment – such as in water and air quality
– and by pro-poor investments (in health,
education and access to sanitation services)
financed by revenue raised through EFR. In some
cases trade-offs between objectives may arise,
for example, where reform raises the price of
water or power consumed by the poor. Such
impacts may be mitigated in the way that the
reform package is designed, for instance by using
tariff structures that protect low-income
households.

Fiscal Benefits
A primary goal of fiscal policy, especially in poor
countries where public services are under-funded,
is to raise revenue to finance government
expenditure programmes. This revenue needs to
be raised efficiently –with minimum distortion to
the national economy – and at minimum
administrative costs. While there are a number of
conventional fiscal instruments that more or less
fulfil these criteria, EFR opens the door to a new
tax base, supplementing other revenue raising
efforts.

Developing countries face formidable challenges
in raising revenues through conventional fiscal
instruments such as income or sales taxes - the
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main sources of tax in the OECD. In some
developing countries many workers are employed
in agriculture and the “informal sector”, where
earnings fluctuate, are seasonal and generally
paid in cash. This means that conventional
income taxes are hard to collect. And few people
buy from retailers who keep accurate records, so
sales taxes, such as VAT, are also difficult to
collect. The scope for taxing corporations is also
limited, since the corporate sector is usually
smaller than in OECD countries; and includes
unprofitable state-owned enterprises that build up
uncollected tax arrears, due to political obstacles.
Unlike OECD countries, many developing
countries rely on (trade) taxes on imports and
exports for revenues but these are often
inefficient, damaging to growth and incompatible
with moves towards trade liberalisation (IMF,
2001).

Excise duties applied to energy products and
taxes on natural resource extraction offer good
potential for raising environmentally relevant tax
revenue, but it is important to ensure that the
potential for revenue does not create increased

pressure on the resource base. In the resource-
rich Cameroon, for example, forestry taxes raised
US$50 million for the State in 2002 (see Box 28
below), while EU Access Agreements account for
roughly 30 per cent of government revenues in
Guinea Bissau (IFREMER, 1999). Yet there is
evidence that in many places potential revenues
are not being captured (Ivers et al, 2003 and
Bostock and Cunningham, 2004). For example, it
is estimated by Hoddes (2001) that in Cambodia
up to US$100 million is lost each year from
uncollected forest taxes (only US$13 million is
actually collected).

The potential of EFR to raise revenue depends on
many factors, including:

The design of the instrument.
How it is implemented and enforced, this in
turn depending on administrative capacity,
corruption, etc.
How consumers and producers respond, as
reflected by the elasticity of demand and
supply.

  he n fT  BThe Benef     i   t   Eits of En rvironment     Fal F    Ri cal iscal RefoormmFIGURE 2
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Box 4 — The Polluter Pays Principle
(PPP)

      h  i l  The principle t       o     ed o be used f    c t or allocat      e s  ing the costs
  f ll of poll tut   n r ion preveveent   io  nn ion an    o r ntd contr   o  l sol measur   s t es to

encour      t  rg   age the rat       io  e  s ana  u   ional use of scarce
en irvironment   l  al r oesour    es ces an     d t     vo av     oid dist rortio sions

    in int rernanat   l  ional traa    ad  de an    d d inv       s   e oent   -estment is the so-
  ed  called “P loll tut     er Pa   y   ys P       r p  T i  a  a s m  rinciple”. This means that

    the polluut             e  s   h    r o   t  e p   aer should bear the expenses of carrryying
    u    o  eout those measuur      c    es decided b     y puu   b   blic a ht iuthoritiesies

t     o ensuur        t t    h  ene that the envvir          a   onment is in an
accept   a   able staat       e.     o h  e. In other wor       s      o  ds, the costs of

  e  ethese measuur        h  b   l   es should be r teflect             o   o  fed in the cost of
    goods an        er ic , c  a   d services, which ca    e oluse polluut   i  o  ion in

pr coduct    i  aion an    c d/or cons pumpt      h i  Su  eion. Such measuures
        o   e c m  u     should not be accompanied b     y su   b   hbsidies that
    would cr teat    ig e signif     isicant distoort     ions in

ntinter tnat   na   rional tra   d   ade an     d invv testment.

Sour ece:          O        — G    i i  ECD — Guiding P   l  e rrinciples Concer    e ning the
Inter tnat     na  o  i  no  ional Economic A     p   s t   spects of Envvir nmonment   l  al P iolicyy
(a(a oodoptdopt    ed bed b  t  i  o   e    t e i  o  y the Council on 2y the Council on 26  6 6 M6 Maay  y y 19y 19 ..72).72).

EFR instruments can help governments move
towards a more incentive-based market economy,
reducing former inefficiencies. To realise this
potential, it is important that EFR is supportive of
general tax reform objectives and conforms to
general principles of good taxation, such as
“ability to pay”. Conversely, broader tax reforms
can be made more supportive of environmental
objectives – excise duties on petrol products, for
example, are a key aspect of most tax systems. By
levying different rates on different fuels to reflect
their relative environmental benefits, consumers
can be encouraged to shift to less polluting fuel
sources.

Environmental Benefits
In order to appreciate the environmental benefits
of EFR it is first necessary to identify, in broad
terms, some of the key environmental and
resource use issues facing developing countries.

Specif     ic Envir nonment   l  sal Iss eues
The exploitation of publicly owned or controlled
natural resources in developing countries is, in
general, not appropriately priced. As a
consequence the pattern of exploitation is
typically economically and socially inefficient,
with gains accruing to some (mostly private)
parties, but with much greater net losses of
wealth for society as a whole. Very often, the
solution to this problem requires the simultaneously
implementation of several policy options (see, for
example, UNEP, 2004a). EFR can be part of the
solution, by ensuring that – through the use of
taxes, royalties, or other pricing instruments – the
exploiters of the resource pay a price that reflects
the full social value of the resources they extract.

When emissions pollute the atmosphere or
watercourses, there is a cost to society as a
whole, yet these costs are not usually borne by
the polluter. Unsurprisingly the polluter tends not
to take them into account when making decisions
– and society tends not to be fully compensated

for these so-called “external costs”. Therefore, the
polluter is likely to pollute to a socially undesirable
level and so the total (financial plus external) costs
of the polluting activity to society outweighs the
total benefits. To discourage pollution above
socially acceptable levels, the government can
adopt a variety of policy options, including
taxation and pricing instruments. These essentially
make the polluter pay for the external costs they
impose on society. Using economic instruments to
this end represents a broader application of the
“polluter pays principle”, as originally defined in
the 1972 OECD Guiding Principles on the
International Economic Aspects of Environmental
Policies (see Box 4).

While some fiscal instruments can be used to
address environmental problems, others, such as
subsidies or tax breaks, can inadvertently cause
environmentally damaging behaviour. For
example, electricity subsidies may have been
introduced for social reasons, but the
unintentional side effect is the encouragement of

19
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inefficient and excessive consumption, which
raises the level of atmospheric pollution. Because
subsidies are sometimes paid directly from the
budget, the fiscal costs of these environmentally
harmful subsidies are clear, strengthening the
case for reform.

Addressing These Environmental Issues
In the environmental policy arena the
government decision-maker can choose from a
variety of policy instruments to address these
issues. In broad terms, government intervention
can take two forms:

1. The introduction of environmentally related
taxes or other economic instruments, such as
marketable permits or allowances, user
charges or fees, deposit-refund schemes or
performance bonds. The government could
also reform subsidies3.

2. The introduction of command-and-control
approaches (regulations, norms, prohibitions
and prescriptions), where the government sets
an environmental target and commands
producers/consumers to control their activities
in order to meet that target.

These are complementary approaches. In most
countries command-and-control approaches,
however, are still the predominant instrument in
environmental policy.

Command-and-control approaches mainly
impose either technology-based standards
(specifying the technology to be used in the
production or treatment of pollution) or
performance-based standards (establishing either
emission or concentration limits for each pollution
source). Performance-based standards require a
specified limit, so in this case pollution must be
measurable otherwise standards cannot be
enforced. So, where pollution-measurement is
impossible, technology-based standards are
clearly more appropriate. However, economists

tend to prefer performance-based standards,
since they do not specify the choice of
technology. This small amount of flexibility, in
theory, makes performance-based standards
more cost-effective than technology-based
standards (Oates, 1985). Even performance-
based standards force all polluters to comply with
the set environmental standard, independent of
the control costs.

Economic instruments, by contrast, allow each
polluter to respond to the price signal of the
instrument in accordance with their control costs.
The increased flexibility lowers the overall cost of
meeting the government’s target4. Furthermore,
with environmentally related taxes, polluters are
given an ongoing incentive to reduce emissions,
whereas command-and-control approaches are
fundamentally static in that once the target is
reached there is no incentive for polluters to
make further improvements. For example, when
energy, water and raw materials, as well as solid,
liquid or gas emissions are taxed, firms will often
develop more efficient and new modes of
production, transportation, housing, and energy
use in order to reduce their tax bill in the long-
run5.

Of course, in addition to providing incentives to
cost-effectively meet environmental standards or
conserve resources, instruments in the EFR “tool-
kit” also generate revenue. These revenues could
be used to cover the cost of monitoring and
enforcement activities, or provide more general
financial support to environment agencies, which
are under-funded in many countries.

While we have highlighted the merits of economic
instruments, in most cases both approaches can
usefully be combined.

Table 1 summarises the environmental impact of
specific instruments of EFR, and ways to promote
positive environmental impacts (The sector
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overviews, in Part II of this report, offer more
detail).

Poverty Reduction Benefits
EFR can contribute to poverty reduction by both
improving environmental quality and resource
conservation (addressing environmental problems
that matter to the livelihoods of the poor) and by
raising revenue for the Treasury (providing
finances for pro-poor investments).

It is normally the poor who rely most on the
natural resource base for their livelihoods. As a
result, they are extremely vulnerable to
environmental shocks and stresses. This problem is
made more acute because the poor seldom have
the means to adapt to sudden changes or to
create “safety nets”. Furthermore, environmental
degradation and lack of resources often help
spread disease and make poverty worse.
Environmental risk factors contribute to at least
20 per cent of the total disease burden in the

developing world (DFID et al, 2002). This is
highlighted in Zambia’s PRS Paper and Figure 1.

The urban poor are particularly affected by poor
environmental services, such as inadequate or
polluted water supplies, lack of sanitation and
solid waste management systems and exposure to
air pollution. Improving the environment can help
reduce urban poverty. In rural areas the poor are
heavily dependant upon natural resources
(forests, land, water, animals) and tackling
poverty here means improving people’s ability to
derive livelihoods from a more sustainable natural
resource base (Zambia Poverty Reduction
Strategy, p. 117).

In addition, the revenue from EFR can be used, as
an illustration, to improve access to water and
energy services for the poor, but this does not
happen automatically and it demands strong

Table 1     Environmental Performance of Selected EFR Instruments

TYPES OF 
INSTRUMENT  ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT  

DESIGN FEATURE TO INCREASE 
ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS  

Timber rent taxes Generally positive – incentives to harvest new areas 
reduced, although impact on harvesting methods 
unclear (unless revenues earmarked) 

Partial earmarking of revenues for 
sustainable management 

Fishery rents Positive if it reduces entry to the fishery, but impacts 
on fishery techniques unclear (unless revenues 
earmarked) 

Partial earmarking of revenues for fishery 
management 

Irrigation water user 
fees 

Limited – depending on link between fees and water 
usage (which is often low) 

Volumetric pricing 

Domestic water user 
fees 

Positive - if user fees are volumetric (which they often 
are) 

Volumetric pricing 

Petroleum pricing Mixed – depends on energy mix, access by the poor 
and elasticity of substitution. Positive if improves 
energy conservation, but negative if causes a shift to 
biomass  

Higher pricing of more polluting fuels (e.g. 
high sulphur diesel and unleaded petrol), 
and higher pricing of diesel to petrol. 
Targeted subsidy if poor would shift back 
to biomass 

Electricity pricing Mixed – depends on energy mix, access by the poor 
and elasticity of substitution. Positive if improves 
conservation, but negative if causes a shift to biomass  

Targeted subsidy if poor would shift back 
to biomass 
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pressure from excluded groups to ensure it takes
place – as happened in Argentina during the
1990s (see Box 5).

Trade-offs Between
Different Objectives
In some cases there are synergies between
revenue mobilisation, improved environmental
management and resource conservation, and
poverty reduction, while in other cases trade-offs
will arise.

Fiscal Vis-à-vis Environmental
Objectives
RReveve e n  en e enue Menue M iiobilisatobilisat  ai  i  aion anion an  E n End End Env rv rvirvir nnonmentonmentalal
EfEfffectectiviv e se senesseness
A good revenue-raising tax is one that collects a
lot of money, does not significantly distort
behaviour, or imposes substantial burdens on
taxpayers, and is simple to administer. In general,
a revenue-raising tax therefore makes small per
capita demands, but is levied over a broad tax
base in order to raise large amounts.
Consequently, revenue-raising taxes are usually
applied to traded goods and services that have
inelastic demand, ensuring fairly constant
revenue streams.

By contrast, environmentally related taxes are
designed to influence behaviour, so they are
supposed to be noticed. A good environmentally
related tax is one where the tax revenue tends to
diminish over time6, is levied over a narrower tax
base (such as polluting activities) and targets
goods and services that have an elastic demand.
As well as this, since the targeted good in the
case of an emission tax is not traded, the tax can
be more difficult to administer.

Furthermore, because revenue-raising measures
like environmentally related taxes are price-based
as opposed to quantity-based instruments, the
policy-maker effectively relinquishes control over
the environmental outcome. Indeed, the
environmental outcome is uncertain, and depends
on the response of consumers and producers to
the price signal provided by the instrument. By
contrast, the environmental outcome is more
certain with quantity-based (command-and-
control) approaches. For some environmental or
resource management issues, it may be vital that
a specific outcome is guaranteed (e.g. if an
environmental impact is irreversible or has
significant impacts on human health), in which
case direct regulation may be the best instrument.
However, quantity-based approaches tend not to
raise revenue7.

Box 5 — Innovative Price Reforms to Promote Improved Access of the Poor to
Electricity in Argentina

    n n r  In urban ar     ea     Aeas of Arr entgent     ina, foollo     ivwing privaat aisat    io  erion, ther    e e wer         e some user         s with lo    a it w ability-to-o-pa         wy that were
s onnecdisconnect     e   d  aed — man           o  om y of whom werer       le n e urban sl    m um dweller        h  s that weer         onnece illegally connect        n  ed  h  fed in the f rir       s     la e  est place – the

   o-  c aso-called “colga    (h ngdos” (hanger         )  t  s es  .   of s). Electricity losses of 2       7 er c     7 per cent pr re-priv tatisat     wion werer   e  e dr sast     ically r   . c  educed. But
erther    e e w   a   as gr      ng    oeat anger ov               a t  e o  er   o   r er the impact on the poor an   d  ed sever           c r  a  wal court cases wer     be br         g   eh   t  lf  ought on behalf of the

olgcolga    o  dos. W    h oith mount       o ed  ing media coverer   a  n age an     d pu    l  blic pressur       e  e e, the fededer     al goverer   ent  nm  nment, pro    inc l ovincial govvernment
       B  of Buenos Air    n es an        wo rd two priv tat    tr de distrib tut      a   c  ion companies enterer    inte  ed int      a F  o a F   o  u  our Y   r  ear Frr   a   amework A rgr   ee ent  m  eement. The

  o p nie  m s wcompanies wer     e reimbur     fsed f        np i    d a  or unpaid balances b      y t  y illegally connect    nt ed shantyto     nwns, an     d suu   b d   bsidies wereree
rproo   v   vided f    eor sor est   i  tng ablishing collectiv   e  ete meter        n s. In tur      c    n, companies agr     teed t     wo w ivaiv    e ne an         y   a     u  by claims on unpaid bills

   19inc  since 199    a 2 an    d d t     o inst   ll  all 1    m 0,000 meter             l a   os a month in lo   w  inc  w-income ar   s   eas. A     s    s a res       u   h  f  t  ult of the fr m ramework
gagr     eement, r    g  oughly 65   000 0,  0,000 user     s werer    e e for   y  mally connect     ed t      e   o the network.

rSource:       W  (   R  ) n WRI (2002) an      a   s  nd Chisari an   d st Ed Est    c  9ache (199 )99).
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Consequently, environmentally related taxes and
similar price reforms are not the most effective
way for governments to raise revenue, nor are
they necessarily the best approach to protecting
the environment. The two objectives of raising
revenue and reducing pollution and resource
depletion are inversely related, and trade-offs will
be required8. The value of EFR lies in its ability to
assist with meeting both objectives at the same
time. This is illustrated by the road fuel taxes in the
OECD, which contribute significantly to both
fiscal and environmental objectives.

mp e tImplementtmp eImplement tattati  sion Costsi  s ion Costs
Any charge on an environment related activity
will require some monitoring of the activity in
question to ensure each taxpayer pays the
correct amount of tax. For example, a charge on
timber extraction or on air emissions will require
monitoring of the amount extracted or emitted.
While monitoring is required of any tax (for
example, collecting and auditing receipts for a
sales tax), due to the environmental nature of EFR
instruments – the fact that such taxes are levied
on goods or services that are not typically traded
— monitoring can be expensive and
technologically intensive. For example, in the case
of timber taxes, it will be necessary to monitor not
just the value of timber, but also different timber
species.

Monitoring systems are nevertheless necessary.
They ensure the accuracy and equality of the
burden of the tax or charge, which in turn defines
its social acceptability. The accuracy and fairness
of a tax instrument is also linked closely to
enforcement issues (an enforcement regime must
be in place to ensure that all parties comply with
the requirements of the instrument).

Monitoring requirements and enforcement needs
vary according to the choice and design of
instrument. As a result, the corresponding
implementation costs will also differ (Blackman
and Harrington, 1999). In general, the more

flexibility polluters are given, the more information
the government needs, in order to monitor how
an instrument is performing. At the same time the
less flexible the regime for polluters the higher
their compliance costs will be. There is also
evidence that tax evasion rises with the amount
of discretion polluters are given (Havet and
Donnan, 2002).

Hence, implementing EFR involves a range of
trade-offs between monitoring requirements,
enforcement needs and control costs imposed on
polluters and assuring that the predicted amount
of tax revenue is collected and the environmental
objective is achieved.

In making these trade-offs, policy-makers must
ensure that the implementation costs of a
particular EFR instrument do not outweigh the
cost savings of using that instrument as opposed
to a command-and-control approach.

Poverty Reduction in Relation to Fiscal
and Environmental Objectives
Conflicts between the broad objectives of EFR
are not restricted to fiscal versus environmental
objectives. There will also be occasions where
these two objectives are in conflict with poverty
reduction goals. For example, increasing the price
of polluting activities would raise revenue, reduce
demand and decrease emissions, but would not
necessarily be in the best interests of poor
consumers. Maximising revenue (from forests or
fisheries taxes) can harm the poorest producers
and could even damage the resource base upon
which they depend. (Box 6 outlines why the
impact of EFR on low-income households is
potentially regressive.)

The effect of subsidy reform on the poor depends
on the way the reform is designed or the specific
circumstances of a particular country. In
particular, the impact of subsidy reform depends
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on who currently benefits from it. Where the poor
are not currently served by the subsidised service
(i.e. do not have access to water, power or
sanitation services) the removal or reform of the
subsidy will generally be positive. However, this is
often not the case for middle-income countries –
in Central and Eastern Europe, Central Asia and
Latin America. Here the population tends to have
access to public distribution systems. In Poland in
1993, for example, it was estimated that
increasing household energy tariffs to market
levels (an increase of 80 per cent) would lower
the income of the lowest income quintile by
almost 6 per cent (Freund and Wallich, 1997).

Even when the poor are not directly affected by
subsidy reform there may be indirect impacts. For
example, in many countries, the cost of petroleum
products affects the cost of public transport and
the general cost of living. Removing subsidies on
petroleum products would therefore raise these
costs. Again, in designing the reform,
consideration must be given to ways of
cushioning these effects.

Other types of EFR may be less likely to
disadvantage the poor. Natural resource rents on
commercial resource extraction are generally

progressive, as the benefits of commercial natural
resource extraction generally accrue to larger
producers –often foreign owned. However, rent
taxes on small-scale extraction such as permits
fees for small-scale timber or fisheries can be
regressive.

It is possible to soften undesirable distributional
impacts of EFR through carefully designed
compensation or mitigation measures. Mitigation
involves designing EFR in such a way that
undesirable effects do not take place.
Compensation offers payments to particular
groups, so that they are (at least partly)
remunerated for the original loss of welfare.

One way of mitigating unwanted effects is to
provide a tax-free threshold for essential use.
Another is to introduce the tax progressively, with
higher taxation on greater consumption.
Mitigation can also occur to the extent that the
tax base is narrowly defined, as opposed to a
broad based tax or charge on products.
Widespread forms of compensation include the
use of the lump sum payment, calculated on the
basis of average tax payments per households,
and tax shifting – the reduction of other taxes (e.g.
VAT).

Box 6 — The Distributional Effects of EFR on the Poor

Lo           a    ol   e w-income households can be v lneulner   a   table t          .   a F    o EFR. This is beca     ouse poor      u eh   s ter households ten    td d t    s en o spen         lad a larger
rprop toport       io    n   ion of their buu       et     o  ndget on goods an         d services s     c  s w  uch as wat        o  eneer or ener      h a  gy, which ar     ie dir    f ectly affecect    ed ed by

       i    le e EFR. While the lev     l    el of expendditur         t e r   es on these pr           o  i  c  e  i p td s s r   o  moducts is clearly the most import    da  ant deter     m   t  minant of the
sdistribuut   i  ona  efional eff          ec    ects of the refor           is o es a    m, it is also necessar     y t    o o ex     tamine t        wh  o what ext     ent u eh   s aent households ar      a    te able to

r pespon    t d t            c a es n  f n   i   o changes in prices. If deman           i  l  d is less elast          r  ol  ic (i.e. households ar     e s   e less r nsesponsiv     te t        c e  ino changes in
  r es   fprices) f            h  r os  s t t or those goods that ar    ns e cons       g  umed in great     er prop toport     ion b     ly loww       r o e ld   m  o eh   er-income households (i.e. food,

ener        en e    gy), then the t          x  e ax will be mor     e regressiv        (i  e (in f     iscal ter         m    a e  wh  in s ms) than in cases wher      h s  s  e households respon     od moree
elast aically.F er rurther om rmor      r  e,  se, empirical stu   s  hdies hav    r e reev   led d ealed differ   es  bences betw   ee  n oeen poor    n er an     d bett     er of    f of households

     h  r t  in the degr     ee    see of su sbstitut    s iti  ion possibilit             ies that exists f    a or part   u   icular en irvir -onment-int nsensiv        d   a   e goods (i.e. change
     a p  eir nc , their appliances, subbstitut         e other f     u ,    uels, or incr    s  ease ins lulat    v ion lev         t  eel    vels). In the ev           t  p c  a t    ent that the price elast   y fit  icity of

mdeman   d  d f    o  or ener        er ic   g    gy services is low     er f     or lo          s  en e  o ,   w-income households, then the r regres iessiv    i i be distribuut   l  ional efff   s ot  fects of
   e the t         b  x   ax will be ev   n  oen mor    re e pr        n a  o e    onounced than has us       u ll  b  ually been estimimated.

rrSourSource:ce:    O O  (  (ECD (19ECD (199999 ) n4  4) n4) an4) an  Jo h Johd Johnstd Johnst ne a ne aone anone an  d d d Ad Alllavlav llalapatalapat  (  (i (19i (1999 ))8).8).
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There are cases where even a so-called targeted
subsidy has been captured by a large share of
the population – for example, the “lifeline tariffs”
for electricity in Pakistan. There are however
some successful examples of compensating
subsidies for liquefied petrol gas (LPG) in Senegal
and electricity in Chile (UNEP, 2003). These
examples illustrate the necessity to target any
subsidies carefully, and to monitor and evaluate
their actual use. Care must also be exercised to
minimise transaction costs when designing
subsidies. There are several ways of influencing
income distribution in society, and a targeted
subsidy for a particular good or service may not
be the most efficient option.

Table 2 summarises some of the possible impacts
of EFR on the poor and how they can be
mitigated.

To assess the extent to which EFR is pro-poor, a
detailed analysis of the overall distributional

impact of the proposed reforms, with and without
compensation or mitigation measures, is needed.

Possible Uses of the
Revenues from EFR
The distributional, macroeconomic and
competitiveness impacts of EFR instruments
cannot be evaluated without knowing what
happens to the revenues. The environmental
effectiveness of EFR instruments can also depend
on how the revenues raised are used. The
quantity of pollution emitted or the amount of
resource extracted can depend on this. Unless
they are carefully thought through, particular uses
of the revenues may end up cancelling out the
intended effects of EFR, or even worse, work
against the desired objectives.

Generally speaking, the acceptance of EFR
depends on widespread support for the proposed

TYPE OF INSTRUMENT POTENTIAL IMPACTS ON THE POOR 
WAYS TO ENHANCE THE BENEFITS TO 
THE POOR 

Rent taxes (minerals, 
forestry, fisheries) 

Generally positive if rent taxes are on commercial 
operators and some revenues used to benefit 
poor 

Ensure that poor not affected by 
commercial harvesting and revenues 
intended for poor are not lost through 
corruption, etc. 

Petroleum excise taxes Increased prices especially of diesel can increase 
cost of public transport and general cost of living 
– especially for remote communities 

Improve transport infrastructure 
(possibly through non fuel subsidy) 

Electricity user fees Depends on extent to which poor are connected 
to grid – which is generally higher in urban areas 

Targeted subsidies or preferential 
prices where poor are already well 
connected 

Domestic water user fees Depends on extent that poor are connected to 
infrastructure 

Targeted subsidies where poor are 
already connected 

Irrigation user fees Depends on access of poor to irrigation Targeted subsidies where poor are 
already connected 

Increased prices for 
fertilizer and pesticides 

Depends on access of poor for fertilisers and 
pesticides 

Targeted subsidies where poor are 
already served 

 

Table 2    Poverty Impacts and EFR
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use of any revenues raised. Unfortunately, no
single use of the revenues stands out as a clear
winner; all have disadvantages. Therefore, a case
by case evaluation of the possible uses of the
revenues is important.

The Options
There are a number of possibilities for using the
revenue that governments raise through EFR.
These include:

The government could retain the revenue, and
add it to other government revenue streams
within the general budget.
It could be used to pay for additional public
spending. It might be added to other govern-
ment revenue streams, from which the supple-
mentary spending is financed, or “earmarked”
for a special fund, separate from the rest of
the budget, from which the supplementary
spending is financed.
It could be used to compensate for the
distributive impact of the taxation or pricing
measure – in the form of a financial transfer
from government to individuals or businesses –
or to ease the costs of transition.
It could be used to support “ecological tax
reform”, replacing (partially or wholly) existing
taxes or social security contributions.

These options are not mutually exclusive.

Retaining the Tax Revenue
If an environmentally related tax is introduced
without simultaneously increasing public spending
by an equivalent amount, the revenue raised will
reduce the deficit or contribute to a budget
surplus. This option essentially integrates EFR into
the budgetary process and allows for the
greatest flexibility over the use of the revenues
through time. Hence, finance ministries tend to
favour this option. The resulting economic benefits
will be rather abstract or diffuse however, which
will make it more difficult to gain public support

for proposed reforms. The public may perceive
EFR as nothing more than a tax increase which
will not help with its popularity.

Spending Programmes
Revenue from the introduction of taxation or
pricing instruments could be used to pay for
additional public spending. For example, revenue
could be used for general poverty reduction-
related expenditures, such as on health or
education, which may have no direct link with the
environment. Or the revenue could be used to
pay for additional environmental protection or
resource management — to encourage more
sustainable management practices. It could also
be used to increase access of low-income
households to utilities.

If revenues are to be used to pay for additional
spending, one option is to put the revenues into
the general budget fund, and to finance
additional spending from here. An alternative is
to “earmark” the revenues for specific uses, which
creates a strict link between the revenue and the
corresponding spending programme. Earmarking
revenues from environmentally related taxes for
environmental investments is typically the option
favoured by environmental agencies.

Many finance agencies (and the public finance
literature) oppose earmarking however. They
argue that tax revenues tend to change over time,
as will expenditure needs. Therefore, even if
earmarking seems like a good idea today, it may
not be so in the future. Moreover, during the
budgeting process earmarking gives a priority to
some kinds of spending relative to others.
Consequently, the government loses flexibility in
decision-making — once earmarking is in place, it
is not easy to get rid of. Earmarking can also
give rise to conflicting objectives — as there is a
strict link between revenue and spending — any
decision on one has implications for the other,
and the situation becomes difficult to manage.
There is also the danger that earmarking funds
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for one government agency will set a precedent
that leads others — education, trade and industry,
etc. — to make claims for similar earmarked funds.

Despite these concerns there may be a case to
partially earmark some of the revenue generated
through EFR. For example, in countries where
environmental agencies are under resourced, the
problems associated with earmarking may be
worth accepting in order to establish a reliable
flow of adequate funding for environmental
monitoring and enforcement activities. Not only
might this provide incentives to enforce
environmental standards and collect taxes or
charges, it may also help with public
acceptability. In some cases, as illustrated by the
discussions surrounding the German Ecological
Tax Reform process, the majority of people may
want to see the revenue raised from
environmentally related taxes at least partially
used for environmental purposes.

The rationale for partial earmarking should be
evaluated regularly to avoid misallocation of
revenues, and other unintentional distortions. If
earmarking leads to the establishment of
“environmental funds”, these must be managed in
accordance with internationally recognised
principles for sound public expenditure
management9.

It is worth noting that in some cases there may
be legal obstacles to earmarking - it may not be
permitted by a country’s constitution or other
piece of legislation, as it is in Chile (see Box 7).

Compensation Options
When considering compensation options, the
natural choice is to compensate those who suffer
from pollution or resource depletion. This appears
a fair option but compensating victims is
problematic and inefficient in terms of resource
allocation. For example, if victims of pollution are
compensated, newcomers may settle in the
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Box 7 — Constitutional Restrictions on
Earmarking: Chile

     s   UNEP has cond tduct         ped a pr       P  oject with CIPMMA
(Centr         o de Invest     g  y   igacion y Planif    ic c  icacion del
M   io  edio Ambient    e  e) t     eo dev       s  elop a Sust   i  Fi li y ainability Fuund
f        t  m  or   ecor the mining sect             o  in  h  or in Chile. The pr   ed  oposed Fundd

    l   ad e edwould be dedicat   ed  ed t      p r    o priority sust   a  sb  ainability iss sues
   ds as def    bine  ined b     y    y a r   l  egional part p ticipativ     e pr c socess.
  h   fThe f nun      ld   d would serv   e  e t    ivo o diver     sify pr coductiion,

integegrat        m ng c     e mining companies int       co  uo the community
nan     d creat     e    e a r    e  entegional ident    n ity an     d t    v o conservee

waat   er  er an   d o dd biodiver itysity         .   b      . It would be fun     ded by
vol ntuntar     y  em v o  y or semi-voluuntar     y contrib tut   ns  bions b    y hy the
puu    b  ecblic sect   o  r aor an      ini  c . m ng od mining companies.Howwev   er  t er, the
tustu   d   dy reev     le   td  ealed that ther        w u     b  joe would be major

diff licult         es n  e   s   ies in basing the fun     d  t  d on t    na  axes. In
a tpart    u r  ecicular, beca     use an            h     t  ty change in the t     s sax system

   ic  lwhich incluu     d    h  des the ear     m i  f ng  marking of t    x ax r   ei  p  eceipts to
r   io  tna  obegional objectiv     es wo   u  es would reqequuir          a   u     ini  e, as a minimum, a
rpres entesident    cl ial decr              h  n    ng   hee or a change in the
onsconstitut      T e i   rion. The pr ibohibit      f io   rion of ear   a k   marking foror
energener     al t     a     axes in A .rt.       19      19 of the Consti utitut     io   n  ion is a
igsignif     sicant obst   a e  acle t   o  o t     ax refor    p m pr   o  s ls  aoposals, and

          ns  n        s ecmeans that, in each case, specif     ic f ror   m  l  mulas havee
t       o  do be dev                not eloped so as not t    a o violat    h te this
onsconstitut    i  rional art   e.  icle. Further omor      h  tu t  e, the stu ydy

rev        h  ealed the prefer         c     ence of companies foror
vol ntuntar   y  c iby contribut   ,  nions, an     d in adicat    e  hed that
a dddit   io  na  aional advant     g  ld   rages would accr        i   u  f e y tue if the system

  l  pd would per       nc  mit the incl     i   ntu o   usion of contribut     ions from
ecsectoor        er t n .s   s other than mining.

rSource:        0 UNEP (2003a).

polluted areas, in order to receive compensation.
And as victims will have no incentive to avert the
effects of pollution, the total environmental
impacts may actually increase. From a practical
perspective, transaction costs are also likely to be
high, and given that pollution is more often than
not a public good, it is difficult to know exactly
who must be compensated, and by how much.

Industry, in general, will seriously oppose the
introduction of tax instruments, but some form of
financial compensation for the most adversely
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affected industries (those subject to competition
from firms not subject to similar taxes or charges
in other countries) may lower opposition. Some of
the revenue could be used to help affected firms
adapt to the new tax regime. In China, for
example, support for investment in pollution
abatement in conjunction with emission taxes has
proved effective in this regard. In addition to
supporting investment in cost-effective pollution
control, the revenue could also be used to fund
more “generic” research and development to the
benefit of industry as a whole.

There are various ways in which industry could be
compensated, but regardless of the method
selected, compensation should be designed in a
way that does not encourage firms to pollute
more. Specifically, the amount of compensation
should be independent of the tax burden. For
example, recycled revenue could target and
support firms that are particularly active in
reducing emissions, but should not be disbursed
equally to all emitters — that is, it may be feasible
to maintain revenue neutrality for the sector as a
whole, but not for individual firms. Moreover,
proposals for compensation should be subject to
rigorous economic analysis, and time-bounded
when used to reduce transition costs.

In some areas of EFR — for example, pricing
reforms in the water and power sectors — there
may be a case for compensatory cross subsidies
to non-industry stakeholders in order to counter
potentially regressive distributional effects on the
poor.

Reducing Existing Taxes
In recent years, there has been increased
emphasis in OECD countries on fiscally neutral
environmental taxes. These embrace the “double
dividend” theory (see Box 8), which suggests that
a fiscally neutral tax shift may yield environmental
gains at (almost) no cost to the economy10. The
central idea is to shift the burden of financing
public services away from “taxes on goods”, such

as investment and labour, towards “taxes on vice”,
such as pollution. Shifting the tax burden in this
way is often known as “ecological (or green) tax
reform”.

Some OECD countries — such as Sweden,
Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands, Norway
and the UK — have experimented with fiscally
neutral environmental tax reforms, where taxes
on, for example energy, have been offset by
reductions in personal income taxes and social
security contributions, in the belief that this would
stimulate employment. In the UK, for example,
money raised from the Climate Change Levy (a
tax on the business use of energy) is recycled
back to business through a cut in social security
contributions. In 1999 the German government
increased taxes on electricity and mineral oil
duties, with the additional revenue, again, used to
reduce social security contributions11. The UK has
even gone as far as producing a Statement of
Intent on environmental taxation, which
advocates fiscally neutral tax shifts (see Box 9).

Designing a new tax to be fiscally neutral may be
one way of responding to the political and
economic concerns likely to arise from its
introduction. However, leaving aside the merits of
the double dividend theory (which have been

Box 8 — EFR and the Double Dividend
Theory

      I   In the O            ne   n      ECD, one of the main ar   ents m  sguments used
ff     or en irvir eonm ntonment     al t         x s s t t     h  axes is that the reev   e  hs tenues they
ggener tat            u ed     e can be used t    o o low       i o h  ser other “distorortiing
tt     axes”, s       h a  b  nu    uch as labour an       t i  d income taxes.

AAAAll ll tll  ll t  naxes an n axes an  c l ec r  ibd social security contrib c l e r    c  ibd social security contributut  vions giv v ions giveeee
r e rise t r e rise to o wo  o welfelfarar  os s  A e losses. A r os  A  es   e losses. A r u teducttueduct   ion in exist    ion in exist ngingnging
tttt  uaxes natur  uaxes natur lly dally decrll  dy ally decr   s  Aeases this loss. A     s  Aeases this loss. Annnn
enenenenvvirvvironmentonment  ally r  ally r telattelat  ed t  ed t  ax, b  ax, b  y r  y r u ng peducing pollng pu  educing pollututionion
aanaand s iad associat s id ad associated ed ef ed ed efffec   iety  ects on society, rec   ie y    t  ects on society, resesu   ults in au     ults in a
wwww felffelf rarrare   th  re gain. If the re   h  r   t  e gain. If the revevevev  renue r r enue ra ed aised ba e  d aised b  y the  y the
enenenenvvirvvironmentonment  ally r  ally r telattelat  ed t  ed t  is sax is s is   sax is suubseqbseq ently u eduently usede ly nt  u eduently used
tttt  loo lo l oo lowwww   ter other t    ter other t   ecaxes a secon    ecaxes a secon  g n  d gain is  g n     d gain is th rtheorht rtheor llyeticallyllyetically
p le    e o-  “dpossible; this is the so-called “dou   e o  p le     -  “dpossible; this is the so-called “dou e ble dividene  ble dividend”.d”.
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challenged by many), it is of much less relevance
to developing countries, where income taxes are
still relatively rare and tax revenue as a
percentage of GDP is low12. Also, by definition,
the direct gain to the Treasury from a fiscally
neutral tax is zero. Fiscally neutral tax reform is
thus counterproductive to our aim of using EFR to
generate revenue for pro-poor investments. There
are also practical problems to consider:

A common argument against fiscally neutral EFR
flows from the very objective of environmentally
related taxes. As the objective is to reduce
pollution, the revenues will, in principle, decrease
over time as the tax base erodes. (However, the
revenue stream does not need to decline over
time — the tax rate can always be raised or the
tax base broadened.)

A second, related potential problem is the
development of unforeseen abatement
technologies, which will inevitably threaten tax

revenues. Indeed, a sudden advance in pollution
abatement technology may decrease the tax
base sharply, and cause a substantial reduction in
revenues.

Other Issues
Revenues may also need to be distributed
between different levels of government. In the
case of resource rents, there are often agreed
divisions between central and state governments,
and local communities. Where revenues from EFR
are significant, the appropriate division is often
the cause of much debate and potential conflict.
In Papua New Guinea and Indonesia, for
example, debates over mineral and forest
revenues have led to much conflict between
central and state governments. Allocating at least
part of the revenues raised (particularly with
regard to the exploitation of those natural
resources which are difficult to control and
monitor, such as forests) to the area where they

Box 9 — The UK Government’ s Statement of Intent on Environmental Taxation

  h  G The Govvernment’    en r ts centr       l o i  o tal economic objectiv   es a es ar      t  p  e the promot         ig  ni    ion of high an     d s sust   b   ainable lev       els o  rels of groo   t  aw  wth andd
    high lev     el  o  s f els of emplo   m   Byment. B        h  y that w        n  re   e mean that groo         wt    t  s s  e  wth must be both st    ab  able an    d d en irvir eonment   ll  sy ally sust lina eainable.

      a   Quality of gro     wth matteer         u  s    s; not just quant tity.

Deliv   er   ering s sust   b   rainable groo       wt  s     wth is a t        a  ask that f   ls a alls acr   s  o oss goverer           ent      nm  I     onment. It will be a cor     e fe reatur     e    e of economic
olpolic     y un         der this a rdministrat     io   Tn.  ion. The Tr seasur      i  y s cy is committ     ed t     o  l. a  o that goal.

HoHo  aw an a w and t gd what go t d  gd what govverernm  nments tnm   nments t  ax sen  ax sen s c r na  o  t   tds clear signals about the economic act c  na   t   s r  o    tds clear signals about the economic activitiviti s ties theie  ts ies the  by believ  by believ  ld ee should be ld e  e should be
ouencourouencour  or is oaged or discour or   is oaged or discour  aged, an  aged, and e d the vd   e d the v lallalu  hues theu   hues the  h ty wish t h t  y wish t  nto entr nt o entr   oench in society    oench in society   s wor  ld e. Just as work should be   wo  l  e  s r  d . Just as work should be
ouencourouencour  thaged thr h taged thr   tough the t  t  ough the t  ax syst  ax syst  em, en  em, en irvirirvironmentonmenteonm ntonment  ollal poll ol lal pollutut n h l  b  dion should be discourn h   d l  b  ion should be discour g .aged..gaged.

TT   no a  o a  no that eno that en  t  G  o t  God, the God, the Govvvverer     exp  expnment will explornment will explor  t  s op  f    t  s op  fe the scope fe the scope f   h  t  t    th  tor using the tor using the t  a  s sa  s sax systax syst  e  e  em tem to  o o delivo deliv  ene  er ener ener envirvironmentonment llalal
jecjecobjectobjectiiiviv   a   ins      a   inses - as one instres - as one instr  n ina   n inaument, in combinatument, in combinat   i   i   ion with otherion with other   l ls liks lik    e re r ttegulategulat on n on nion anion an    d vd vololuntuntaaarar   c cy acty act   v vion. Ovion. Ov   t ter ter t m  h tm  thime, theime, the

GoGovv rererer ent   nm  i   nment i   nment will aim tnment will aim to  o o ro refefoooror    e  e m the tm the t   y t y tax systax syst   t tem tem t   inc inco incro incr  s  incs  incease incentease incentiviv    es tes t  o o o ro r u   u  educe eneduce envvvirvironmentonmenta  d g   a  ha  da g  hal damage. Thatal damage. That
    s  e  s  e will shift the bwill shift the b rrururd     d   den of tden of t x  x ax frax fr    oo ”  oo ” om “goods” tom “goods” t  o o o “bao “bad ;  oud ; ouds”; encourds”; encour    age innoage innovvatat n    n  ion in meetion in meet  ig  en e   ig er ening higher ening higher en iivirvironmentonment llalal

ttststanandardar  ; ; ds; ands; an  i v ivd delivd deliv  a e   er a er a morer a mor  na   n  e   na  e  ne dynamic economy ane dynamic economy an          d a cleaner end a cleaner envvvirvir    onment, tonment, t   o e o e o the benefo the benef  of    of it of evit of evereryyyyooone.one.

   en But en ivironment    l al taxaat             enerio    e ion must meet the gener     al t         g     ests of good t xax tat         on.  m     s  e ion. It must be w        es ned  ell designed, t    o o meet
jecobjectiiv      ou    nes without un esdesir      s  b   able side efff        t t   u  ects; it must k     eep dea wdw       t    li e o  eight compliance costs t       o  o a minimum;

sdistribuut         i  p c  s  e c pona  i    ional impact must be accept    b  aable; an    cd d car           u t  e must be ha   d  d t    o li to implicat     ions f     or interernanat lional
o pcompetitiv neeness.

erWher   e  e enviro entnmonment    a  tal t         t    e axes meet these t      e   ests, the Gov rer       ent   nm    hnment will use them.

rrSourSour    ce: ce:     T T x M x Max Max Measeas rurur    es tes t  p     En p  Eno Help the Eno Help the Envvvirvir   M  U   T U  M Tonment, UK HM Tonment, UK HM Trr sseaseasurury    y y  y y, July 19y, July 19999977....
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originate can provide incentives to local tax
collectors to ensure all revenues are collected.
However, lack of (or insufficient) capacity to
collect and administer revenues at a
decentralised level needs to be taken into
account.

Ignoring the complex issue of whether an
investment is really pro-poor, there is also the
more straightforward issue of ensuring that
revenues are properly used and not diverted to
“non-productive expenditures” (spending which
does not produce positive benefits to the

Box 10 — Resource Profits as
Unproductive Expenditure

F ror              c n   ests can be easily liq iduidat     ted t     fo fun    ol itd political
            a    e         campaigns. This can be legal – f    o  exor ex   p   ample, t    a o pay

f          t  c s f or  t   or the costs of or   g nis  l itganising polit     ical r     a  n   allies. In Kenyya
befor             ele the 2002 elect        e ion, the M     oi r     eg  ed   egime tried too

rexprop iaopriat                o    e    e lm s    nt   te almost 20 per cent of the nat onaional
foor     esest estaat       e      e – with man     y ass       i   h  m ng  t  lduming that this would

       e  be used f    it or polit   a  p ical patr   na   T eonage. Ther          e   e is a great
     f   deal of anecdot        e, al evidence, fr      ep l   om Nepal t     o Ghana

nan     d fr     om In   a o  donesia t     o centr   a  A al A      a  i ,  merica, that relateses
eapeak         s in defooresestaat       eci   ion with elect   io  n ion year   ,  s, as

han          t  o  p   r ding out concession or per     mits t       ou  o log without
    due pr     s     ocess is part         u r    t  r e    icularly evident in the r     un-up too

elect     ons     ions. In mor    ext e extr       e c s  reme cases, ther     e    e is growing
    i   d   oevidence that govver     nment an   d  d r   el r ebel gro soups

o pmcompet    ing fing f     tuor natur    a  al r uesour     ces s       h  iuch as diamonds,
foor    o fests, coff        r o h    t  ee or other v lal   l  re ruable primaryy
o mm icommodit   s o t fies oft     fen f       el  uel civil warss.

rSource:     W        a  (orld Bank (200 )33).

economy — see Box 10) or poorly managed
programmes. Such non-productive spending can
include certain kinds of military spending or
political patronage – which only benefits certain
people or groups, often in exchange for some
kind of political support. An example would be
using receipts from timber harvesting to pay for
electoral expenses.

Sound institutions and procedures to manage
public expenditure are required. In this regard, in
addition to improving the “supply side” of public
service provision more effort is needed on the
“demand side” — ensuring that there is public
pressure for better services and fiscal
accountability. Pressure can come from
parliamentary bodies, like a Public Accounts
Committee, or civil society more generally,
through engagement in the budget process.
Transparency can be improved by publishing
budget details (the sources of revenue and how it
is spent). This approach is being pursued in a
growing number of countries, such as India and
Uganda. In sector specific contexts, the Forest
Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade (FLEGT)
process has increased transparency and raised
issues concerning the use of revenues from
forestry (for more on FLEGT see Box 40).

The real difficulty arises when moving from
transparency to accountability – where those
exposed for poor financial management and
corruption either change their behaviour or have
to leave public office. Weak enforcement systems
and rigged elections undermine this process.
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3

The Instruments and Scope of
Environmental Fiscal Reform

Environmental fiscal reform (EFR)
encompasses a wide range of taxation
and pricing instruments, including taxes
on the exploitation of natural resources,

taxes or charges on water or air emissions, and
the reform of water and energy subsidies. In this
chapter we look at each of the main instruments
in the EFR “tool-kit” and, where possible, examine
the benefits specific to each instrument.

The chapter finishes by briefly considering the
applicability of these instruments to developing
countries.

The Instruments of EFR
Some of the key environmental and resource use
issues facing developing countries include: (1) the
inefficient exploitation of publicly owned or
controlled natural resources as a result of
operators not paying a price that reflects the full
social value of the resources they extract; (2) the
use of financial resources to support the provision
of specific services for social reasons, but with
unintentional side effects due to inefficient and
excessive consumption; and (3) the undertaking of
polluting activities to a level that is socially
undesirable since polluters generally do not pay
for the “external costs” they impose on society as
a whole.

EFR can help governments address these issues
by using a wide spectrum of instruments. With
respect to each issue, these instruments include:

(1) Taxes on natural resource extraction;
(2) User charges or fees and subsidy reform; and
(3) Environmentally related taxes.

It is also possible to discourage resource
depletion and environmental pollution through
more general reforms of conventional taxes, such
as sales taxes.

Taxes on Natural Resource Extraction
“As regards fishing, the Government’s strate-
gy is to optimise the economic rent derived from
the sector”

(Mauritania PRS Paper, p. 21)

“Mining and timber firms and other industries
with potential to damage the environment must
pay environmental taxes.”

(Ghana PRS Paper, p. 92)

Most developing countries exploit natural
resources, such as minerals, forest products,
hydrocarbons and fish. Many developing
countries depend more on the exploitation of
such natural resources than do OECD countries.
Particularly, forests and fisheries constitute an
important source of livelihoods for the poor.
Hence, it is critical for states to manage their
natural resource base sustainably for continued
revenue generation, and in order to ensure long-
term growth and poverty reduction. The
aforementioned natural resources represent
national endowments, usually owned and
regulated by the state, and therefore, it is
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straightforward for the government to capture the
growing economic rent from resource
exploitation. Depending on property rights and
external costs, there is a good economic case for
the taxation of economic rent from resource
extraction industries (see Box 11). Capturing the
rent could be achieved, for example, by raising
corporation taxes and/or royalty charges, or by
auctioning concessions, or by taking an equity
share in the production process.

prepared by countries such as Ghana,
Mauritania and Cambodia. The latter, as Box 12
illustrates, has been taking steps to raise timber
royalty levels.

Box 12 — Cambodian Forestry Taxes

    A r       ew      eview of the foor testr   y  y rev    enu  s senue syst    e  em was
nun rderwa        in  y   y in 2000 an       d o p nc    m   d compliance with this

w   a  l as inclu        a   ted   ded as a stru ructur     al perfor cmance
        m    M     F benchmark in the IMF Review      T e   . The 19999

bu   g   dget r   is   aised royy     alty lev     els fr      14   om 14 t     o 5     4 USD
  e  cr per cu     bic metr    t e. Despit    ini te init       b p i s ial complaints byy
   e the in sdustr   ,  hy, the    r y ar   e  e no     aw pa        e rying the increa eeased

roy ltalt         s k   ies, which has k   ep   ept t   a   ax r vev   e  nu  enues fr    t om the
foorestr     y sect                  p   of   a       or at 0.5 per cent of GDP evenen

    h h  ou  t  gthough the gover       nm     h   nment has cancelled threee
  o  nc s  aconcessions, shar    l  rply curt     a  e   cailed the actiivit     ies of

r     ining ,  c es  emaining concessions, r tr testrict      g    ed logging in
rprootect     red ar    ea  neas, an     pd improv     d    ed the syst     oem of

  o ns .nc  e entconcessions management.

rSourrSource:ce: IM  . IMF (2000).   IM  . IMF (2000).

Box 11 — Natural Resource Rents

  no ic m  rEconomic r    ent ent fr     naom natur    l al r resour    ext ce extr cactiion
        ns t  nt  “s  a   means the amount of “s reuper-nor    m  pmal” prof    e ait earned

b         y a fir     lm exploit     ing t  r  ing the res resour   c   -ce. “Super-nor   ”  mal” is
       m   e t  the amount of prof    it it ov     er an    o ad abov     e    e a firir ’mm’ss
epcaccept      (  b  o  “norable (or “nor    a  mal”) re uetur        o  a itn on capit         fal. If firmms

rar    e e fr    t ee t     ento ent        e er the sect      h   t  or, these “s eruuper-nor l”mal”
rproof       i s   t    rits will be driv   n  en t     zo zer     o ovv     er t   m   Hime. Howweveveer,

   en when fa tactor         ps of pr uoduct    a ion ar    f e f       ,    a   rixed, as in resesourcce
extra tact   n  ion in     s     dustries, economic r       nt  ent will cont   e  inue too

    be ear     ned  h    ned. This r            b  uent can be captur     thed thr gough
acaref      e  tu  s ned ully designed t         axes without ca   u ng  using anyy
sdistorort       i   rions in res resour   c   ace allocat     bion b      h  y t  ry the extraction

industryy.

Since the environmental link to taxing mineral
extraction is less obvious and more complex we
focus on the forestry and fishery sectors in this
report. The fiscal benefits of taxing large-scale
commercial extraction can be significant13 and
are already a considerable source of revenue in
many low-income countries. For example,
between 1993 and 1999, Mauritania received
15 per cent of total government revenue from
European Community (EC) fishing fleets, Sao
Tome 13 per cent and Guinea Bissau 30 per
cent (IFREMER, 1999). In the case of forestry too,
for countries such as Cameroon, taxes on forest
products represent a large share of the total tax
take. Even so, if a country chooses to, there is
scope for further, increasing the source of
revenue from these sectors, whether through taxes
or charges of some kind. Indeed, this potential is
recognised in Poverty Reduction Strategy papers

In forestry and fisheries, environmental benefits
depend on the type and target of the fiscal
instrument. Increased rent taxes can pay for
improved monitoring of and enforcement against
illegal logging or fishing. By bringing operators
within the tax system it can reduce illegal
operations, which are often the ones that
damage the environment most. And by making
extraction less profitable, at least relative to pre-
tax levels, it may reduce the incentive to “enter”
the industry, and so curtail expansion of fishing or
logging operations. For the state, the fact that a
resource has become a more valuable source of
revenue may increase incentives and the
financial means to police it properly (UNEP,
2004b).

Private operators may face a different set of
incentives, however. Higher taxes, by lowering
profit margins, may encourage firms to reduce
costs, which could reduce the funds available for
more sustainable harvesting practices.
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User Charges and Fees
“…another common measure in all four sub-
sectors [energy, transport, water supply and
communications] is tariff reform. The level and
structure of tariffs is being revised to enable
operating companies to become financially via-
ble. Eventually, tariffs will be set to achieve full
cost recovery. Affordability of services to the
poor will be addressed either within the tariff
structure or through separate targeted mea-
sures”

(Tajikistan PRS Paper, p. 44)

User charges or fees are compulsory payments
made by consumers (individuals or industry) for
the provision of a service. User charges are
therefore most applicable in the context of water
and energy services, and the disposal of waste.
For example, consumers of waste water services
from a public or private utility could be asked to
cover the cost of the collection and treatment
infrastructure, and the cost of operating the
infrastructure, through a two-part tariff: (a) a flat
rate that is independent of volume, and (b) a
charge per unit of discharge.

User charges are generally seen as distinct from
taxes, in that they do not normally go to the

Treasury and become consolidated in the budget;
instead they are used to finance the cost of
providing a specific service. However, the
distinction can sometimes be clouded. Box 13
clarifies the distinction between user charges and
taxes.

If user charges do not recover the full cost of
providing a service, a government may (as it has
in India) have to provide significant subsidies or
considerable expenditure. In the absence of
government support, the under-pricing of
electricity and water provision can create a
vicious circle: a chronic shortage of funds for
maintaining the infrastructure degrades service
provision, which lowers willingness-to-pay and
hence revenues, which further degrades the
service, and so on. This circle is also known as a
“low-level equilibrium trap” and, when faced by
the water utility in Conakry, Guinea, a unique
solution was devised (see Box 14).

By raising prices (in cases where costs are not
fully recovered at present), or having a volumetric
tariff structure that reflects the pollution load, user
charges can have beneficial environmental
effects. Charging for the provision of power or
water will encourage more efficient use of these

Box 13 — Taxes or User Charges?

TTa  raxes ara  r axes are me compe m e compu oulsoru oulsor  y pa  y pay  yments t y  yments t   o the go    o the govverernm  (a p r  s rnment (appearing as rnm   s r (a p r   nment (appearing as rec t   h  beceipts in the bec t      h  beceipts in the buu e  h u  e dget) without the ret  u    h  e dget) without the r returreturn n of n n of
nannan h  iything specif h  iything specific tic ti  tc ic t  t  to the t t  t  o the ta aaxpaa aaxpayyerer  . A  . A  enn en en n envirvironmentonment ll  ally r ll  ally r laelatelaelate  ted t te  ed t  i  ax is def   i  ax is def  a   ompined as a comp   o p a   mined as a compulsorulsor , y,  , y, unrunrequitequiteded
apaapa  tyment t t yment t  oo go  oo govvvverer  ied n  nment, levied on an en  n   ied   nment, levied on an envvirvvironmentonment  ally r  ally relevelev nt ant t nt ant t x  (ax base (O  x  (ax base (O  ECD, 200  ECD, 200 ).  1b). The t).    1b). The ta   ax is unra     ax is unreeqeequituiteded
oinsofoinsof  a  aar as pa  a a  ar as pay   o  no  ying it does not of    y   o  no  ying it does not offfff  e er the t e   er the t xpaxpaxpaxpayye  aer an e  aer any i g of m  vything of similar v o  m  y i g f  vything of similar valal e  ue in re    ue in r returreturn.n.

  h hUser charUser charg     g   ges or fges or f    ees arees ar    e pae pa    yments fyments f  o  s eco  s ecor specifor specif   i  L k  Likic services. Likic services. Like  e e te t  te  e  taxes, theaxes, the   a ay ary ar  c  ce compe comp rll rulsorulsory   y  y, by, bu   p eir u  eir put their put their pururp e  p e pose ispose is
tt  o o o ro r ooecoecovv    e    (oer   (oer the cost (operer the cost (oper ttatat       ing or capiting or capit   o h  of a   t   a   oth  of al, or both) of pral, or both) of proo     id   s v e   id   s v e.  viding a service. The prviding a service. The pr ed   h o  red  o  h roceeds of charoceeds of char   t d   d  tges do notges do not

eertherthereeefeforor   e ee ene en  p      h  g p  h  gd up in the god up in the govverernmnmnment’nment’    s geners gener  a  ba  bal bal buuuu t  d  d t  dget; rdget; ra  r  a er  ather, theather, they en y eny eny en    e r          e er  d up with the service prd up with the service proooo r  rv  v er  ervider, whethervider, whether
eethethe   r ry ary ar    e   e   e in the pe in the puuuu       blic or privblic or privatat    e secte sectoror....

tNot        t t    h  e that these analyt     tical distinct   io  ns aions ar    oft e oft      not   en not reflect        i  ed in r    l y  eality, an     d   e d the terer   s am  ms ar    ft e oft    u d en used
trarbitr rarily                 h    ed . This is not helped b      e   y the f       a  h    t t h  pact that the p rur       p    e   ivpose of a giv     en instr         c e  a  a  ument can change ovv     er t   i  m  T eime. The

terer              y         a o  u ed m “levy” can also be used t    oo o cov    ter er t    a , axes, f   s   nees, an     d char esges.

  n  In s mmummar         , h     t  na   y, the name, or st tat     ed p rur         a p    pose, of a giv    f en f     iscal instr                p r   nec s r  n ument is not necessarily an approp iaopriate,e,
nivuniver      l  rs  e sally applicable crit    er  erion f                e ng er r t    c       or deciding whether or not it is “enviro ntnmonment    a  ally relat             h”  h   ed” or whether it has

f reaeatur         a    es of a t         a     r    ax or of a char ege. 33
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commodities, reducing the adverse environmental
effects arising from their provision14. Charging for
the treatment of effluent or waste products
provides an incentive to reduce emissions or
waste generation at source. However, for reasons
of administrative simplicity, most tariffs do not yet
include unit charges that are based on the
pollution load.

The impact of higher user charges on the poor is
ambiguous, and depends on the size of the price
increase, their access to the service, and whether
there are any compensating measures (wealth
transfers) to protect low-income consumers. Often
the poor, particularly in Africa and in rural areas,
do not have formal access to electricity, water
and waste services, and thus may not be so
directly affected by price rises. Where the poor
do not have formal access to the service, they will
rely on other — often more expensive — strategies
to secure water (from private vendors) and energy
(such as purchasing charcoal or kerosene).

Even when the poor are connected to formal
systems, they are often affected most by
deteriorating services — the first group whose
supply is rationed or disconnected — resulting
from under-funding of the service provider.

In those cases where the introduction of user
charges is predicted to adversely affect the poor,

time-bound well-targeted compensatory measures
may be required – at least in the short-term. Some
way of overcoming the initial transitional costs
may be needed, as illustrated by the example of
Conakry (see Box 14). This is not to say that using
subsidies is not also problematic.

Subsidy Reform
“The fertilizer subsidy scheme has been stream-
lined so as to release funds for a targeted, vouch-
er-based farm inputs support scheme for small
producers”

(Sri Lanka Poverty Reduction  Strategy, p. 35)

There is much confusion surrounding the definition
of a subsidy15. In the narrowest sense, a subsidy is
a direct cash payment by some level of
government to a producer or consumer. In a
broader sense, subsidies comprise any “measures
that keep prices for consumers below market
levels, or for producers above market levels, or that
reduce costs for consumers and producers” (OECD,
1998).

So, what do we mean by “measures”? According
to UNEP (2003), a distinction can be made
between those measures that have a direct effect
on price or cost — for example, payments to
producers or consumers, preferential loans, tax

Box 14 — Avoiding the ‘Low-level Equilibrium Trap’: The Case of Conakry, Guinea

A     n innovativiv     p re appr              i y  ko   e t   Coach in the city of Conakr            e y in the W    t est A     sfrican stat         u     e of Guinea sho     hws ho     cw cr teativee
f          b c n elp inancing can help br               i  c t   c s eak out of the vicious cir      c ib  a d  cle described abov     e.    19e. In 1987     t    o, the govver     nment waat   e  ur er utili yility
fu tunct   ned  ioned v rer      p  ay l  y poorly, an     d    d the q           s v es n a     kuality of services in Conakr     y w     as low.

  h  g The gover      e   ec d nment decided t    to to attr       c   ract the priv tat     s te sect       ,  or, an appr       h  oach that ha     d work   ed  ed w        n    h  ell in the Ivor    Cy oa .y Coast.
  h  p The pr   em  woblem w         s    r   no as clear — no priv tat    c e compan       y     e y would be inteereest        i    n  ed in a contr        en act when rev    es wenues wer        o  ae only a

fract         io   t  t  n    ion of the costs. T    o o a dddr         ess this pr     b  e   oblem, the privat    o pe operat     or w    as sas ass rur     ed    ed of s fuff   ent  icient reev   es b enues b     y a
om icombinat      of   ion of (init    i  ially lo    b w, b      ng  u   ut rising) rev   enu   enues fr    u om user     s an   d  d (init     ll  h  by h  ially high, b     u  ec   ) ut declining) suu   i  b d  bsidies fr     om the
ogoverer    rent nment (lar          i  u   cely p d   gely paid out of cr     fredit fr       o   om a dev    elo  elopment agencyy).

hThehThe   a ty used a t  a t   y used a t ouime-bounouime-bound  d, tr d  d, transparanspar  ent “tr  ent “transitansitio  ion s io  ion suuuu id ” bsidy” t” id  bsidy” to ro impro r o improooovve e i  ne services, an  e e i  ne services, an  en d then r en   d then r  taised t  taised tarifarifffff  s f  s fo  thor the ho  tor the
imprimproooovved r iced service. er iced ed service.

rSource:     r o  1 e  Briscoe (199 )99).
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rebates, credits or exemptions, price controls —
and those that have an indirect effect on price or
cost — for example, demand guarantees, market-
access restrictions, public research and
development, regulatory exemptions.

Clearly, some subsidies involve an explicit and
transparent financial transfer from government to
producers or consumers, such as a cash payment
per unit of production or consumption, while
other subsidies are hidden. In fact, governments
like to hide subsidies (keep them “off-budget”) —
primarily for political motives. Subsidies therefore
tend to take the form of price controls where the
provision of a good or service is priced at a level
below the full cost of supplying it.

The economic analysis of explicit and hidden
subsidies is similar insofar as they have
comparable impacts on the allocation of
resources. Most economists agree that subsidies
introduce significant distortions into the economy,
resulting in inefficiency such as the diversion of
resources from more productive uses to less
productive ones. Subsidy reform should mitigate
these distortions. The extent to which reform will
improve resource allocation depends on a
number of factors. According to Steenblik (1998)
some of the more important ones are:

The price responsiveness of the subsidised
activity.
The form of the subsidy.
The conditions attached to the subsidy.
How they interact with other policies.

By definition, however, explicit and hidden
subsidies are significantly different in terms of
their effects on public finances. Reform of explicit
subsidies will yield visible fiscal benefits, as these
subsidies represent a large and often growing
drain on public finances, depriving other sectors
of the economy of budgetary resources. For
example, Indonesia removed pesticide subsidies in

1986 and saved US$100 million per year in the
process (see Box 15).

Box 15 — Removing Pesticide Subsidies
in Indonesia

 vThe av v The ava b  ev  nailable evidence ina  ev  nb   ailable evidence indicatdicat  a  ex ses that excessiv a  ex s  es that excessivee
  p tuse of pest  p  tuse of pest id , icides, f id , icides, f rerterertil riliserrililiser  s an  s and t  g c rd other agriculturd t  g c  rd other agriculturalal

npinpnpinpu  a s h  uts damages the en   u  a es h  uts damages the envvirvvir  aonment an  aonment an  ud, ult  ud, ulti aimataiimat lely,elely,
rr u s r ueduces agriculture  u s r ueduces agricultur l al pr l al productoductivityivity   s. A classic  s  . A classic
xexxex mp  o  ample of sp   m  o  ample of su h uch uninth u  uch unintenend  sded conseqd  s ded conseq encuencesencuences
c uoccurc uoccurrr   ed in In    ed in In one  donesia, wher one  donesia, wher  e o  e ovv rerereru e use ofe u  use of

pestpest id   t h  ricides wiped out the naturi   t  rd    h  icides wiped out the natur    tal enemies of the   t   al enemies of the
rbrrbroown ic  nt p , uwn rice planthopper, unt ic  nt p , wn   uwn rice planthopper, unti     sil then a minor pest.    esi     il then a minor pest.
  t  WIn what the W  t  W   In what the Wororldwororldwatatc  nsch Inst nsc  ch Insti uituti uitute a   oe calls “a two- a   e   oe calls “a two-

yyea  ear f ea  ear feed  reeding freed   reeding fren  e enzy”, the b  en  e enzy”, the b g ug rg  ug r  suined some s uined some
US$1US$1.5 lion t  of c  r.5 billion worth of rice, pr5 lio  t  o  c  .  n  f  r.5 billion worth of rice, pr pomptpompt  thing the h ting the
gogovvvverer   19nment in 19    19nment in 1988  t6 t  t6 t  c nc  p to cancel pest  p t c nc  o cancel pest iicideiicide
ssuuuu  h  g    h  sbsidies. The good news is that pest h  g     e     h  sbsidies. The good news is that pesti eicidei eicide
applicatapplications c   ions each season sio  c   ns   ions each season suu sbseqsbseq ently uently pll  ent y uently pl ngungedngunged
tt  lf  ro half of pr lf     ro half of prev  levious lev ev  levious lev , els, an,  els, an  th  trd the tr h  r t  td the treaseasururyy
pockpocketet  1ed 1  1ed 1  on S$  00 million US$ in f on     S$  00 million US$ in foror  amer annual  amer annual
pestpest id  sicide s id  sicide suu s  pbsidy pas  p bsidy pa ments  Myments. Me s  m nt  Myments. Mororororeoeoeoeovvvv  er, rice  er, rice
prpr coductcoducti  ion gr i  ion gre  ew b e  ew b  ry thr  ry three  tee million t  ee  tee million t  onnes o  onnes ovv  er the  er the

 fnext f f next f r our yr  our yeaeareaear .  s. This w  .  s. This w  h  bas helped b  b h  as helped b   ty a nat    ty a nat naionalnaional
prpr rogrrogr mm   iamme of intm   m   iamme of integregraataated p t ed pest management,ed p t   ed pest management,

h c t th  gwhich cost the goh c t h    t  gwhich cost the govverer  t    anment about 5 US$ million a      t    anment about 5 US$ million a
yyeeareear..

Sour ece:         de M     oor an      l   m i d Calamai (199 )77).

From a practical standpoint, explicit subsidies are
far easier to identify and measure; the analysis of
implicit subsidies often involves complex
calculations and assumptions.

Subsidies, explicit or hidden, are harmful to the
environment if they lead to higher levels of
damage than would otherwise occur. For
example, the provision of water or electricity at
subsidised prices will in theory lead to over-
consumption (consuming more than is
economically efficient) of both goods. In turn, this
will deplete scarce water resources and result in
increased emissions of air pollutants (if the power
source is fired by fossil fuels). The subsidisation of
pesticides, fertilisers and fishing vessels are further
examples of price support that could lead to
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equally wasteful and environmentally harmful
behaviour.

The environmental benefits of subsidy removal,
together with the factors listed above, will
depend on the environmental impacts of
alternative technologies and products. The
environmental benefits of Indonesia’s shift to
Integrated Pest Management (as illustrated in Box
15) are clear – but this is not always the case. For
instance, the environmental benefits of fertiliser
subsidy removal will depend on current levels of
use, the effect that subsidies have on the wider
availability of fertiliser, and trade-offs between
intensification and extensification of land use
(increasing the area cultivated – sometimes by
clearing forests).

Subsidy reform must be consistent with other
social objectives such as food security and in
particular, must be in the interest of the poor.
Although subsidies are often introduced by
governments to benefit specific social groups the
distributional effects do not always turn out as the
policy-maker intended. For example, studies of
price support for agricultural products have
shown that only 20 per cent of the gross transfer
normally reaches the target group. The remainder
leaks away to other activities (Ross, 1996). There
is also the proverbial 80:20 rule referred to by
Steenblik (1998), where 80 per cent of support
tends to go to 20 per cent of beneficiaries.

Environmentally Related Taxes or
Charges
Environmentally related taxes or charges can be
differentiated between those that are:

Based on actual emissions (where the tax
directly targets the pollutant/effluent of
interest).
Based on either the inputs to, or outputs from,
a polluting activity (where the tax indirectly
targets the pollutant/effluent of interest).

The choice of a direct instrument or an indirect
instrument depends on the specific application.

When the costs of observing, measuring and
monitoring the actual emissions are high, indirect
instruments are preferable. Variations in emission
levels between sources, due to differences in
plant age, processes, and raw material and
energy use, will all serve to increase these costs.
If, of course, it is not possible to measure
emissions, then direct instruments are ruled out.

In broad terms, the effectiveness of an
environmentally related tax is characterised by
the extent to which the tax delivers a reduction in
emissions, or the consumption of inputs or
products. The magnitude of the reduction
depends on the “price effect” of the tax; that is
the response of the polluter to the economic
incentive provided by the tax. The responsiveness
of a polluter to a tax-induced price change is
measured by what economists refer to as the
“price elasticity of demand”, which can be
established empirically (see, for example, OECD,
2000). Basically, the higher the price elasticity of
demand, the bigger the response by polluters
from a tax increase (and the greater the
environmental effect of the tax, but the lower the
amount of revenue raised). The concept of
elasticity is explained in Box 16.

Retrospective evaluations of the environmental
effectiveness of environmentally related taxes are
rare (see, for example, OECD 2001b) – primarily
due to the analytical difficulty of defining the
counter-factual: what might have happened had
the tax not been levied. This is a necessary step if
one is to isolate the impact of the tax from other
factors that influence consumption and production
patterns.

PPrr c  noduct anc  n oduct an  Id Inp I d Inp t ut Tt  ut T xe  r axes or Charx   e  r axes or Charg sgesg sges
When the production, consumption or disposal of
certain goods creates pollution, and monitoring
the pollution is not possible or prohibitively costly,
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there are other options to taxing emissions.
Environmental objectives can be achieved by
taxing the inputs used to produce a product, or
by taxing the product itself. However, since the
tax does not specifically target the pollution
causing the emissions, there is no incentive to stop
polluting per se, only to reduce purchases
indirectly linked to the emissions (see Box 17). In
this regard, inputs or products are used as a
proxy for the targeted pollutant, which reduces
the environmental effectiveness of the instrument
over a pure emission tax. One exception is where
the product and the emissions are joint products.
Here there is a directly proportional relationship

between the two and the environmental objective
can be achieved by using either a product or
emission tax.

Before considering the introduction of indirect tax
instruments, policy makers should first remove any
subsidies on the production or consumption of the
targeted input or product. The presence of
subsidies will weaken the incentive effects of the
tax.

The potential fiscal benefits from product and
input taxes can be significant. In OECD countries,
taxes levied on fuels and motor vehicles, for
example, comprise around 90 per cent of the

Box 17 — Environmental Effectiveness
of Indirect Tax Instruments

AA     in indir    e  ect t     a   h  rax or char            a  e ed  (1)     ge can be levied on: (1)
ppollut     ing subbst    a es ances cont     a   inp  ained in inp     uts (s    u h uch as

  t   the s    c ulphur cont              (   ne   o  2)  ent of coal), (2) on inp     uts t     o a
ppollut     ing act           l  t (e g    ivity (e.g. coal used t    f o fir     pe poweer
sstat   i  po  tions, pest      p ied id   icides applied t     o cr    o  ops) an     d    d (3) on

  t  f the f     inal pr   c   oduct link     ed t     o e ll  o the poll tut   n  ion (s    c  such as
ppetr     otol, mot     or v   , r iteh  tehicles, electricity).

I  In tI   In terer   ms of en    ms of en irvirirvir eonmenteonment l al efl  al efffff tecttectiviven s ,  eness, a tene   s ,  eness, a t x ax on x ax on
(1)  r(1) is pr(   r1)  (1) is prefefefeferer le   e able. Consider the ex   le   e able. Consider the ex le ample of le ample of
a p ing  applying each ta p ing    applying each ta  in ax in or in a   ax in or  der t  der to o r o o r  seduce s  seduce s lp uulphurlp uulphur
em s ions fremissions frem s i  ons fremissions fro   aom a coal-f  ao   om a coal-firir  ed po  ed poww  er st  er staataati   ion. A t  i   ion. A taxax
on e on the fo   n e on the f  inal pr  inal pr d t, e ic ,  oduct, electricity, can rd ,   t  e ic ,  oduct, electricity, can r ueduceueduce
em s ion emission bem s io  n emission b  y r  y r  r ity e aeducing electricity deman i y a r t  eeducing electricity demand ad an ad d and  d, ind   d, in
tturttur  c y gn, electricity gener c   y gn, electricity gener tattat  bion, b b ion, bu  o   ut does not pr   u  o   ut does not proo evideevide
a  ncan incenta  nc an incentiviviviv  e t  e to o r o o r u  e is i   W   educe emissions per kWh. A tu  i   W    e s i     educe emissions per kWh. A taxax
on e lon the pollo  e ln  on the poll tuttut  ing inp  ing inpu , a   put, coal, will pru  a   ,   put, coal, will proo id  vide an id  vide an
incincentincincentiviv  te t t e t  ro r r o red e s  p  , educe emission per kWh, bed  s  p   e   , educe emission per kWh, b  will ut will not i   w ll ut will not
ccrccr teatteat  a  e an incent a    e an incentivivivive e t e e to  o use loo    o use lo  sw s s w s u  c l.  tulphur coal. A tu  c    l.  tulphur coal. A t xaxxax
on e on the so  e n  on the s l  ontulphur cont ol  ntulphur cont  f h  c  ent of the coal ho f     h  c  ent of the coal howwwwevevevev r  ler, will ler  er, will
pprpproo id   evide an incenti   d   evide an incentivive e t e e to s  n r , ho use cleaner coal, thero s  ner l,     ho use cleaner coal, therebebyy
rrrred i  e is i   seducing emissions of sed  i   si  e s i   educing emissions of s u   Wulphur per kWh.u     Wulphur per kWh.

N      h  iN   h  iNone of the inNone of the indirdir  te  e  tect tect t  pa  a  pax optax opt   io  wil  rio  wil  rions will crions will creaeaeateateeee
incincincentincentiviv    es fes f     t  tor the instor the installatallati   bo   io   bion of abation of abat ententementement
eqeqeqeq ent u m  ou ment ouipment houipment howwwwevev  s  r  e er  s e er, since ster, since st ttatat  wit  witions withions with
eqeqeqeq nt i  au m  w ll u m nt will auipment will pauipment will pa  t  s m      u   t  s m  u  y the same unit ty the same unit ta     ha   hax as thoseax as those
wit t  wit t without it.without it.

SoSour :ce:         Blackman an   d  d Har ngringt     on (199 .9).

Box 16 — Measuring the “Price Effect”
of Taxes

  h  o The o      i  ela p c  twn price elast      o  ny f icity of deman     d (s     l  i  ap y  s upply) is a
smeasur         t  r   e of the res oesponsiv     ene   ns   eness of deman     d (s p lupply)

t               p c  o     o a change in price: Def          er  e ined as the percent gage
    h   mng  of change of deman   d  d (s     p   pu ) er upply) per per tcent eaage
      h  o   ng  f  ichange of the price.

h  The oh   The own-p ic  lwn-price elastwn- i  p c  elwn-price elastic   d aicity of demanic   d  aicity of deman  rd r  rd re leflectse leflects
ucurucurrr  ent pr  ent pr feffeferer s onsences (conses o nsences (cons  d aumer deman d aumer demand),d),

ttec y (pechnology (pry ec  (pechnology (pr u r oducer demane  u r oducer deman   d of int    d of intererm iamediatm iamediateeee
ood ), goods), ano )  od , goods), an  vd av v d ava b   sailability of sa   sb   ailability of suubstbstituitutituitut  s  Since goods. Since   s  Since goods. Since
ll  s  hall these basic char   ll  s  hall these basic chara tacta tact iseristiseristi  a  c a e,ics can change,  i  a  c a e,ics can change,
p ia   t  ong especially in the long r  t  o  p ia    ng especially in the long r n, ng   e  hun, changes in prices hav ng    n,   e  hun, changes in prices havee

nornor lly a mally a lar a lly  mally a larg  p c   t  ng ger impact in the long r   t  ng g  p c     ger impact in the long r n a  un than in a  n  un than in
e h  the short r h  e  the short r n, i e  e -un, i.e. the long-tn,    i e  e -un, i.e. the long-tererm em elastm  em elastic   ig ricity is higheric   ig  ericity is higher
a  th  t tthan the short-t h  t ta  t  than the short-terer  onem one.  onem one.

n la tnela tInelastInelast  m  mic demanic demand   e    en   ed  en e  ed is when the price elastd is when the price elastic   in i  ic  i  inicity is, inicity is, in
ob lb olabsolabsolutut   t te te terer   h  ,  t  ,  th  ms, smaller than 1ms, smaller than 1  ns t t  h    a h  ns t t a. This means that an. This means that an

   r e    e   rx per cent incrx per cent increa e  e    r   ea e  r e  ease in price would leaease in price would lea    d td t  a    a o a lesso a less
 x  ent a   p   ra  x p  ent rthan x per cent rthan x per cent redededucteducti   aon  emion  emaion in demanion in deman  od  d  od. Hod. Howwevev rerer,er,
v rv rbehaviourbehaviour  im   s ts c ld  im ts c ld sal impacts could stal impacts could st   il  e il  e ill be signifill be signif aaicant.icant.

CrCr - i  p c  la t-p ic  ela toss-price elastoss-price elast c   e  mc   emicity of demanicity of demand   s   d   sd is a measd is a measurur    e ofe of
 e e the rthe r p ip iesponsivesponsiv s f   s f eness of demaneness of deman      o   g   o   g  d of one good td of one good t    o ao a

h  in   h  oo  ng    o  not  d  h ng  in  o  noth  ood  change in price of another good. Fchange in price of another good. F r  r or exor ex mmample,ample,
  o  e  n ne  on nthe impact on demanthe impact on deman    d fd fo  nar or naor naturor natur l    l  al gas fal gas f llolloolloollowingwing
 n n an incran incr a e   r   r it   b  e  o  t   a e  e r  o  tr it   bease in the price of electricity will beease in the price of electricity will be

   h   h  higher than fhigher than folloollo   p ic  nc a   a p ic  ncwing a price incrwing a price incr s  f s  fease fease f  v t v tor aviator aviationion
ff   ru   u   ruel, as naturuel, as natur  a     a  al gas anal gas an  i   e c   el ic  d electricity ard electricity ar   e i  om i  omee in somee in some

u tititu tsituatsituat  s  sions sions suubstbstituituitutitut    e fe fu ,  eu , eruels, wheruels, wher  ea  uea  ueas natureas natur   n    nal gas anal gas andd
v tv taviataviat n  n ion fion fu   u  uel aruel ar  t  te not.e not.

rSource:   O  O     ECD (200         11b, p 1 .00).
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total revenue from environmentally related taxes
(OECD, 2001b, p. 55). However, some
developing countries still have relatively low tax
rates, or tax exemptions, for fuels (see Box 18),
such as diesel and kerosene, and for key
agricultural inputs, such as pesticides and
fertilisers.

Furthermore, the application of tax differentials
can enhance the environmental performance of
an input or product tax. For example, by varying
the tax rate according to the environmental
characteristics of a fuel, producers and consumers
can be encouraged to switch fuels – using a
cleaner fuel as opposed to a dirtier one.
Thailand, like many OECD countries, has used
differential tax rates to promote unleaded petrol,
while in China indirect taxes are used to
encourage switching from high to low sulphur
coal.

Taxing inputs such as energy can be strongly
opposed by industry (out of fears over
international competitiveness). This is why in many
OECD countries there are tax exemptions for
industry and agriculture, with households bearing
a large part of the tax burden. To the extent that
this happens in developing countries, particular
attention should be paid to the impacts on poor
households.

  s n  Emission T       C o  aaxes or Charges
Emission taxes or charges (on solid, liquid or
gaseous discharges) can be thought of as an
add-on fee to be paid in some proportion to the
amount of pollution generated in the process of
producing and providing goods and services.
Emission taxes include fees levied on emissions to
air, discharges to water bodies or treatment
works, or disposal to land.

Emission taxes have long been the standard form
of price-based instruments advocated by
economists to achieve an environmental target,
since they eliminate the wedge between private
and socially efficient prices. In its purist form, an
emission tax would be applied to each unit of
emission at a rate equal to the monetary value of
the marginal damage (external costs) at the
efficient level of emissions16. However, this form of
emission tax is rarely implemented in practice —
not least because of the difficulties in valuing the
environmental impacts of the emissions. Instead,

Box 18 — Potential Fiscal Gains from
Petroleum Product Taxation in Russia
and Central Asia

hTherhTher  i  e is consider   i  e is consider b  s op  fable scope f s o  b  p  fable scope f  or incr  or increaeasedeaeased
ttaxaxaataat  f ion of petr f   ion of petr  roleum pr r oleum prod s in ll ltoducts in all Balt   ltod s in ll oducts in all Balt  ic st  ic st tattat ,es,,es,
RRu s , nussia, ans  nu , ussia, an  r fd other f   er fd other foror  mer So  mer So iet viet Uie  t viet U  u rnion countries. u rnion countries.
DoDo twnstrtwnstr  eam t  eam taaxaaxaataat  of  rion of oil pr   r of  ion of oil prod s c ntoducts accounto  d s c ntoducts accounteded
ffor nly t 0.4 or only about 0.4 t nly t  or   0.4 or only about 0.4 t  0.5 r ent o   u ingo 0.5 per cent of GDP during  r e    ing 0.5  nt o   uo 0.5 per cent of GDP during
191999993 3 t 3 3 t  o 19  o 199999  i  5 in R   i  5 in Ru s , ussia, Ks  u , ussia, K z k sazakhstz k sazakhst  an, an  an, andd
TTu enisurkmenistu enisurkmenista  I  Aan. In Aa    I  Aan. In Az b a  rzerbaijan rz b a  r zerbaijan revevevev  wenues w w enues werer  be about b e about
11  r   DP.5 per cent of GDP e    DP r   .5 per cent of GDP n th  B. In the Balt n  B  th  . In the Baltic , ics, ri  c , ics, reeveevenueenue
rr  anged fr  anged from 0.om 0.o  m 0.om 0.  9 t  9 to  r   Do 3 per cent of GDPo     D  er   o 3 per cent of GDP e. These  e. These
rr telattelat vivviv l  lely lo el  lely low w lev w w lev   rels of r    rels of revev s aenues are  as enues ar  ce ca c e ca s  used partly s  used partly
bb  e y the infr   e y the infr sastrsastr cucturcuctur  e constr  e constra  naints ana  n aints an  d b  d b  olyy monopoly o lyy monopoly

opoopoww    er in oil tr      er in oil tr p tansportp tansportatat  Aion. A  Aion. Addditdddit l ional r l ional r onseasonsonseasons
rarrare le incl e le incluuuu e n rde an inappr  e n rde an inappropriatopriat  te t t e ta  sax str a  sax str cucturcuctur  (e (f  (e (f rorror
p tupstrp tupstr a   eam oil pra     eam oil pr d toductd toduct  ion an  ion an  d do  d do trwnstrrtwnstrea  e eam sale ofea  e   eam sale of

b  poil-based prb   poil-based pr u t  aoducts) ant  au  oducts) and wd w d wd w  eak t  eak t x ax ax  ax a m nisdministrm nisdministraataationion
ysystysysteems.eems.

hTher        i  s o  f s p  e is scope f    r or incr     ea i   tng  easing excise dut    n ies on
  a o  line gasoline an     d   i  d diesel f tuurther   . m . Improv     ed regulation

nan     rd incr   e  a e  efeased eff iencicienc       t  y of t    a  ax a rtdministration,ion,
linclu    ping ding polit         ical will t      c    o collect t   a   axes fr     om largge

rpr cododucer       i  ncs, can incr    s  ease rev    es  renues. Increeasing
  i  ds  excise dut         a    ol  nies on gasoline an         d diesel, b     y 0.0    U 7 US$

  e  tr per litr     te t    0 .o 0.         p   U   r15 US$ per litr       ince,  e, could incr sease
rev   enu   enues b      a  s  y an estimimat     ed    ed 0.5 t     o 1     .5 per    c  cent of

                t     o in    r .  rGDP in most of these countries. A co-or tddinated
rpappr          o h   oach would be reequir   d  ed howw vev     er t     o preventent
trarbitr   g   bage betw     ee   n  een the v   a io  iesu  oarious countries.

rSource:    G Graa    ( y (1999 )8).

While we have already looked at the
environmental effectiveness of indirect tax
instruments it is worth adding that environmental
benefits of such taxes depend both on the
absolute level, and the relative price levels of
substitutes to the taxed input or product.
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emission taxes are typically used to meet some
predefined emission level or concentration
standard at least cost. Emission taxes or charges
have been used in several developing countries,
including China and Colombia.

In addition to introducing new environmentally
related taxes, existing environmental charges or
taxes can be restructured to benefit the
environment and possibly raise more revenue.
Several examples have already been identified
above:

Existing taxes could be differentiated to favour
clean products over dirty ones; and
Existing tax bases could be modified to better
target policy objectives — e.g. taxing the
sulphur content of coal as opposed to elec-

tricity generation (if mitigating acidifying
emissions was the objective), or taxing the
carbon content of fuel as opposed to the
energy content (if mitigating greenhouse gas
emissions was the objective).

Some transition economies — including Poland
(see Box 20) — are considering EFR in the context
of reform to existing charges or taxes.

Reforms to General Taxation
Taxation systems throughout the world
traditionally tax work, income, savings, and value
added. For the most part, leisure and
consumption, resource depletion and pollution are
untaxed and, in some cases, even subsidised.

We have already discussed the use of EFR to tax
the exploitation of natural resources and
generation of environmental pollution, as well as
the reform of harmful subsidies. We have also
talked about shifting the tax burden from work,
income and savings towards resource depletion
and pollution. In theory, this would increase
incentives for the former and reduce incentives
for the latter. The result would be more
sustainable economic growth.

However, it is also possible to discourage
resource depletion and environmental pollution
by directly reforming more conventional taxes,
such as Value Added Tax (VAT), excise duties,
corporation tax and trade tariffs. This type of
reform is being considered in the recent Georgia
PRS.

The conventional tax that is high on the fiscal
reform agenda of many developing countries is
VAT, or similar sales taxes. Its design has often
been faulty, its coverage incomplete, and its
implementation patchy. EFR could build on
existing reforms to VAT by, for example, putting an
end to exemptions for, and the zero-rating of,
environmentally harmful goods, such as fertilisers

Box 19 — Colombian Pollution Charge
System

m iaColombia’     hs char      o  g  n ge on waat   er p er pollut      h   s bion has been
su successf       gu   ul in generaat     ing fuun    d  ds f    o  or envvironmentaal
cactiivit     ,    ies, in adddit     tion t     po pro   i  d  viding incentiv     es for

r   u   educing waat   er  er pollut         ion. Each r            s oegion sets its ownwn
olpolluut   io  n ion r tueduct        ,  t   ion goals, imposes nat    b ional base
hchar     ages, an    r td track     is hs dischar   g   ges f     o  s  m nt .r  or six months.

  h  c aThe char          r   ge is applied progogr sessiv   e  ly oely ovv    e  fer f vivee
y aear         x m nt   i h  rs, with six-monthly incr   e  a es eases b     y pre-

test      m  l  s ablished amounts unt      t    ril the regegional
enviro entnmonment    a  al q       iev  uality is achiev    C red  ented. Centr     al t    t o the
rproogr         m a  een     e am has been the s c suuccessf    u  cul collabor tation

betw      t  A  een the A   g es a gencies an     d    d local b   s   nusinesses and
o mm nicommunit        nc  its inc t   ies. Since its incept      h  l t  ion, the poll tut     ion t xax

       ec      has become a sour     e  s  ce of su sbstant   a  r ial r vev    e  enues foor
  a h r tcash str     apped environm tonment    a  al a rhuthoritiesies.

Betw   een  een 1999     7 an       d  h  e  t  nd 2000 the envvironment lal
a huthorit   i  eces ies collect   d  ed 17.        n es     9 billion pesos (US$15

    Omillion). Ov            d   e a   er the same period, tototal
sdisb rur   s   sements fr        e tom the nat     ional bu   d  t dget t      t  14  o the 14

enviro entnmonment    a  al a t ituthorit     s t   t aies that hav       y  e been levying
   e the t    mx ax amount     ed t           o   b  p o  (U    s o just 8.7 billion pesos (US$6

   T million). T    p o p      t  a  ut the char      in ntg   ge in cont     ext howw vev    i ter, it
tst     l    ill only r           a   h   a ed  t  a   aised less than half a per      f   cent of t totaal
ogoverer    ent nment t   a   rax reev esenues.

rSource:    LA ECLA   C  0U  2C/UNDP (200 )1).
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and pesticides. In other cases, there could be a
case for zero-rating (or applying a lower rate of
VAT) to innovative energy and water saving
technologies, to encourage market penetration.

Indirect taxes and excise duties still tend to be
driven by fiscal concerns however, and possible
environmental gains are overlooked. South
Africa, for example, is considering an electricity
tax at local government level, primarily for fiscal
reasons, but the proposed design of the tax does
not accurately reflect environmental
considerations (Morden, 2003). Even so, if the
proposed tax raises the price of electricity to
consumers there may be some environmental
gains in the form of reduced demand.

It is also possible to employ EFR within the
corporation tax system to encourage the take-up
of energy and water saving technologies. For
example, accelerated depreciation allowances
(sometimes known as enhanced capital
allowances) could be introduced, which permit
industries to write-off the investment cost of
innovative “clean” technologies against taxable
income in the first or second year of the
investment.

Trade tariffs can also be restructured to
incorporate environmental considerations. For
example, in China, several types of hi-tech
equipment for environmental protection have
been added to the list of projects that can
benefit from interim rates of duty as governed by

Box 20 — Reform of Environmental Taxation in Poland

Polan   d  ld alrea     dy ha        a  esd an est   e  d ablished syst        of em of environm tonment    a  tal tax tat     ion b      h   t  19y the 197         p m     0s — primarily taxing
  s   emissions fr     laom lar         sge point sour           c .       c    ces. In common with other centr         l    e ly p nned   ally planned economies the t    xes waxes werer   e  e mainly
  ned  designed t    o o r   is  r aise revev     renue r       a er  ee    m t ather than meet an    p i fy specif     ic en irvir eonm ntonment     o tal objectiv    e  e. F     or ex      oa  (l   aample, coal (a

r telat viv      t  el  d  ely dirty f    o  ossil f     ) c  f s uel) accounts f             or much of P laolandd’     s ener     enegy generat   i  o  ion, b       t      ut is not suu   t b  bject t        h  co the charging
regime.

  h   tThe t     ax r              i  b    a  e  s  o    egime is based on the so-called “perm hmit/char   m nc  no  ge/non-compliance f          m el”  lee model” which emplo   y  n ys an
  s   cemission char         ge in conjunct       io    n   ion with a permmitt     ing syst     em. W         wo-ithin this two-tierier   e  d ed str utuctur        a b     e a base char   g  is ge is
  li  p ed applied t          el  s  oo all emissions belo      h   t  pw the permitt   ed  ed lev   el n el an         y   p lt  d a penalty r tat     e, oft     en t     en t    o o tw    te y enty t      i  t n g e  imes higher than

      e  the base char       e,     p  ge, is applied t   o ll o poll tut   n b ion abovv         e the per i tmitt     ed lev         m   ( h  no  el (the non-compliance f      c  ee)   ee). Such t     yax systems
rar        p  w  e o  h e complex, which creat    m es monit   ing p oring pr lemoblems.

h  rThe rh   rThe reeveev  enues ar  enues ar  e ear  e ear a kmarkkamarked fed f fed ed f  or centr  or centr , al, prl,  al, proo i  vincial an i  vincial an  a  levd local lev  l a  evd local lev  el en  el en ivirivironmentonment l al fl  al fuunuund .  ds. In 19.  d   ds. In 1999   h9 the char    h9 the charggesgges
rprrproooov  vided 0.2v   vided 0.2  r c   DP 6 per cent of GDP an  c     er   DP 6 per cent of GDP an  1d 1 1 d 1  p   f s.3 per cent of st p   f     s.3 per cent of staataate e te  e t x ax r x ax revev e. tenue. Collecte.  tenue. Collect on ion ron  ion raataate  wes w e  wes werer  h  — e high — r    h  — e high — r ceachingceaching

ww  ell o  ell ovv r er 9r  er 9  r 0 per cent.   er 0 per cent.

ppDespitDespit  e ige ige signife signif a   ra  ricant impricant improooovvvv  e s oe s oements oements ovvvv  th   e   la t er th  la t er the last ter the last te  n en en yen yearear  h   t  p th  ps, the polls, the poll ttutut  en r  enerion, enerion, ener   a agy angy an   r rd rd r s res resouresourc  int c  intce intce int y of eit   ity of eensity of theensity of the
PP  o y is s no    ono y is solish economy is stolish economy is st     il     il     ill higher than most Oill higher than most O  c nt .    c nt . ECD countries. RECD countries. Revevevev  e  e  enues fenues f  h  o  t  eo  th  eor the enor the envvvirvironmentonment    al fal funun  v  vds havds hav  e e e declinede declined

 a s  s a as a ras a reses   nu   u   nult — anult — an     a    a   d as a conseqd as a conseq   s    suence of slouence of sloww    er rer ratat s     ec  es  ec  es of economic gres of economic groooow  h  r  w  h  rwth. This grwth. This groooow n  a      w n  a   wing gap in fwing gap in f nc lnc linancialinancial
rr ooesouresour  s fes fces fces f    or enor en irirvirviro ento entonmentonment    al inal invv m  t  ktm  kestments makestments mak   nlis it kes it nlikes it unlikes it unlik l  t  e y t  ely t t e ely that the tely that the tararg   g  get expenget expen i ui uditurditur    es res reqeq iriruiruir  e  fe  fed fed f    or EUor EU

s    c io   b  c es io   b  accession will be met.accession will be met.

T    o o a dddr         s t  h    e   ess these challenges the govver        s c i ng   d  ifnment is considering modificat     ions t       o  ho the char   g  y t ging syst     hem. These
modif aicat    l ions inclu     e e f  de the unif aicat        o  e h f  rion of the char        i  t  ce  a ng  ages (making the char     ige in edepen        o  e  f  dent of the envir   o nt nm  onment user)
nan      e   d the implementaat         a lio    ion of a l mump-s   u   um t     ax f        h s  cor s   d aor households that dischar     ge sew    a e age dir    l  iectly int     wo w tat        i  er bodies or

      e o  the soil. Follollo     wing    wing the “Secon    Nd ad Nat   l  ional Envvironment   a  P al Poolic     ”   e oy” the govveer          ent  ls  inment is also considering
pimsimplificat         io  o  e  ns f   ions of the pricing r   i es m  egimes f        h  or the w tat    n er an     d wast     e sect        — or — t     o r         e    pu  h    educe the number of pollutaants

ocovverer     aed an    t d t    i r nto intr   o  d  oduce specif    i  pic pr   u   oduct char esges.

rSource:     W        a  (orld Bank (200 )33).
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the Imported Commodity Duty Guidelines,
including: the natural-gas-driven 5.9 litre
combustion engine, wind-force electric
generating equipment and their spare and
component parts, as well as equipment used in
recovery of alkali from the boilers during
treatment of sewerage emitted by the paper
mills. This will serve to encourage greater use of
these “clean” technologies.

Applicability of EFR Instruments to
Developing Countries
The core requirement for EFR is a well functioning
tax system and the ability to accurately monitor,
at reasonable cost, the environmentally sensitive
activities being targeted. However, given that
natural resource endowments, environmental
pollution problems, tax systems and administrative
capacity vary widely across countries, different
aspects of EFR are more suitable for some
countries than others. Equally, within a country,
aspects of EFR will be applicable to some sectors
and not others. The political and legal
environment and other “cultural” factors will also
be unique to each country.

It is therefore not possible to devise a simple blue
print for EFR that would apply across the board
(see UNEP, 2004a). Nonetheless, the following
generalisation can be made:

Taxes to capture the rent from the exploitation
of natural resource (forests and fisheries) will
be most relevant to resource-rich countries, of
which many are low-income countries.
Subsidy reform will be applicable across most
countries, but particularly energy producers,
and where the energy company is state-
owned, in which cases subsidies are often
high.
Like subsidies, user charges or fees will be
applicable across most countries, are particu-

larly relevant to the provision of energy,
water and sanitation services, and need to be
designed cautiously to protect the poor.
Product and input taxes or charges will be
applicable across most countries.
Emission taxes or charges will be most rel-
evant to middle-income developing countries,
where pollution from industrial activities in
particular has become a problem, and,
equally important, the administration of the
tax is possible.

In Part Two of this report, we elaborate on the
application of the instruments of EFR in different
sectors.

While the focus of this report is the experience of
developing countries with EFR (South-South lesson
learning), there are valuable lessons to be
learned from South-North comparisons.

With regard to industrialised countries, major
reviews17 have identified the following
opportunities for EFR in OECD countries:

The potential exists for petroleum product
taxes in many countries, which would help
address air pollution problems and green-
house gas emissions.
Agricultural subsidy reform is also possible in
many countries, which could help reduce some
of the environmentally negative aspects of
agriculture intensification.
There is also potential for reforms of the tax
system more generally to make it more
supportive of the environment.

The political challenges of EFR in OECD
countries are equally problematic, presenting
obstacles to reform. There may be something to
learn from the approaches adopted by OECD
countries in overcoming resistance to EFR.
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4

The Acceptability of
Environmental Fiscal Reform

In the environmental policy arena taxation and
pricing instruments have advantages
compared to command-and-control
approaches. In achieving a specific objective

to safeguard environmental quality or conserve
resources, the cost to society as a whole will tend
to be lower with such economic-based
instruments than with direct regulations. In
addition, economic-based instruments are more
efficient in the long term at preventing
environmental pollution or resource depletion
than regulations. Most importantly, taxation and
pricing measures raise revenue.

There have been many successful applications of
EFR, and examples from developing countries are
highlighted throughout this report. So why are the
tools of EFR not more widespread?

There has often been a tendency in policy papers
to focus on what needs to be done - rather than
on how to help make it happen. While calls for
EFR are not new, it remains, in the majority of
cases, unimplemented. Sometimes the absence of
reform in development policy areas is attributed
to “lack of political will”, or “lack of capacity” and
resources to implement policy. But what do these
generic terms mean and how can we better
understand the policy process in order to improve
the acceptability and active pursuit of EFR?

The Political Context
One of the reasons for weak implementation has
been a separation of the question of what should

be done from the process of how it should be
done. Understanding how to undertake policy
reform imposes constraints on what reforms can
be implemented – by defining the political space
available and hence the possible reform options
(see UNEP, 2004a). For example, the proposal to
decrease fertiliser subsidies in India has to be
seen in the context of what is politically possible.
Given the differing interests and strengths of the
various stakeholders it is essential to handle the
multiple objectives of EFR and their potential
trade-offs through an inclusive political process
that facilitates coalitions for reform. This requires
an understanding of politics – from how the
budget process works to the links between
corruption and natural resource rents.
Understanding the political and budget context is
vital because often what has happened is that
advocates of EFR have approached it as a
separate exercise – without embedding it into the
budget, the ongoing political debate and policy
choices. Furthermore, it is crucial to consider
which groups in society are – or perceive
themselves to be – winners or losers of the reform
process.

Determining the right balance between the
broad objectives of EFR is also a key to success.
This requires the environment and development
community to actively engage with:

The Ministry of Finance – which will be mostly
concerned with revenue streams, synergy with
broader tax reform efforts and administrative
simplicity?
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The political process, where the relative
weight of each objective is ultimately agreed.

Determining the right balance between
objectives and the “rules of engagement” for the
environment and development community will
vary across countries, and often involve discussion
in the media, inter-ministerial and cabinet
meetings, parliamentary debates over the budget
and back-room lobbying.

Analysing the Political Context
Many of the policy recommendations directed
towards developing countries are predicated
upon a particular conception of government and
role of the state. In most modern democracies
political power is institutionalised and based on
the rule of law. These systems generally rest on a
neutral bureaucracy recruited on merit, an
independent judiciary, universal approaches to
the protection of property rights and services
and electoral processes as the basis for
government legitimacy.

However, in many developing countries,
especially low-income ones, political power and
political systems are more informal, personalised
and patronage — or client-based. While there
are, of course, exceptions and much variation,
these different systems are the context in which
policy choices are made. For example, countries
like Indonesia, where forest revenues have been
used as a source of political patronage18, will
face certain obstacles to changing the way
profits from natural resource extraction are
gathered and distributed. However, the example
of Cameroon shows that political will and
increased involvement of external observers and
civil society can overcome those obstacles
(Ndjanyou and Majerowicz, 2004). In Indian
states, where some wealthier farming groups
exert significant influence on the political
agenda, increasing electricity prices in order to

stop over-use of groundwater faces many
obstacles.

There is a vast body of literature on the political
economy of policy reform in developing countries.
It is worth highlighting some of the issues that
affect the chances of success of EFR. One vital
question is who stands to win and who stands to
lose.

Identifying Winners and Losers
All reform processes create (actual and
perceived) winners and losers, through different
transmission channels (see Box 21). In EFR, the
main effects will be the direct and indirect
environmental, social and economic effects of any
price changes. But as highlighted in Chapter 2,
how revenues are used will have its own set of
impacts. Consideration of both the direct and
indirect price effects, and the impacts of
redistributing the revenues, allow us to identify the
net or actual effects of EFR.

It is important to identify winners and losers in
order: (a) to anticipate the incidence of costs and
benefits from a proposed reform; (b) to inform the
design of compensatory or mitigation measures
for the losers; and (c) to devise ways of building
broad-based support for reform, which will help
ensure the reforms are successfully implemented.

There are many approaches to assessing the
distribution of costs and benefits to different
stakeholders, and in anticipating their responses –
from technocratic to participatory approaches
(see, for example, World Bank, 2001). Often,
several approaches can be combined for greater
effect. Even the more participatory approaches
require value judgements about which
stakeholders are most important and why. Each
country and each sector is unique, and the key
winners and losers can only be identified within a
specific country or sector context.
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“Perceptions” are also vital, since someone’s
perceptions can be highly influenced by their
personal starting point and what they hear from
others, particularly from the media. Often
stakeholders are only aware of the most direct or
visible impacts, and as a result there is a
tendency to focus on these, even if the less direct
and longer-term impacts may be more significant.
Since relatively small and unrepresentative, but
well organised, interest groups can have a
disproportionate influence on policy development
- even in democratic systems - their perceptions
might dominate the debate and decisions even if
the reforms benefit a broad, but less well
organised, majority of the population.

The way policies are implemented– and how
people accommodate and respond to reforms —
will also affect their longer-term effects and who
turns out to be the winners and the losers. The

speed and sequencing of reform will also
crucially affect the distribution of gains and losses
from EFR.

Key Stakeholders and Their Interests
In the context of EFR, there are a number of
stakeholders, notably:

Poor and vulnerable groups (disaggregated
by gender, locations, ethnicity etc.).
Non-poor households.
The private sector.
Civil society groups (NGOs, media, academic
groups etc.).
Politicians (such as key Ministers, Members of
Parliament, political parties).
Bureaucrats at all levels of government.
Development agencies and international
actors.

Box 21 — Transmission Channels for the Effects of EFR

hTher     ae ar     ese essent   ia   ially fiiv    d e difffer    w ent wa     s  r or tys or tr      nnels ts   ansmission channels thr             g    i  tough which the main stak ereholder     s in   Rs in EFR
    o   u   could be affect :ed:

1    . Prrices    d deterer   i  m ne mine r        s   l o  inc , eal household incomes, dir   l  ht y tectly thr    g  ough eff       s o  ects on cons pmumpt    io  ion (f     or ex     le,  sa   ample, if households
rar    e e t   o a o pa    ry my mor   e  e f   o  er neror ener     agy) an    n d in irdir   ec   hectly thr     ough eff     ec     ects on pr cooduct    i  ion (f     or inst       a e,  ance, if in   ies ps  dustries pa     y more

f    o  wor w tat     er an      h   t  d these a dddit       io  s aional costs ar        p s ed     te passed on t     co consuumer         e s in  s in the foor           h  o m  p c ).  h  m i y m of higher commodity prices).

 2.   2. EmploymentEmployment,  , both inf  ,  , both inforor  mal an  mal an  fd f  fd fororm  rmal, prm  r mal, proooov  e in ouvides the main sourv   in ou e  vides the main sour   o  inc   p  ace of household income. Some policies ma   inc      o    p  ace of household income. Some policies mayy
rincrrincrea e  ecease or decr  eea e  cease or decr s  t  d aease the demans  t  d  aease the deman  fd f f d f  b r    or labour, which will af r     b    or labour, which will afff  ect w  ect wa s aages ana es a ages and ld emplo d ld emplo ent p tuyment opportunit p tuent yment opportuniti sies.iesies.

   3. 3. AA    ac  o d  c  o d  access to goods anccess to goods and i s cd ic sd servicesd services    af afff    ects wects welfelfaaarar    e, (parte, (part c    e  c  e  icularly access ticularly access t  o o o enero ener    gy, wgy, waaatat r  er er aner an  td d td sanitd sanitaaatat  s  sion services).ion services).
ffIfIf    , f, for  or or exor ex  m  m  ample, enerample, ener  r s e,    a r es e, agy prices rise, angy prices rise, an       d this lead this lea   t td td t  i m imo impro improovv    c  b c  bed access bed access by     o  ty  o  ty the poor ty the poor t    o poo poww  e  er er ser s  en s p    p  en s upplies, then this isupplies, then this is
 i g iga signifa signif   o oicant positicant positiviv  c   i p   i p c  e impact fe impact f    h  r h  ror that gror that gro .o .oup.oup.

    4. As sssets         (wh  n  f h c    (which can be f    h inancial, ph    tu ysical, natur            m   o  a  va    c l)  al, human or social) can hav      e  ve ir e their vaal      c e   a d ue changed b     y refoorms.
  is   pNoise poll tut     fion, f     or ex    le  ample, ma     y r   u   educe pr   p t   operty prices.

    5. Transansf    e  y eer payments     , r   , either t     o pu       r  blic or priv tat     ente entit       ,  ies, can aff      s in h  ect households in rdirecectly         i    f . So, if ener    r sg  gy prices
rar    e re incr    hea  teased thereb     y remo         d    ving the need f     or gov rer   nm   rnment tr fansf    a er pa   ,  yments, gover   nm   nment r uesour     ces ar    e e freed
  p  up f      e  s en r or other spen   i  png ding pr rogr       es  h l  m   c d ammes, which could potentent          eld h      ono ic bially yield higher economic benefi sits.

hTher     e ar    op ie sophisticat     ed    ed economic tec niechniq     ues f        n  m s h  t  tor modelling impacts thr       g   ough these tr     i  c a  a m s i   ansmission channels, b tut
     t  es  m  these methods requuir    d e consider   e a  able dat   ,  ta, t     aime an      h m  d  d human resour            s  th  s  is c tre      ces, so their use is constr      in i   ained in man     ly low-w-

  e rom  nt .income countries.

rSource:     W        a  (orld Bank (2001).
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P    ao  oor an     d V lulner    l  able Gro poups
In the context of development policy this is the
key group, as EFR should have a clear pro-poor
orientation in achieving its fiscal and
environmental objectives.

The impacts of EFR on this group depend on the
type of instrument adopted. Generally, the
introduction of resource taxes, emission taxes and
some reforms to the general tax system will have
limited direct impacts on the poor. (There may be
indirect effects, but these are difficult to identify
and quantify.) Our focus here is on EFR
instruments that have a more direct impact on the
poor, such as user charges for energy and water
services, and on taxes on items such as inputs to
agriculture. A wealth of experience now exists on
such reforms, but their effects on the poor remain
controversial, complex and very circumstantial.

Although subsidies are often justified ex ante on
social grounds, they are often poorly targeted

and end up benefiting the better off (see Box 22).
In Poland and Hungary, it has been shown that
subsidies benefit the rich much more than the
poor (Freund and Wallich, 1995 and Newberry,
1995)

Contrary to common perceptions, the poor do
not necessarily suffer from higher user charges, as
they may not even have access to (publicly or
privately supplied) energy, water or sanitation
services. They may even benefit, if higher user
charges are applied to more well-off groups, or
are used to finance the extension of the network
into poorer areas. However, there are cases
where the poor will be hurt by price increases or
when subsidies are removed. In Sri Lanka, for
example, fuel represents a major cost for poor
fishermen, and therefore this group will be more
negatively affected by energy price rises.

The poor are not a homogenous group;
differences include gender, location (such as
urban versus rural), ethnicity and employment.
Thus different groups will face different effects. In
Bulgaria, electricity costs account for a large
share of the budget of elderly people, so price
rise would further eat into their budget (WRI,
2002). The poor also differ in their ability to
organise themselves politically, and thereby
influence the policy process. Poorer households
are also subject to manipulation by others in the
political system, in order to support their own
demands. For example, wealthier farmers may
encourage poor farmers to push for subsidised
agricultural inputs even though the wealthier
farmers capture most of the benefits.

  o p o  o lNon-poor Households
Often the better off households have greater
power and influence on fiscal policy due to their
higher level of education and better access to
the political arena. They will be keen to maintain
their economic privileges (such as various
subsidies) and resist a greater tax burden.

Box 22 — Impacts on the Poor of
Liquefied Petrol Gas (LPG) Subsidies in
India

nIn   ia s dia su      m    bsidises small cyylinder         P .   L  s of LPG. Init    tll  ially, this
    led t     o lar   e  ge dist rort     io  in ns  ions in ener    g  a kgy mark     s  et   ets as wellell

   rs as r tat             ning   a   2000   o     ioning, so that in 2000 12 million
  ol  d  households werer         t  oe   fe on the off   i  wa  icial w tait        t ing list f ror

suu     id ed  b   absidised LPG an    u d unofff   ic l  3ly icially 3      m io   n 0 million wereree
waait    ting ing t      b    o be s   u   Hupplied. Howeev    a c er, accor   ng  ding t    o o the
Ministr         y of Petr    m oleum (www   .nic   s nif.nic.in), signif c nticant

    a i   ron  expansion in refef neriner      p c  y c  oy capacity ovv           h   er the last fewew
y aear      a    s has eliminat        h  ed the w itait     .ing list.

    A 1999     4 s rurve           s       Hy of households in Hy erder babad
hshow      h   t t 6ed that 6            e      r    3 per cent of the (v lal         ue of the)

suu   id  b  wbsidy w   ent  tent t        t  t    4o the richest 4        p   of   0 per cent of
  o . ld  households. B    o r nty contr                  o  es    p   f ast, only 17 per cent of the

(v lal       u   h  s  t  ue of the) su     bsidy w     ent t     o e r  o the poor   es   est 4    e r0 per
          ent    ,   o .   cent of households. The poor, f       e  or whom the

suu   i  b d  bsidy w          d g    us  o  as designed, do not us        s  L  a    ually use LPG for
io ngcooking.

rSourrSource:ce:  ( UNEP (200  (   UNEP (2003  n3a) an3   n3a) an   (  ad ESMAP (2000 an   a  (  d ESMAP (2000 and 20d 200 0d 2d 2001) 1) f) 1  1) f  tor the  tor the
survee   y  ry res sults.
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relatively well off. They have an interest in
maintaining steep price differences between
countries, so as to profit from smuggling, as in the
case of petrol smuggling from Nigeria to other
regions of West Africa and the smuggling of
subsidised fertiliser from India to her neighbours.
Box 23 illustrates similar contraband traffic
between Belarus and Poland.

However, non-poor households can be supportive
of EFR. It is often the better educated and more
environmentally aware urban middle class that
put environmental issues on the political agenda
in the first place.

effects of the envisaged policy package on those
businesses typically owned by the poor.

In general, industry will be most affected by
instruments that increase the costs of production,
in cases where these cost increases cannot be
passed in full, to either suppliers or consumers.
Their main concern relates to fears about
potential losses of competitiveness. However,
these fears are not necessarily well founded.
Taxes or charges may impose short-term costs, but
may also spur more environmentally and
economically efficient production and innovation
in the longer-term. Moreover, except for a few
industries, EFR-induced cost increases are rather
small relative to the total costs of production
(OECD, 2001b). Some industries might even
benefit from, and hence support, EFR processes in
the short-term — such as investors in a liberalised
energy market and companies producing or
selling energy efficient (or other environmentally
friendly) technologies. Still, threats from parts of
industry of relocating to another country, closure
or mass dismissals of the workforce are a
powerful argument used by the private sector
that catches the eye of politicians (as illustrated in
the South Africa example shown in Box 24).

In general, larger firms have very good access to
politicians and can therefore influence or even

Box 23 — Fuel Imports Undermine
Transport Policy of Government in
Poland

n  t  P   n  t  PIn 2002 the PIn 2002 the Po  Fl  ol  Folish Folish F  ibu  Disu  Dis ibuel Distribuel Distribututoooror  s s s As A s ias iassociatssociatiiionion
tt  t  ol   ol  t  old the Pold the P li  os  lis  oolish Goolish Govv rererer ent   nm    nment   nment of the extnment of the ext   ent  ent  ent of fent of fueluel

 m li  bm li  bsmuggling betwsmuggling between  een een Belareen Belaru  n u  nus anus an    d Pd P nnolanolan    d. Itd. It
testtest mimatmimat  n  ted an annual t n     ted an annual t  l s ax loss  s  l  ax loss 5577  millio0 million. il m lio0 million.

HaHauulieruulier  s ha  s ha  enlad enlar enl ad enlar  ir norged their nor ei  nor r ged their norma   mal 200 litra   m   mal 200 litreeee
a a it  capacity ta a it   capacity t  u  ank up t   u  ank up t  o 1  1o 1,5,5  00 litr  00 litr  nes an  nes an  d w  d w rererere lle selling e elle selling
e p  lthe cheaper Belar  e p  elthe cheaper Belar s fus f fs us f l   d l r  uel (with a diesel price ofe     r  l   d el  uel (with a diesel price of

336 S  m6 US cents compar6 S  m   6 US cents compar  i h 6ed with 6  6 i h ed with 6   ents  litr8 US cents per litr  s  l r  ent   it8 US cents per litreeee
 Pin P P in Pololanololan  a  od) all o a  o  d) all ovvvv r ea ter east ea ter er easterer  n P  n Po nolannoolan   d. The P    d. The P solishsolish
ogoogovv rererer e  nment w e  nment w  as ur  as ur  ged t  ged to o intro  o intr  a d roduce a decr  r a doduce a decr eeeeee

limitlimiti  ting t ti  ing ta  iz  ank size t iz  a   ank size t   ro the Eur  r  o the Europ n   200opean limit of 200o    200p n   opean limit of 200
litrlitr ,  es, with ef  ,  es, with efff  frect fr r fect from  om 1 Januaro   m  om 1 January y 200y  y 2003  3. This 3  3. This
np d unpaid tnp d  unpaid ta  ax ra   ax revevenu   henue would havenu   h  enue would hav  e  e been s   e  e been suufuufffff  icient t  icient toooo
onsconstronsconstr c  uct 16c   uct 16  k   new o0 km of new mot k   new     o0 km of new motorworwaa   ys each y    ys each y rearrear..

BuBu edgetedget rarrary expy expen y expy expendditurdditur   e on r    e on r aoaaoad   Pds in P  Pd   ds in Pololanololan  wd w w d w sassas
 5only US$5  5only US$588   (i  2 million (in 19     (i  2 million (in 199999  p c ), o  f c7 prices), out of which p c ),  f c  o   7 prices), out of which

440 r  0 per cent w er  0   0 per cent w  p id as paid b p id   as paid b  y f  y fooroor ig  reign sour reig  eign sour .ces..ces.

rSource:   G  G   T   TZ (200         3, p. 7 )8).

he PThe Pe Ph  The Privrivatat  e Sect  e Sectooroor
Most EFR measures will affect the private sector.
Like the poor, this is not a homogenous group but
includes the informal sector, small and medium –
scale enterprises, large indigenous enterprises
and foreign investors. It is crucial when engaging
in a pro-poor EFR processes to also analyse the

Box 24 — Private Sector Resistance to
Price Reforms in South Africa

u  h u h South ASouth A    h  fr a  e o ic p t  h  fr a  e o ic p th h  frica, whose economic path has ffrica, whose economic path has favav rrourouredededed
aalarlarg  c le g c le ge-scale inge-scale in   c tie   ies  c tdustries in certdustries in cert  ca  a  cain sectain sect rroror    s, fs, f ccacesaces
strstr  it  itong oppositong opposit    ion tion t  lt  lto alto alt ng    ng  ering prices (sering prices (s  a  auch asuch as
rr  is  is  aising loaising lo  en r  enerw enerw ener y p c ), c  f   y p c ), c  fgy prices), which afgy prices), which afffec     oec   oect the costsect the costs
f  f of prof pr d td toductoduct on  on ion fion f  h  or t  or th  or these inor these in i  s e  Is ies  Idustries. Industries. In  t  tdeed Southdeed South

AA   ic  a  ic  a  frica has mafrica has ma   y   it c  r it     c  r ity   itde cheap electricity part of itsde cheap electricity part of its
comparcomparaaatativiviviv  a  ae ae adddvdv ntntantant   e  e  age — despitage — despit    e thee the
enen irirvirvironmentonment l n l nal anal an  r t      h  h  e er t h  h  ed other cost this might entd other cost this might ent il.il.ail.ail.

ivivGivGiv  u     u  en South Aen South Africa’frica’s 3 s 3s 3s 3    lo   u   u lo0 per cent unemplo0 per cent unemplo entmmentymentyment
  r    rin 2002, thrin 2002, thr a   ba  beats beats b   y  y  y the privy the privatat    e secte sect    or ofor of

inin  ia  cia  cdustrial closdustrial closuuurur  a  ae are ar  p  pe polite polit    ically vically verery h ry h ry hary har  d d d td t  r  ro ro r s .ts t.esist.esist.

Sour ece:     Mor     den (2003).
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stop policies at an early stage of formulation. By
contrast, smaller businesses are usually less well
organised and have less influence on the policy
making process.

The ability to cope with the consequences of EFR
will depend on the type of private sector business
affected. Larger companies tend to find it easier
to mobilise the necessary know-how and funds to
invest in more efficient production processes.
Small and medium sized enterprises (SME)
however, tend to find it more difficult to set aside
funds, even though it might pay-off in the medium-
term. SMEs might therefore need access to
special consultancy services and other forms of
support to kick-start a change towards more
efficient production processes, which in turn
would reduce the cost of EFR.

v l tyCivil Society tv l yCivil Society
Civil society, which includes pressure groups,
trade unions, professional and religious groups,
will have a significant influence on the policy-
making process. But it is worth noting that the
degree to which civil society is organised varies
significantly from country to country, and as a
result, so will its influence. Civil society groups’
interests in, and position on EFR, will also tend to
differ depending on their constituency.

Labels (such as NGO) and the names of
particular organisations can be misleading:
sometimes the name will neither adequately
reflect the orientation and character of the group
(for example an NGO which appears to be a
pressure group, might in reality actually be more
of a consultancy firm) nor the strength of the
backing from within society. There is nonetheless
a growing tendency by foreign actors (including
international NGOs, donors and foreign
corporations) to co-operate with civil society
groups.

Depending on the country, the media can also
play a key role in the policy debate, creating

environmental awareness, exposing corruption
and presenting the case for specific winners and
losers from proposed reforms. Clearly, how they
present reforms to the public is vital. In many
countries government has strong control over the
media.

Academia and relevant research bodies can also
provide important analytical inputs and help
design EFR measures that are effective, efficient
and fair. Moreover, the endorsement of a
particular reform by a well-respected research
institution or academic can be influential.
However, participation and influence of civil
society will also depend on the scope for voicing
independent positions, which is often restricted by
government.

P tolit ic nicians
In countries where power is relatively informal
and personalised, politicians may have far more
influence than government bureaucrats. We use
the term “politician” here to include the heads of
the Executive (for instance the President),
Members of Parliament and political parties, and
other key political leaders. Politicians may be
reluctant to support difficult EFR measures, such as
raising prices and taxes, if for example they think
these will offend key supporters. In some cases,
where corruption is common, they may be paid-
off by the private sector, or have business
interests themselves, that would be threatened by
some EFR measures, such as subsidy reforms,
resource or product taxes.

Often politicians will find it difficult to support
policies that only pay-off in the long-term (often
the case with environmental policies), since they
will be more concerned with the immediate
electoral cycle. Being at the centre of power, the
interests of the politicians, or their perception of
what would be best for the country, are crucial to
EFR.

A newly elected head of government may be
willing to demonstrate to the electorate that
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vocal minority will not be tolerated, especially if
they succeeded a corrupt and dishonoured
government. In this case, the new government
might be more open to far-reaching, previously
controversial, forms of EFR.

ooGoGovvvv rrerer  t t nment Anment Ad nid nidministrdministr taatatat ooionion
In the context of EFR, key bureaucrats reside in
the government departments, agencies or
ministries responsible for: financial management
of the economy (such as the Ministry of Finance),
management and protection of the environment,
management of the natural resource base
(forestry and fisheries, in particular) and issues
relating to energy, transport, industry and trade.

The Ministry of Finance will primarily be
concerned with the following aspects of EFR: its
integration within the existing fiscal framework, its
revenue raising potential and its administrative
feasibility. Normally, however finance ministries
will not fully engage other relevant ministries on
the environmental and resource conservation
benefits of EFR, although there are exceptions.
China’s Ministry of Finance has already
implemented some EFR measures with an
environmental rationale, while South Africa’s
Treasury is considering EFR (Morden, 2003).

The Environment Ministry or analogous agency is
generally the newest and weakest member of
government, although they may be relatively well
funded by donor assistance. Often this ministry
relies heavily on command-and-control
approaches to environmental problems, is
somewhat distrustful of the private sector and
exploiters of natural resources, and may lack the
economic and fiscal skills to engage fully with the
Ministry of Finance on debates about EFR.
Depending on where the revenues from EFR
would go, environment agencies themselves may
not even be particularly strong proponents of
EFR.

Natural resource ministries (such as forestry and
fishery) may face conflicts of interest between their
role to promote production and the need to use
resources sustainably, with sustainability often
regarded as less important. Thus, the very
guardian of a resource may resist EFR designed to
provide economic incentives for more sustainability.

Ministries responsible for energy or electricity,
water, agriculture, trade and industry will
generally want to maintain their own power base
in the bureaucracy, and may be closely allied
with the key interest groups of their constituency
(for instance farmers in the case of agriculture
departments, and the private sector in the case
of the trade and industry departments) which may
make some forms of EFR difficult.

Many countries are federal, or have strongly
devolved administrations (China, South Africa
and Brazil are examples). This may raise key
questions as to which tier of government has
control over natural resources, or has the power
to raise revenues and set tax rates or tax bases.

A growing number of countries are
decentralizing functions – whether to the
provincial, state or local level. While more tasks
are being devolved financial resources are often
not, leaving decentralised structures with
inadequate resources to undertake their tasks. This
has created a great interest in raising funds
locally – also through EFR – without relying on
inadequate or unreliable transfers from central
government. Such is the case with the pollution
levy system in China (see Box 25). However, in
many countries, outside the capital, administrative
bodies have limited capacities to design and
implement EFR, and limited political influence.

vDev    p n  elopment A   e  ni  gencies an       n O  td Other Inteernat naional
Actorss
The development community is now, more than
ever, harmonised around the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs), and providing
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technical assistance and financing to countries to
achieve these goals. Donor agencies are playing
a key role, contributing to the improvement of
public expenditure management, and supporting
poverty reduction strategies. They have also been
actively engaged with country partners in favour
of EFR in the fields of water, energy and forestry.

While development agencies often present
themselves as neutral providers of advice, they
have their own institutional bias, priorities and
obligations, which will influence, for example, the
identification of projects for investment and
financial support. In many low-income countries
such agencies play a key role in affecting the
policy debate. In striving to serve many different
countries, there also is a danger that donor
agencies provide policy advice that essentially,
assumes that one size fits all. There is also a
natural tendency – especially for bilateral donors
– to base their advice on their own country
experience, rather than international best
practice. This can lead to countries ending up

with a strange hybrid of different approaches.
This tendency is now countered by donor
agencies developing a greater awareness of the
country context through increased emphasis on
“country ownership”, by decentralising their
offices and employing more national staff.

Even where agencies present international best
practice, their visibility and power affects the way
their advice is taken. To caricature the situation,
in some countries advice from the IMF is often
seen as key by the Ministry of Finance, while for
grassroots organisations the fact that the IMF is
advocating a particular option is enough to
discredit it. In other cases, it is convenient for the
government to blame an external agency for
forcing it to impose an unpopular policy, which it
would have had to implement anyway.

Some donors (often with export credit guarantee
departments) may have ulterior motives for their
policy advice. They may for example, encourage
heavy infrastructure contracts, which would be

Box 25 — China’s Pollution Levy System (PLS) as a Source of Revenue for State
Governments

’China’    s ps poll tut      l  y t ev  ion levy syst     em w     as intr     ed  u   19oduced in 198    t 2. Centr   l  al goverer       e  t   nt   nment sets the lev   e  l nel an    t d str cuctur         e of the
   by  levy, b    u  ut r    p  esponsibility f    ec or collect     i  t  ang  ing the char              e  ng     a  Eges is with the local Envvironment    l al P loll tut   n  oaion Boar    E ).ds (EPBs).

Char   e  ws ges wer     ie init           ia    s   1  o    ially imposed on emissions of 1     s13 su sbst     ances, b           y s t  a a it   ut as capacity has b     u   o p uilt up ov     er    er the yeaear ,s,
       h  b  is s  athis has been expan     ded t        ne l  .  a y  Ao nearly 200. A       r a s a reses     ult, PL     S rev   enu   henues hav    in ce incr   s   seased stea     ndily an         d in 2000

r          .    llc e     eceached 5.8 billion RMB, collect    ed ed fr     m o   a u  om about 2            p   o  e    f  5 per cent of Chinese in   d r  t l dustrial enterer iprises.

pDespitpDespite e o p re the compar  e e o p re the comparatativiviviv  ely impr  ely impr ivessivivessive e o e e ovv rerrer l  all perf l  all perforor  f e mance of the PL f e    mance of the PL  i p tS, import  i p tS, import  want w  want w a s s heaknesses hava s e  s heaknesses hav  be been b e been
entidententidentifif  Fied. F  Fied. Firir tly  y rstly, levy rtly   r y stly, levy ratat s ves havs v es have  een e not been in   e  een e not been in  tdexed t  tdexed t  p ic , o prices, an   p ic , o prices, an  s  vd so hav s    vd so hav  e f  e f ed ailed ted  ailed to o ko  o k  c  wit  eep pace with inflat  wit   c   eep pace with inflatioion.ioion.

h  incThe incenth  inc The incentiiviiv  es w  es w rererere ls  we also w ls  we  e also w  Geak: Giv  Geak: Giv  t t th  s e    gen that the size of the levy gener t t h  s     g  t  e    en that the size of the levy gener  ally en  ally en     lded up being much lo        lded up being much lowwww r er thanr  er than
rincrrincrementemententemementa  pal poll a  pal poll tuttut  s  pion costs, poll  p s  ion costs, pollututerer  s t  s tenenenen  ded t  ded to ao pa o ao pa  e h ry the char e h  ry the char e  ges r e  ges ra r t n ather than ina er t n   ather than invvvv t  aest in abatt  a  est in abat  Mement. M M ement. M rorroreoeoeoeovv rer,erer,

e the t e the t  a e  om  inax base only comprised in a e  om      inax base only comprised in u t  udustrial souru t  u dustrial sourc  ces. Enf c  ces. Enfooroorc   l  cement has also prc      l  cement has also proovved ifed difed i fed difff  ivicult giv i vicult giv   EP   en that EPBs do not  EP       en that EPBs do not
havhave e se  e sufufffff i  a a t  icient capacity t a a t  i   icient capacity to so ass o so assuuruur   e all sour    e all sour e  with  th  r dces within their jurisdict h  h  re  wit  t  dces within their jurisdict  Fion. F F ion. F ll  a  Bs  e inally, as EPBs get the r a  s   ll   B   e inally, as EPBs get the revev e enue fr e enue fr  tom the t om the

ie  thlevies, the hie  tlevies, the  y f  y f   race a tr    race a traadde-ofdde-of  etwf betw etw f betw  enc reen encour  enc reen encour  oaging poll  oaging polluutuutio  tion abat tio  ion abat  i   rement, which would r    i   rement, which would red  ns beduce emissions b ns bed   educe emissions buutuut
ls  also r ls  also r c  educe r c  educe reeveev .enue..enue.

n  n In orIn or    der tder t  o o o ao a ddddrddr   e   e   ess these wess these wea n s   e   ea nes es   eaknesses, the Steaknesses, the Staaatate u  a  u  r       h  e u  a  u  r h  e council has announced major changes te council has announced major changes t   o e o e o the PLo the PL  wh   h will wh h willS, which willS, which will
o e  m   ome  come in tcome in t  o o o efo efffff    ect frect fr       om July 1om July 1   , 200, 2003.    i3.  i3. These incl3. These incluu   ext extde extde ext   h  le  i   t  v  i   th  lev  ension of the levy tension of the levy t    o coo covv  a   m   ma  er small priver small privaaatate  e e ente ent rererer  p is  ap is  aprises thatprises that

wwerer    e pre pr  t    t eviously exempt aneviously exempt an  s  sd shiftd shift ng  ang aing paing pa  o  i  a f s  of ies ayment of levies anyment of levies and  hd hd chard charg   g  ges tges t    c l  h  m    h  m  c l o the main local bo the main local buu  e  e  dget rdget r  h  e t n  th n eather than theather than the
 s  s  EPBs. ShiftEPBs. Shift  t  i   i  t  ing the ring the r vvevev  enu  enu  enues tenues to e  s  a  o e a  so the main sto the main statat   b be be buuuu et   m   i  a  cet i  a m  cdget is a major change.dget is a major change.

rSour         ce:    o  n  Zhong an     d Hor     (n (20033).
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Yundermined if the focus was instead on greater
resource efficiency and demand management, as
encouraged through EFR.

Then again, donor agencies are only one part of
their respective governments, often linked to
ministries for foreign affairs. Agriculture ministries
and ministries for trade and industry will have an

interest in increased rents or exports for national
companies, which might conflict with developing
country interests and undermine EFR efforts. For
example, industrialized countries’ fishing
agreements have often undermined attempts by
developing countries to maximise rents from their
offshore fisheries, as illustrated in Box 26.

Box 26 — EU Fishing Agreements in West Africa

  W   rWhile r     e   c   ecent EU agr    r eements ar     e gener    orll  mally mor     e fav rour     table t     o W    Aes  est A    e frica, the     ty st     ill f        o   h r   tall short of the
d ademan         ds of dev     p  u   r  eloping countries t     o r ceceiv     e suff   i  ent icient rev    es enues an     d saf u reguar       d  d their fuutur     fe f   s   ish harv stests.

      T e  s     The EU also r     s s t  t   eaesists other measuur    , es, s               c  s     U m  a     E  uch as banning the sale in EU mark       ju  ets of juv     enile f   is   nish an    im d shrimps,
    wh   h wo  which would r        t  d  c   g  educe the damaging efff     ts    ects their removv          ea  h   val has in dev   ing  eloping countr     y waateerss.

RR   e  nt ecent agr    e s veements vaar        e  i   ly n y widely in terer      o  oms f ms of compensat   i  aon ion pa     yments (fr        t om about 1111    t ,000 t     o 346,6,000
        p    nt  t), h  a  eper boat), the amount earmmark     ed f       o    r   or the local in ru tdustr    ay y an    d d f rhisher      m e  y e nt y management (fr       t  om 19 t     o 4     1    e ),1 per cent),

aan    d d en irvironment    l al r   es   ules, s       ah a  uch as cat         (Ich limits (IEEP         ,   , 2000) — gener    l  rally refleflect            h  ili y f   t  a t    ntring the ability of each countryy
tt    b o bar          .  e gain with the EU.

                T e        t  i  in  d  a   The EU is in a dilemma; as one thir         e  of  d of the f       s    r   ish in EU mark       es is ets is est aiimat    ed ed t      o  o m  ro come fr      c es    om access agr se enteements
  wit   ewith dev      r ,  c nt  eloping countries, an          jo     b    rd jobs in economically depriv     ed ar   a ,  eas, s            s p r    c    o  a  epuch as parts of Spain, depen    on d on

  t  e  these. Ther    a e ar      a o o  e also pow ferf    l rul priv tat     se sect     or inter     ests involv       ed  ed in lobb        h  EC i  t   ying the EC t        e   a   o maximise EU benefits
oovv     er dev   el  o  eloping countr   y  iy inter s .ests.

MMMMororororo o occo w o o occo wa  e as the t  a  e as the tou t oughest negotou  t oughest negot tiattiat   d id  tor — deciding t  id    d  tor — deciding t  bo bo b o boyyyyc    cott EU access agr   c    cott EU access agr  eements an  eements an  s  d shift t   s  d shift toooo
n gnegotnegnegotiatiat  h ing with in   h ing with in i u l dividual vu l i  dividual v s   essels — despit  s   essels — despit  e thr  e thre  a    eats that some EU tr a    e     eats that some EU traa  mig t  c  ofde might be cut of ig t  c  o m    fde might be cut of  a  f as p a    f as p ni .unishment.ni .unishment.
Sen g l nSenegal anSe l nneg  Senegal an  d M  d Maa ruritrurit  cania cont  cania cont  i h EU a rinue with EU agr  U  i h E  a rinue with EU agreement  eements be ent  em  eements b t,  ut, with v  t,  ut, with verer  i  y rich f   i  y rich f h  isheries an h  isheries an  h rd har h rd hard d bar d d bargaining,gaining,
rrrrececeivececeiv   of e e some of the lar  o  e   f  e some of the lar s   agest EU pas     agest EU pa .  200yments. In 200  .  200yments. In 2001  ou s  s w1 both countries, as w1  o es   w  u  s 1 both countries, as w  a  inea B aell as Guinea Bissa   B a a  inea ell as Guinea Bissau a  u banned EU  u a  u banned EU
ffff ing aishing ani  ang ishing and t d sought t t d  d sought t  o incr  o incr  ease r  ease r na  cegional co-operna  c egional co-operaataat  n ion on f n   ion on fisisherisisher   I    ay management. In June 2002, Senegal  I         ay management. In June 2002, Senegal

      s ned      signed a new agr             e       o  eement with the EU worth       4  4 million mor       y a e a yeaear         a o r.   . It also incr     ea ed   a  reased Senegalese cr   ew  ew on
  E   EU v    es  ressels fr     om 3    3 3 t     5o 5            I   p    0 per cent. In teer          of   s  a g  h  rms of managing the res resour             c    c   t        ce, 18 per cent of the rev    enu  enues wereree

eaear rmark     fed f     or f hisher     y em   na  hy management; ther     we w        a   s o  as also a r ceduct            h  dion in the demer     sal f hisher   y  y quuot            n a, a ban on
  p  g  pelagic f      a is   ishing, a r tueduct          r i  e ion in the ar   ea  ea f         or EU f   is  a ishing an            g a  d    d a two-month biological r      e .  r  est period. The

  Se  neg les  fSenegalese f   is  mi g ishing minist   er  er f         elt he ha    ev d achiev                 im   s  t ed       ed his aim of “not selling out Senegal’        a ine s marine r oesour    bes  ces”, buut
d ordeplor     e   d  ed the EU’          c        s lack of will t    e “c ns to “compensat     ce corr c .ectly”.

SoSour    : ce:      A               i   frica on line at (www   r  a a n , .africaonline.com, 2003).
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5

Managing the Environmental
Fiscal Reform Process

How can the constituencies for reform be
strengthened by the way the EFR
process is managed? Careful and
inclusive management of the process

will reduce opposition to EFR, and therefore
increase its acceptability.

Sensitivity to the Problem
and Country Context
Situating reforms within a country-specific
context, and understanding the key internal and
underlying drivers of policy change, will
determine how best to manage the reform
process.19

Culture and Socio-political Context
Understanding a country’s culture and history is
vital, since these factors will influence the
political-institutional context, legal systems and
the assignment and protection of property rights.
In Tunisia, for example (as in many other
countries), water pricing policies will have to take
into consideration the notion of water as a non-
economic good, which is deeply rooted in
Tunisian culture. In the European Union, reform of
agricultural subsidies has proved extremely
difficult due to the power of the farming lobby,
whose influence is based on historical and
cultural factors. Despite their relatively small
number, farmers retain a powerful position in
some European societies, where a strong
attachment to the land and the peasantry is
stressed. In addition, governments might include
small farmers in their political power base.

Cultural factors will also influence the instrument
choice. For example, in the US and the UK, the
market rules most resource allocation decisions.
By contrast, in Eastern Europe and parts of Asia,
cultural and social factors are as important as the
market in allocating resources. Cultural attitudes
towards the market will influence the choice
between a market-based instrument and
regulations for managing the environment.

Further aspects opening up or limiting options for
EFR are related to the broader socio-political
context - such as the structure of the economy
(including the concentration of key sectors and
the dependency on certain energy resources) or
the characteristics of the polity (e.g. system of
governance, distribution of competencies and the
degree of institutionalised participation in
decision-making etc.).

Events
Often policy change does not come about
through deliberate government choices, but is
imposed in the wake of unanticipated events as
varied as economic shocks or other crises, like
natural disasters. It may also come from civil
society initiatives, which might include the private
sector, policy think tanks, the media and
international agencies.

A fiscal crisis, for example, can provide a major
impetus for financial reforms. In Ghana, a power
crisis caused by a major drought helped
persuade consumers that there was a need to
accept higher prices to allow investments in non-
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hydro power stations (Edjekumhene and Dubash,
2002). International events have likewise often
shaped environmental awareness and calls for
reform. These can be sudden disasters, such as
Chernobyl or Bhopal, or more planned positive
events such as the UN summits on environment
and sustainable development in Stockholm 1972,
Rio 1992 and Johannesburg 2002.

Depending on the severity of the crisis, fast
action may be required, but this can limit
dialogue. In cases where an immediate response
is not required, there are opportunities for
carefully managing the process.

Political Motives and Calendar
It is often assumed that both the political
participants (such as ministers or parliament) and
the bureaucracy make decisions in the “public
interest”. Thus, the government will implement a
policy reform if it is considered to be efficient (the
reform increases social welfare). This is rarely the
case in western democracies, and for various
reasons, is less likely to be true in many low-
income countries. As emphasised in Chapter 4,
interests and motives within government differ. In
addition, other stakeholders and the media often
play an important role in setting the political
agenda.

Ahead of elections, the government in power will
normally refrain from unpopular reforms (such as
increases in taxes). New governments, especially
if they have a powerful mandate, may be more
willing to take risks and embark upon multi-year
reforms, particularly if first results are expected to
become visible before the next elections.

In general, it is important to make use of any
substantive or temporal windows of opportunity
for EFR.

International Institutions
In a world with ever-expanding international
trade and an increasing awareness of the trans-

boundary or even global consequences of many
environmental problems, EFR needs to consider
the existing network of international regulations
and institutions. The rules of the World Trade
Organisation (WTO), for example, restrain a
growing number of countries from using border
tax adjustments related to production processes.
The general thrust of thousands of bilateral
aviation service agreements prevents states from
levying taxes on kerosene for international air
transport (WBGU, 2002). On the other hand, the
Clean Development Mechanism and Joint
Implementation, under the Kyoto Protocol of the
United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change, provide governments with
additional options for using economic instruments
in the field of energy, forests and land use.

Building Coalitions
Dialogue
Promoting dialogue between key stakeholders will
generate information on their situation, opinions
and demands. Dialogue can also help to form
political alliances and get political majorities, in
cases where legislation must be voted through
parliament (UNEP, 2004).

It is essential to include the poor and other
groups often excluded from political process in
the dialogue, in order to ensure any reform is
designed with pro-poor concerns in mind.

The consultation process itself may contribute to
public support for EFR. Involving parties in the
design of EFR instruments and the monitoring
regimes will see further levels of public support
for the reforms. However, it should not be
assumed that dialogue will lead to consensus —
differences of opinion between stakeholders will
often remain. Leadership is crucial in these
situations, as illustrated in the case of reforming
the price of unleaded petrol in Thailand (see Box
27). Indeed a constructive, objective lead
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dialogue may be facilitated by locating the
steering function for the process within a single
administrative entity — an agency that has the
authority to rally different ministries and agencies
around the issue at hand. However, depending
on the design of the dialogue, there also is a
danger that vested interests will misuse the
participatory approach to slow down and disturb
the reform process.

Winners and Losers
It is essential to consider carefully who gains and
who loses from a specific measure, and how to

manage perceptions. Sometimes stakeholders will
not be aware of any or all of the potential costs
and benefits, or may be influenced by the media
or other sources of information. Having a clear
institutional map of potential “drivers of change”
can help identify potential allies. The analysis
should build in flexibility, as losers and winners
often change through time. So, for example, an
energy price rise may have significant negative
impacts for one social group in the short-term
(say, because the availability of cost-effective
energy efficiency measures was poor), but could
have longer-term benefits, because increased
investment in energy efficient technologies began
to make more cost-effective measures available.
In some cases, it could even be the same
household that experiences these changing
impacts. How people trade-off effects that accrue
at different points in time of course matters in
these circumstances. However, it is generally
assumed that households prefer benefits now
rather than later – and the poorer they are, the
greater the preference for benefits today.

Vested Interests
Corruption and patronage is a feature of some
political systems –particularly in the context of
natural resource use (where rent-seeking
behaviour is likely) – that has already been
highlighted. Even in more open democratic
systems, relatively small and unrepresentative –
but well organised – interest groups can exert
considerable influence over policy. When they
stand to lose, such groups can be highly effective
in undermining reforms, even if these are
supported by a broad majority of stakeholders.
For example, large industries benefiting from free
disposal of waste to waterways are well
represented politically and often have ample
means to impede reform efforts. Also, industry will,
as a rule, lobby strongly against tax increases.
Conversely, many people affected by water
pollution, are spread throughout all sectors of
society and are not easily mobilised around the
issue. Powerful urban interest groups often
prevent energy price rises. Indeed, tariff

Box 27 — Coalition Building in
Thailand: Phasing Out Unleaded Petrol
through Price Reform

  n  In 199        h  G1 the Gover         T anment of Thailan     d    d — pressed
b    o ncy concer         h  h b  t  ns about the har fmf    l ul efff     s o  t  f ects of lead

olpolluut       io    n  h  ion on the populat   on n ion an        e d the enviro ntnmonment
    b— embark        o  n m i n  ted on an ambit   u   pious progr   a  e amme too

          h  o     ls  u  e   eaphase out the use of lea     ded petr      T  w is ol. This w     as a
  o p  tm  complex t    a  aask, afff tect     ning man     y sector   .  s. However,

     h  e i olthe Thai polic     ay maker      na ed   s managed t    o o suur ntmount
sobst    t acles t     ro reefor   m  m an     d s euccessf   u  o mully completeded
  e  the pr     oc s n   ocess in f    a our an          yd  a  d a half yeear       y  s, one yeaear

hahea     d  ed  d of schedule.

    A cr   u   ucial s   c  fu s uccess f cact   o  wr or w     as r        o  eliance on f c liscal
entincent viv   e  s tes t     fo fav   r  our unlea     ded ov     er lea   d   pded petrol.

T    o oo encour         witage the swit   h  tch t     uo unlea     e   d  e ded, the pu pump
  r e  price w        s   0.s   S$as set at US$0.0     12    12 per litr         h  a  t n e less than that

    leaof lea .ded.

  h   olThis polic     y w     as intr          la rc    oduced with a collabor tat vivee
rpappr   o h a  oach inv    ing olving ke   y t y staakeholder    nc s, incluudding

ogoverer       e  i  nment agencies, reepresent tat viv     e   os  iles of oil
  o p es  m  acompanies, an     d aut   i  mle omobile manufacturer .s.

  c es   Success w      s    cas also cr   c l  enly ducially depen     odent on
ogoverer entnment    ns al insti uitut    io  ions t   a ing  aking vigor sous

lea eder    s  ship an           m  a  sd managing all st         t  pep    eps of the pr eocess,
linclu    i  ding sett     ing t rar    ae  get dat   es  fes f    m entor implementing

ke     y act   io  ns aions an     cd cont     inual monit    o  oring an     d follow-
  p  up eval auatiion.

rSour     ce: Say   e  g 9eg (1998).
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increases have provoked protests in Argentina,
India, Indonesia, Ghana and South Africa. In
another example in Ghana, a long-term contract
for power with a giant aluminium smelter has
been a sticking point in reforming fuel prices
(WRI, 2002).

Powerful Stakeholders
It is vital to make strategic alliances with powerful
stakeholders, and equally between groups who
may initially be suspicious of one another. In
Indonesia, attempts by the ADB to facilitate
dialogue with civil society over electricity price
rises and reforms were hampered by the refusal
of some of those involved to participate (Seymour
and Sari, 2002). Similarly, a recent analysis of
forestry sector reform found that it was often
important for vocal NGOs to work closely with
the World Bank, even though they may not be
natural allies (WRI, 2002).

In different countries different participants can
lead the reform process; for example, forestry EFR
was driven by the Ministry of Finance (in
Cameroon), by civil society organisations (in
Cambodia) and development agencies (in
Indonesia).

Opportunities for Coalitions
There may be more points of leverage and
opportunities for building coalitions than initially
evident. Many participants who appear
monolithic are in fact far from homogeneous. This
is most obvious in government where different
ministries have different lobbies and different
agendas. This can be true within the same
agency. For example, the Ministry of Energy may
have a division in charge of maintaining a
healthy coal sector and, at the same time, a
division entrusted with promoting renewable
energy. Each division is likely to have opposing
views on EFR. For similar reasons, there will be
private sector enterprises (energy intensive
industries) that would favour EFR aimed at

promoting energy efficiency, while other
enterprises (energy suppliers) will not.

Political Champions
There will be times when a forceful personality
will be able either to facilitate or constrain
reforms. A newly elected or appointed political
leader, especially one who is well supported, can
be the catalyst for major policy shifts. However, in
the context of EFR, endurance is crucial, as EFR
conceptualisation to operation (before relevant
laws and/or regulations can be passed) can take
several years. Therefore, it is important to identify
political champions (be they individuals or
institutions) who have the steadfastness to lead
the process through ups and downs.

Technical Skills
A key ingredient for successful EFR is a natural
resource or environmental agency that
understands fiscal issues, and a Ministry of
Finance that understands the importance of
environmental ones. In many countries, however,
neither ministry will have officials (such as
environmental economists) who have both fiscal
and environmental expertise.

One of the problems is simply a lack of the right
personnel in each institution. Very few natural
resource or environment agencies employ trained
economists, and very few Ministries of Finance
employ trained environmental professionals. This
situation needs to be addressed if inter-ministerial
support for EFR is to be realised.

Strategic and
Opportunistic
Intervention
In addition to building coalitions, there are many
other steps that can be taken to advance EFR.
For instance, by providing information and
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evidence of EFR in other countries, effective
dissemination and advocacy, integrating EFR into
key policies and budgetary procedures and
careful timing and sequencing of EFR measures.
Of particular importance is the integration of EFR
with Poverty Reduction Strategies (or equivalent)
and the budget process. These steps should be
taken strategically while maintaining some
degree of flexibility, in order to take advantage
of opportunities presented by an evolving
political process.

Challenging Perceptions
Those who feel they either have something to
gain or lose by the changes often generate
debate over the impacts of EFR. Stakeholders will
line up as proponents or opponents of EFR based
on these perceptions, whether or not they are
true reflections of the actual total cost (which will
include some indirect and hidden costs and
benefits that affected parties may not even be
aware of).

Inevitably, subjectivity – including inherent biases
and media representations – influences the policy
debate. This is particularly the case in those
countries where the gathering of data and the
capacity for evaluation of information is weak. It
also takes place where there are not well-
established opportunities to challenge
stakeholders’ perceptions.

Favourable conditions for challenging perceptions
of EFR exist in political systems where:

There is a broad array of research and policy
institutes, and civil society groups operating in
the fields of environmental and social policy.
Where these organisations engage in the
public debate, provide additional data and
varying perspectives on environmental
problems and potential EFR solutions.

In nearly every country there are cases where
powerful interest groups (such as industry) may

deliberately exaggerate the negative impacts of
reform in order to promote their agenda. There
are also instances where reforms are thought to
be anti-poor, even though they are not. Good
quality evidence developed by impartial research
and policy institutions, and disseminated to all
interested parties is therefore important. For
example, Ghana may be losing as much as
US$37 million per year in public revenue due to a
combination of uncontrolled illegal logging, poor
royalty collection and outdated fees (SGS, 2003).
The government could use this information to rally
support for reforms.

Mobilising the Public
Some environmental problems mobilise the public,
while others do not excite its attention. There are
a number of reasons, for the differing responses,
including:

Whether the effects of the problem are visible
(urban air pollution is, but groundwater
pollution is not) and whether they have
obvious links to human health.
Whether the problem is immediate (water
scarcity is, but global warming is not).
Whether the effects can be clearly linked to a
certain source.
Whether there are easy technological fixes
(such as substitutes) to the problem at hand.

Depending on the answers to such questions,
information and consultation campaigns (as in the
case of electricity price rises in Ghana – see Box
28) can generate public interest that is supportive
of EFR. The public, of course, can also be
mobilised to oppose specific EFR measures.

Key Policies, Sector Reform and
Decentralisation
One way to facilitate the implementation of EFR is
to link it with other key policy processes, such as
the Poverty Reduction Strategies (or their
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equivalents) and to the budget. This is happening
in several countries, but there is much more that
could be done.

During the last twenty years fiscal decentralisa-
tion — understood as the devolution of taxing and
spending powers from the central government to
sub-national levels of government — has become
an important element of fiscal reform in many
developing and transition countries. China, Brazil,Box 28 — Mobilising Public Support for

Electricity Price Rises in Ghana

en e trWhen the Ministre  e rn  tWhen the Ministry of  ny of Mines an of  ny   y of Mines an  ned Ener  ned Ener  in gy in Ghana   in gy in Ghana
ttattttattemptempt  ted t t ed t  ro r r o r  aise ener  aise energ  i  gy prices bg    i  gy prices b  y 3  y 3   ent00 per cent,  ent  00 per cent,
 Min M M in Maay 9y 19 9y y 199977,  , it w  ,  , it w  m  wit  pas met with upr m  wit     pas met with uproaroar  T e. The T e. The
rprrpr s ent resident pere  res nt esident per lly intsonally intll  iy ntsonally int vervverv  tened t  tened t  o r  o r  b c  holl back the c   b  holl back the

rincrrincrea e  ease. A ea e  ease. A   s an alt    s an alt rerrernanatnanativiv  p r m  we, parliament w p r m    we, parliament w sassas
ssu oned tummoned tu o  tned ummoned t   p a Po set up a P   a P  p  o set up a Puu lic Ublic Utl  Uic blic Utilitiliti s Ries Ri  es Ries R u tegulatu tegulatororyy

s  (PUCommission (PURs  ( U PCommission (PUR  in tC) in lat i  t n C) in lat  19e 19 19 e 19997777 ic   , which a y i    c   , which a yearear
tlattlat  er w  er w  le as able t l   e as able t   e a  r e ro pass the same price incr   a   r  e  r e o pass the same price incr a eeasea eease

 h s with much less pop  s  h  with much less pop  is en . Rular dissent. PUR i   s en . Rular dissent. PUR  tC st t C staafaaf  a tlyf partly ly a tf partly
ttattribttattributut  is tes this t is t  es this t  a c ro a concert a c er  o a concerted ed ped  ed puuuu  blic cons  blic cons ltultltultatat  —ion —  —ion —

lincllincluu i  wording work oi  w rding work h p , shops, pp , h  shops, puu li  fblic f li  fblic fororu s aums anu  s aums an  a m iad a media a m  iad a media
a  — r  campaign — prior ta     — r  campaign — prior to o ro  o ra  taising t a  taising tarifarifffff .  s. The k  .  s. The kee  imy aim i my aim

wwa  as ta   as to ro pero er o perssssuauad  de consd   de cons m rumerem rumers t t h  s that the rs t t    h  s that the revev senuesesenues
en rgenerenergeneratat d ed bd  ed b  h  p ic  e o   u ed y the price rise would be used t  i  e   u ed  h  p c   o    y the price rise would be used toooo

rincrrincrea e c s  ease access t  ea e c es  ease access to e ooro the pooro e oo  ro the poor..

Sour     ce: Edjek    nm  umhene an     d Du    2b  0bash (2002).

Box 29 — Linking Electricity Sector
Reforms with EFR: The Case of South
Africa

   So  South A           i  e  is n  frica is in the pr     o  o  c s f ocess of refoor    ting ming its
  i  el c  ecelectricity sect       o  wit  t  r   intor with the intent    o fion of

pprogresessiv          m   ely opening up mark     ets t    c t o competition.
AA     pt pr       ,   is bent  i   esent, electricity is distribuut   ed  ed b        e ty the st tate-
oo   w  o wned poww     ter ut   t   kility (Esk     aom) an    od d ov   e  r er 200
ddifffer       g lo  ent local gover    . knments. Esk   m ener om generates
oovv     9er 9         ent    a0 per cent an    d d dir     ectly s    l  upplies lar ege
inin   u t   dustrial user    u s (account   ng  ing f     or ovv     er 4         ent0 per cent

   o  of totot    ns al cons tumpt         u    h ion in South A     r a   lf   oc lfrica), while local
ggover      i a   p nc  nment principally s       u p   dupplies the domest    n ic and

  ll  ms -  small-scale commer    s t cial sector       .      s. It is int nen   ed  ded for
      os  f  m    most of the curr    is b ent distribuutoror   s t s t      b  ed  oro be absorbed

intint      x   o six R     eg  i y Dis bl r t  egional Electricity Distribuut ror    H s. Howw vever,
EsEsk         om will cont   e  inue t   o  o s     p  r t  u  t  irupply electricity direcectly
tt      t    o the verer     ly lar   e  ge users.

CCurCCurrr nt  e  e rently, some of the larnt    e  e   rently, some of the lar r mu p itger municipalit u p iter mger municipalitiesies
ggenerggener tattat  se s  se suu sbstsbstantant a  rial ra   rial reeveev s on ec y .enues on electricity sales.s  ec  . on y enues on electricity sales.
T is is likThis is lik  liT is is kThis is lik ly tely te  tly ely t  e  ro be lost thr   r e  o be lost throu   ough the plannedo   u   ough the planned
rrrrefefefefororm  oms. Hom  o ms. Ho   w local go    w local govvvverer  ou  nment should be o   u  nment should be
c ens tcompensatens tccompensat    ked is a k      ked is a keeee  y iss  y iss e  ue. P e  ue. Prrrro s voposals havs vo  oposals hav  eene been e ene been
mamaammad  de fd   de f   d entor a decentr  ent  dor a decentr lis  y n t  aalised levy on electricity sales y n t  lis     aalised levy on electricity sales
tttt  th  to the domest h  t t  o the domest  nic an  nic an  ma  rd small-scale commer a   m  erd small-scale commerc lcialc lcial
s tsects tsectoror  As. A A s. A  is lthough this ar   is lthough this arrrrr  woangement would  woangement would
sessentesessentia  ially maintia   ially mainta  th  sain the st h  a  t  sain the st u  atus q u  atus q o,   eenuo, it has beeno,   e   enuo, it has been

c itcritic tcrit d icised fd  icised f   eor its insensit    eor its insensit it  tivity tit  t ivity toowwarardsds
enenenenvvirvvironmentonment  aal an a al and d eq d d eq  suity iss s uity issu .Aues.Au .Aues.A  ltn alt lt n alterernatnat vivvivee
ooptoopt  uion un u ion und  cder considerd   cder consider tattat   ion is t    ion is t  o r  o r a  heplace thea   heplace the
c rcurrccurrrrrent a  ent local go  ent a  ent local govv rerrernm  i  nment electricity tnm    i  nment electricity t  ax with  ax with
i h   teither a nat  ei h   teither a nat na  ionally ana   ionally a m nisdministnim sdminist rererered fed fe  fd ed f s  ossil f s  ossil fu  inpuel inpu  inp uel inputut

tttt  (sax (s ( sax (s    tuch as a t      tuch as a t  p  ax per t p    ax per t  of  onne of coal b    of  onne of coal burur )  nt) or a  )  nt) or a
cconscconsuumptuumpt  ion t  ion ta  n l ax on all en n l a    ax on all end sd userd  sd user  r k hs (per kWh  k er hs (per kWh
cconscconsu  B t  of s  aumed). Both of these alt t  of es  au  B    umed). Both of these alt rererernanatnanativiv  e  aes seek a   e  aes seek a
mormorormmore e ene  e en irvirirviro entonmento entonment ly ially infly  ially infororm  med apprm   med appr c  oach anc   oach andddd
ggivggiv  e gr  e greateat  o der consider d oer consideraataati  ion t i  ion t  eqo eq eq o equ  suity issu  s uity iss  fues. If f ues. If
impimplementpimimplemented    b  ed, it would be liked    b      ed, it would be lik  a  c lely that local  c l a  ely that local
ggoggovverer  l   ens tnments would be compensat    l   ens tnments would be compensat  red thr  red thr houghhough
trtrrttransfansferer  s fr  s fr  om centr  om centr l al gol  al govvvverernment.nment.

uSoSour :ce:     Mor     0den (200     3) an    d d Harlo    0w 0w (200 .3).

Improving the efficiency of national tax systems
has increasingly been recognised as central to
the development process. Reliable and
predictable tax revenue can offset the
unpredictability of aid, can counter dependency
and can enhance accountability. Many countries
are investigating reforms to their general tax
system, which provides an opportunity for
bringing EFR into the overall budget process.

Also, many countries are undertaking reforms in
the water and power sectors, with changes to
institutional structure and pricing regimes (see Box
29), but few have thought through the
environmental effects of these reforms (WRI,
2002). Similarly, many countries are reviewing
their forestry concession and management
process (Gray, 2002). These sector reforms
provide an opportunity for EFR. Moreover, EFR
should be an integral part of the design process,
given the significant environmental and resource
issues involved.
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Argentina, Mexico, South Africa, Russia and
Poland are all examples. Decentralisation has
given rise to a number of questions particularly
relevant to EFR:

Which tier of government shall be responsible
for what functions?
Which level will be responsible for the
administration of revenues and expenditures?
How will revenues be shared between the
administrative levels?

The devolution of government functions to
provincial, state or local level has important
implications for control over natural resources
and the ability of government to raise revenue
through environmental taxes, charges and fees.
Sub-national entities generally have a strong
interest not only in raising funds to reduce their
reliance on inadequate or unreliable transfers
from central government — but also in saving the
environment. These bodies might therefore be more
supportive of EFR. Such interests, of course,
assume sub-national governments have the
authority and financial means to respond to local
or regional preferences for environmental goods
and services.

Policy Windows, the Policy Cycle and
Stakeholders
Policy development and implementation is not a
linear process — rarely is a new problem placed
on the political agenda and then taken through
the full policy cycle of agenda setting, option
development, decision-making, implementation,
monitoring and revision (as shown in Figure 3). In
reality most problems are known already and,
depending on circumstances and politics, they are
either high or low on the agenda. The same is
true for many of the policy options available to
tackle these problems. In this very volatile policy-
making environment, it is important to be able to
create or sense the opening up of policy
opportunities and to be prepared rapidly to
intervene when they present themselves.

At different stages of the policy cycle, different
stakeholders are more important than at others–
for example, civil society and the media can be
crucial for agenda setting, while option
development may involve bureaucrats and
experts, and, to a lesser extent, representatives
from civil society.

Decision-making involves parliament, different
ministries, industry and
vested interests, while
implementation will
primarily be the
responsibility of central
and sub-national
government. Monitoring
and revision will engage a
range of stakeholders,
including those who
actually face the policy
measures.

We look at how EFR is
integrated into the policy
cycle in more depth in
Chapter 12.
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Part 2 — Environmental Fiscal Reform in Key Sectors

Scope of Sector Analysis
W    no e no     tuw tur     n t               t  a t   E   o e      to consider the applicability of EFR t    s e co specif     s tic sector         ds in dev      nt .  c  eloping countries. Her    w e w    f e f    u  ocus on

  e ol itthe polit     ical an     insd institut     l h   lle  ional challenges lik     ely t          o r   o arise when puurs      F   E  auing EFR, an    w d wa       s o  ys of over   i  eom ng coming these
.hchallenges.

  h  c The cover         t  ec  e age of these sectoror   s r s reses   t   ults fr      a   om a r         w t i    eview of what offfer           o    h  m s   s the most scope f        F   o  E  i  or EFR in revenue
s tmobilisat     ion, envvironment    im al improv     ement an   d p d pov   ty r erty red teduct   on, n ion, an        e d the pot tent    l ial tra ofde-off     s betw     theen these

jecobjectiiv    . es. W    v e hav   e  e gr     o ed  u  e  s touped these sector     s t   o  o r       rt h  naeflect the natur          r o  e e of the pr       o    b  a   oblem that EFR seek     s t   o  o t    nc le ackle and
   e p ifthe specif   ic ins ic instr      t   uments most lik     ely t     o    po be employed2020202020       .  g. The gr   p s a oupings are2121212121:

Natur     al re oesourc sces      n   : in r ouesour     ce extra tact     ion sector               s a  a t        e s EFR is about capturing the resour    e ce r     .    ents. This will
proo      t  gi   vide the gover         nment with mor     re revev   s t enues t     o inv     s     est (in pr tot tect           i     a ng  ing or enhancing the r resour        a e, ce base, foror

tinst             a e,  h  ec  ance, or the economy mor    g e gener    a  ally) an     d ensuur       e t  xe that extractoor     s f      h  f t  ace the f         ll o  o  f  c l s   hull social cost of their
act vivit        wh  d i  h s  ies, which should lea     d t     oo mor    e e eff   i  c  icient an   d  d su tust          e    u    ainable use of the resour       fe  r ce. Our f       u   ocus is on
fororesestr    a y an    d fd f   er  t isheries sector .s.

Pollution:    h her      R eek F  e EFR seek    ts s t        a     h  Po apply the Polluut    Per er Paa     ys P     rinciple b      a ing   y making in sdustr         ld    o e  y or households pa    y fy for
   h  the envvir nmonment       a  d   r g  a  al damages that r ses     frult fr        e  a tom their activit     ie  T e s   ies. The taxaat    io  ion instr         E     puments of EFR pro idvide
lpoll tuter            o i  incs with economic incentiiv     es t    o o r         u    a c t is    efeduce emissions in a cost-effecectiv        a , le  m  h  e manner, while r     aising t xax

rev        in  es   enues in the pr   c s  W ocess. (W         e  c   e consider the applicat        o    f R ion of EFR t        h  o the in   d r l ect  dustrial sect   o  r or an         d  s  o     f d the use of f ilossil
f         u , i     a ly i   uels, primarily in the tr   ns o  s tr  ansport sector.).)

PP r ower an r ower an  wad wat a wd wat  ver services v er services  T e p lic t: The applicat  l T e p ic t: The applicat     th  cion of EFR in the cont    h      t  cion of EFR in the context  ext of se t  x   ext of su p ing upplying pop i g u n  upplying powwww r er anr  er an  d w  d waataat r ver serviceer v er service
tt  o in  o ind rdustrd rdustr   h u h s is p m  t y or households is primarily about r  u h s is p m  t   h     y or households is primarily about recoecovv r   rering – threr   r  ering – throu  u r aough user charo  u r au   ough user charg   ges or s  g   ges or suuuub d  rbsidy rb d   rbsidy reefeefororm – em – them  e – m – the
ffina ia  (oinancial (operi i  na a  (oinancial (oper tattat  ing an  ing an  a td capit a t d capita  c   pal) cost of pr   a  c   pal) cost of proo id  h  s v s   viding these services. The ai   s v s   d  h    viding these services. The a itddititddit na  rional rna  r ional r vevveve  aenue allo e  aenue allo  ws f  ws fooroor
extextens  of r ic  ension of services tens  o  e ic   f r  ension of services to  r  wo the poor as wo  r      wo the poor as w ll s m rell as imprell s m  rell as improooovvvv s in r ic  ements in service q i  e ic  s n r  ements in service qu it  uality anu it   uality and d rd  d reliabilityeliability..
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6

Natural Resources —
Commercial-Scale Forestry

“Research, revise and amend policies on stan-
dard price norms in caring for protected for-
ests, afforestation and protective forest
management.”

Vietnam Poverty Reduction Strategy, 2003

Introduction

Forests have multiple uses and multiple
users. Forest management is about
managing revenue generation and
collection, the subsistence of poor people,

private sector profits and environmental services.
The use of fiscal instruments is complex because
of the range of participants – some with powerful
vested interests. And for them to be effective they
must be linked to strong regulations and
concession management. Reform success stories
illustrate that the key factor is in building strategic
partnerships between as many pro-reform
stakeholders as possible.

We concentrate here on taxing rents from
commercial timber extraction in forest rich
countries and regions such as West and Central
Africa, South East Asia and parts of Latin
America. These rents can be very large, so there
is a big prize for capturing rent successfully.
While we do not focus on forest poor countries
where rent is not a significant source of potential
revenue, nevertheless, forests are still very
important to the poor in these countries.

Key Features of the
Forestry Sector
Forests are formally under state ownership in most
countries and represent a major natural and
capital resource in many countries of the world,
which is frequently undervalued. They provide:

Goods and services critical to poor people’s
livelihoods.
Environmental services which underpin
broader economic growth – for example in
sustaining soil and water resources.
An important source of government revenue.
A resource base for value adding export
industries, which generate jobs and incomes.

Well-functioning systems for forest management
are essential prerequisites to ensure the long-term
sustainable provision of forest goods and services
to the economy and society. The main challenge
of forest policy is to reconcile the multiple
functions of forests. A first step is to distinguish
between forests which can be used for timber
extraction, and those which are too fragile,
depleted or otherwise degraded – or those on
which many landless poor depend - and which
should be protected from commercial-scale
logging22. Moreover, in many countries, the
conversion of at least some forest to other land
uses, such as agriculture, is also inevitable if the
needs and requirements of growing populations
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and economies are to be met. However, the
evidence from many parts of the world is of
forest resources being lost or degraded at an
unsustainable rate, with little return in terms of
growth, poverty eradication or government
revenues.

Timber, the most visible of all forest products,
provides the raw material for many industries –
generating significant employment and exports in
many countries; particularly in South East Asia,
West and central Africa and parts of Latin
America. However, timber extraction is taking
place at an unsustainable pace, and destroys
forests. Moreover, the rents accrue mostly to the
private sector, with limited benefits for society at
large. Estimates suggest that states collect a small
share of the potential rents from forests —
between 10 and 30 per cent in selected forest-
rich countries (Gray, 2002).

We concentrate here on issues concerning
commercial scale timber extraction. So the
policies and instruments we discuss are relevant
for forest-rich countries and regions such as those
listed above, where there is significant potential
for revenue collection and improved
management23. We are not covering community-
scale operations, because they raise significantly
different issues and are not as significant
potential sources of revenue.

EFR in the Forest Sector:
Instruments and Policies
There are several ways to get rents from timber
extraction (see Box 30 for Cameroon’s approach).
They include:

“Stumpage taxes” levied on timber harvested
— either by value or volume — or on timber
exported.
Charges per hectare of concession, taxes on
corporate profits or income taxes.

State participation in the industry.
Auctions of timber concessions combined with
deposit-refunding systems.

All of these instruments are often used in
combination.

Stumpage taxes are very widespread and most
open to corruption. For administrative simplicity
and cost-effectiveness, it may be better to collect
timber taxes at the point where they are loaded
onto a boat or at the gate of the processing
plant, rather than in the forest. (If the processing
sector is characterised by many small saw mills
however, this might be difficult to administer.) This
also keeps the functions of revenue collection
distinct from those of monitoring and enforcing
logging rules, thereby reducing the scope for
corruption.

Log export taxes have the advantage of
administrative simplicity and ease of enforcement,
but by making domestic timber relatively cheaper,
they also can discourage efficiency in domestic
processing industries (Ivers et al, 2003).

Charges based on the area of forest concessions
have the advantage of discouraging operators
from seeking excessively large concessions.
However, these are not widely used and
generate little revenue — less than 5 per cent of
total forestry revenues — although Cameroon
now receives a large share of its total revenue
from those charges, and Bolivia is also now using
them more.

In other cases however, taxes set at an
appropriate level can contribute to sustainable
logging by:

Raising the profile and attention paid to
sound forest management by the government
— in order to sustain future revenues.
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Reducing illegal logging activities if the desire
for higher tax receipts encourages govern-
ment to bring illegal activities within the tax
system. This may also lead to improved
environmental compliance and with so much
illegal activity, this can be key.
Generating revenue to strengthen environ-
mental monitoring and enforcement (through
partial earmarking).
Reducing incentives to obtain logging conces-
sions — by reducing the economic rent to
logging firms and reducing over-investment in

the sector. In some cases — less attractive
concessions — this might work already, with
very low tax rates as seems to have occurred
in Bolivia, where existing low area logging
charges led to the abandonment of many
concessions (Hardner and Rice, 2003).

An International Workshop on Reform of Forest
Fiscal Systems was convened in Washington DC,
in October 2003. Participants discussed, among
other things, the right mix of fiscal instruments

  h   The for     est sect         Cor in Camer   n o r ntoon contrib tutes
igsignif    l  ticantly t         m  n h   o the economy, an         e u   d is the country’ss
rlar    es  nogest non-puu   b   ecblic sect    o  por employ     er an    o ild non-oil

  o  ear  export earner        h  r. The countr         h  g es p s t  hy exports the highest
vol   m   aume an    v d vaal            o      f   ll ue of wood of all A     c  r   c nt . frican countries. It

       s e   ols  s e   ntalso possesses the continent’    g s great   t  est wood
rpr          i y    coc s  a a t   ill  ocessing capacity, 3 million cu   c  bic meteerss.

A                ies in e   o h  o    s in other countries in the sub-r     n, h   t  fegion, the for     oests of
ermCamer    vo  oon hav    ft e oft    r en repepr entesent          t   ed a means thr gough
   pic  which polit    el itical elit     i ibes distribut       oe  p iv es  m b eded privileges, mobilised

nan     d rewaar    o lded polit   ic l  ical s   u  a upport, an    enr hd d enriched
semthemselv               e     t    th  naes at the expense of the nat     ion. Untnt     wil w lell

int       o  o the ninet    er mies Cameroonoon’     s foor   t   ests wer        p r      ae part of a
well-or   ed c ganised client    el  s tele: sect    ns or instituitut   i  on  ions, s    ac  uch as

   e the For     s  ent   m  est Department, oper tat        s g ted as gate-keeper     s of
harv test         h   ig s  w  ing rights, while Minist r l-lerial-lev     ael an    g er hd higher
a huthorit   i  es hies ha   d ir d dir   ec   ect relaelat          i    ions with the ti bmimber
in sdustr     ny an         d other v test     ed inteer     est groups.

Corrr tuupt      h   w  ion, while exten     ding t      t  ec  o other sectoror     s o   f es of the
   wono y  economy, w    a  tas part              a    icularly damaging in the for test

ecsect                ivo  no     or: not only did it div         ed e  c   ert much needed puubblic
r oesour       es  l   it s  ces it also demor     s   i y  etalised civil society,

s oudiscour      h h a ed  qaged high q    l y iuality invv testor     s fr    l oc tom locat     ing in
ermCamer    o  oon, an     nd un eder     i  t  cm ned  mined the conf    e idence of

itcit             tizens in the stat     e an     d  ol  itd its polit     ical system.

e Due te  Due to nco incr nco o incr  eased int  eased int rererernatnat l rional prl  rional preesseessuuruur  Ce, Camer  Ce, Camer noonnoon
  decided in 19    decided in 199999  8 t  8 to s   o use the f s   o   o use the fooroor t s test sectt  s test sect  or t  or t   ao set an  a  o set an

exex le  h  ample of the Go   le  h  ample of the Govverernmnment’nmnment’  lling s as willingness an lli   ng s as willingness andd
a a it  capacity ta a it   capacity t  ro br  ro brea    ceak with past core    a    ceak with past corrru  pupt pru   pupt pr cactcactic  nices ani  nc  ices andd

imprimproooovve  e its int  e  e its interer tnattnat  im  ional image. Go im    ional image. Govverer  nnance an n nance andd

traansparencenc     y refor     ms wer     e intr   , c  loduced, inclu iding:
a tpart ip ticipat     n    iion of in epdepen    o erd  bdent observer         s in bid

ev lalu tuat     ion an      o   nc s  wd concession aw rar   d c ; id commissioning;
a tpart ip ticipat     n    ion of inddepen     dent observerer     s   in s in control
eroperaat          io  in e ions in the f    i  ield; cr teat       n      y tion of a syst    f em of

u rguarant     ees t    o o ensuur      t   t e that for   s   est t   a   axes ar       in p i  e paid in
f    au  ull an          td  a d in a t       n a ; imely manner; an     d pu    ali  blic av   i  fil li y ailability of
r oecor          md    omds of crimes committ      a a t   ed against f ror         aest as a
puu    b  pblic pr eoperty.

  h   sThe s             uccess of these intervent     ions t     to dat        h  e has been
smeasur     red thr    h aough man    y dy dir   t n ect an     d inddirect

in adicatoor             fs   wh  a s, of which a f     ew relat     te t    t o t     aax an    d d f c liscal
iss   es   fues: f     or ex      ) le,  ample, (a) ovv          S$  ill   f  m io   er US$7 million in f sines
hav         e  p id       e been paid, or ar             a b  i  g ins  e being paid, against chargges

       ill l g  p eg   of illegal logging, pl             u     us a court case pen    ing ding where
   oe the Goverer     ent ec  nm   nment expects pa    y  tyments est timat     ted at

ov          fr 20  er US$20 million fr     o   am  com a compan    iy ny invololv     ied in
  r   criminal f ror   es   est act tivit     ies; an         d (b) ovv       9 a er a 9     0 per entcent

r oecovveer     y rat     e f    o  or for     est f    e  ees an    t d taaxes.

h nkThank    s s t       r h  o these r   ec   ecent refor      e o r  ntms the contrib tut     ion of
   e the foor    e  s test sect     or t         o e no  s   m   o the economy has gro     wn steaddily.

Frr   o  m om 199     t4 t            200  e   p 2    o 2002 the number of pr    es  uocessing units
rincr    ea e  eased fr    3 om 3    8 8 t     o 7      t  n0  0 units, an     d dir tect

oemplo   m nt  fryment fr       t  om 20,000 t         o an esti amimat     ed 90,000.
F   i  rs a  iscal revev     enues t       o e o the Stat     ae an    t d t      lo  o c l o local goverernining

  d   bodies r    e ose fr          t S$  i     ll  om about US$5 million t    o o US$500
       p  ,   m  amillion per annum, an    fr d fr     om   c  om close t    eo ro zer    o o t    o 9o US$9
           nnu  million per annum, r p tespect vivelely      h  o.  w o. The wood

rpr    oc  ocessing in sdustr       exp t  y is expect     ed t     o f    u  urther expandd
toowwar    ecs ds secon rddar    y y pr   c s   aocessing thank    t s to
improov       ent  in  em   e ements in the ov rer    nl  all inv   e  s  l aestment climatee.

Box 30 — Forestry Reform and Impacts in Cameroon
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rSour     ces:   W  B WB St faf     f A    am s ssessments an     d A m od iide-memoir     es, Foor          r a e   Cest Department of Camer         oon — 200   4 ni 4 Planificat        e  C o  F s n  ion des Concessions For stestiieres,
RReeveev  ep r m  of enue Department of Camer e r  o   p m  f enue Department of Camer n — 2oon — 200n — 2  oon — 2004 4 P4  4 Prrogogrogogr   aamme de Securizat  a  amme de Securizat   ion des R    ion des R tecetttecett  es F  es Fororestest eriererieres.es.
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and how revenues should be allocated. Key
conclusions include Ivers et al (2003):

The right mix of instruments varies from
country to country. Ideally the mix of should
be economically efficient, administratively
feasible, and supportive of broader social and
environmental objectives.
Frequently employed instruments include an
area tax, stumpage tax and export taxes.
Clear policy objectives, clear roles and
stakeholder dialogue help minimise inconsis-
tencies between different instruments.
Collected forest fees should be allocated to
support objectives such as sustainable forest
management, good governance, poverty
reduction and environmental conservation.
Decisions on resource allocation should be
based on clear criteria and transparent
processes. Earmarking funds should only be
for a specific, targeted use and only for a
certain period of time.

Past Experience with Fiscal Instruments
Estimating the true level of economic rent from
timber extraction, and thus estimating the right
amount of tax to collect, is not straightforward for
three reasons:

The cost of forest management (which in-
cludes the cost of logging and the costs of
managing the entire concession, including
immature stocks) varies according to the
degree to which the operator abides by the
logging rules. Thus a logger abiding by the
rules will generally face higher costs24. This
seems to be the case in Cambodia (McKenny,
2002).
The costs of sustainable harvesting are highly
location-specific. A tax set at an equal level
for all, may risk penalising good practices
and pose special challenges to those operat-
ing in more fragile environments, which
require more careful techniques.

The costs of sustainable logging include a
significant share of fixed costs, which do not
fluctuate much, while export prices of logs can
fluctuate significantly. A decline in export
prices, and therefore revenues, cannot be
matched by a proportional reduction in costs.
Even if no logging takes place in a given
period, the forest has to be managed and the
immature stock has to be protected and
maintained.

If, therefore, the risk of overestimating the actual
profits generated by forest exploitation and of
over-taxing is considered high, it is preferable to
tax the profits of logging firms rather than the
timber volume or value. This can be
complemented with auction mechanisms,
refundable guarantee bonds, eco-labelling
approaches and other safeguards.

For bonds the underlying principle is that
concessionaires post a bond before harvesting,
which will be refunded if they comply with the
rules. While this may improve environmental
standards, revenue generation is low, and only a
few countries, such as Costa Rica and Sarawak
state in Malaysia, have tried this approach.

The success of an auctioning mechanism requires
a competitive environment to prevent collusion (a
problem in some countries) between larger timber
firms. There is some evidence of successful
auctions in Peninsular Malaysia, which have
generated up to US$16,000 per hectare and
bonus bids of up to five times forest legislated
fees (Gray, 2002). Unless monitoring and
enforcement systems are perfect, in some
situations overtaxing can exacerbate incentives
for unsustainable logging (Leruth, Paris and
Ruzicka, 2001).

It is therefore very hard to predict, theoretically,
the potential synergies or trade-offs between
fiscal instruments and sustainable logging. The
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answer can only be determined empirically from
actual country experience.

Given appropriate policies, regulations,
technologies and management systems, timber
extraction, revenues and the long-term
sustainability of forests can be compatible.
Improving forest management regimes is a
priority both to improving revenue for the state
and for ensuring long-term sustainability. Fiscal
instruments can play an important supporting
role in this respect, complementing regulatory
approaches. However, there are some general
requirements and institutional structures necessary
for a successful EFR process in the forest sector.
The most important ones include:

The conditions governing access and use, and
the respective rights and responsibilities of
stakeholders, need to be clearly defined.
Stakeholders must have access to information
on the value and volume of goods and
services being provided by forests.
A functioning set of supporting legal and
regulatory arrangements must exist. These
must correspond to the institutional capacities
of the country concerned in order to allow
actual enforcement.

Within the “commercial forests” estate, ensuring
sustainable logging implies imposing a set of rules
on private sector logging firms. Thus, leases over
timberlands usually prescribe selective logging
and a variety of qualitative and quantitative
regulations aimed at preserving the long-term
productivity of the forest. However, at the same
time, forest leases tend to be “short-term”
compared to the growing period of trees, which
spans decades. Hence, for the concessionaries,
the incentives to restrain short-term profits for the
sake of long-term sustainability, and so to abide
to the leases, are very weak. Which is why
enforcing regulations is a critical challenge of
forest management. Recent international
attention on illegal logging has shown the true

extent of the problem and the huge costs to
countries – particularly the poorest in those
countries – from failures in forest governance. The
result is lost government revenues, livelihood
assets and domestic processing opportunities
along with environmental damage. The ongoing
Forest Law Enforcement and Governance (FLEG)
process has also raised awareness of the political
dimension of these issues and corresponding
challenges.

The fiscal challenge is to maximise revenue whilst
creating sufficient incentives for private sector
investment that meets environmental standards.
This requires collecting the right amount of tax,
choosing the right fiscal instruments (reforming
the package of instruments to make them simpler)
and improving tax collection. Up to 90 per cent
of timber harvested in some countries is illegal
and no tax at all is paid. (Gray, 2002). The final
challenge is how to distribute the revenue.

Affected Stakeholders:
Perspectives and Interests
The Poor
The poor often reside in or near forests, relying
on them for ecological services and other goods
and services. Following the formal award of the
forest in which they live to commercial operators
they are often displaced. In some countries,
community forests are encroached upon or
illegally logged. In many others, powerful timber
merchants find ways to “hijack” the social forestry
system through bribes and threats (Richards et al,
2003). Forest dwelling poor communities will
generally benefit from more transparent and
rigorously enforced policies, and the containment
of patronage based concession awards.
However, logging and timber processing can also
provide benefits to poorer households through
employment. Logging is one of the largest sources
of formal employment in parts of the northern
Democratic Republic of Congo.
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Politicians
In many countries forest concessions are used by
elite groups for finance and influence. Many
concessions are awarded to cronies with little
attention paid to sustainability. Sometimes, control
over timber is in the hands of rebel groups, and
timber profits finance violent conflict. In
Cambodia, the main political parties are said to
have both relied on funds from illegal forestry for
their election campaigning expenses (Global
Witness, 2002). In Indonesia and the Philippines,
many large forest operators were closely
associated with the dictatorial regimes of Suharto
and Marcos, respectively. Given the
pervasiveness of the problem, addressing
corruption in forestry requires a willingness to
address corruption in society as a whole. In
Indonesia the collapse of the Suharto regime
provided suitable conditions for reforms to
eventually take place. In 2002, in response to
major international and national pressure, the
Government of Cambodia cancelled two forest
concessions for poor performance – the first time
such a step had been taken (Global Witness,
2003).

Investors
Domestic and foreign investors in the harvesting
and processing industry range from the capital
intensive, skilled and generally environmentally
sound operators to small-scale, “fly by night”
operations. In some countries, such as those in
Central Africa, large foreign investors dominate
the industry, while in other countries, such as
Indonesia, domestic firms are the main players.

Major companies – domestic or foreign – can
negotiate special tax agreements worth millions
of dollars in avoided taxes and can collude to
undermine reforms, such as auctioned
concessions, which aim to increase competition. In
some cases those companies, which were
penalised by their lack of political connection
welcome reform and increased competition, as

occurred in Indonesia following the collapse of
the Suharto regime.

Domestic processing industries generally favour
log export bans or taxes as they artificially lower
domestic prices below world market levels
thereby stimulating the domestic industry. They
also resist increased taxes on log inputs, as the
industry did successfully in the mid-1990s in
Cameroon (Essama-Nssah and Gockowski,
2000).

One critical concern of large-scale investors is
the stability of the concession regime.
Unpredictable and frequently changing regimes
(including changes in taxation levels and the
introduction of new charges) are a powerful
disincentive to long-term investment in sustainable
forestry. In an industry where rotations period
span decades, the risk of not being able to profit
from an investment when it finally bears fruit is
extremely high. This is a major challenge in
Cambodia (McKenny, 2002).

Government Administration
The key government agencies are the Ministry of
Forestry or Natural Resources and the Ministry of
Finance. Ministries of Forestry face the huge
challenge of regulating a geographically
dispersed resource with limited staff and transport
support – and policing a far better resourced
private timber industry. On top of this forestry
ministries also have to handle the conflicting tasks
of protecting the resource base, on the one hand,
and increasing timber output, on the other. They
often share government-wide weaknesses of low
pay, lack of accountability and hence corruption.
Ministries of Forestry or Natural Resources stand
to gain from EFR if they are provided with some
share of the revenue – for example, through
partial earmarking for monitoring and
enforcement. In this case they will tend to be
more supportive of EFR.
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The type of fiscal instruments used also influence
the scope for evasion or corruption. Volume-
based levies, which require log measurement at
the forest-gate, encourage corruption among
those charged with measuring, leading to the
under-reporting of harvests. Forestry officials
often depend on the concessionaire for transport
and accommodation, and are obviously
vulnerable to persuasion, pressure or bribery
(Gray, 2002). Moving away from such discretion-
based payment systems to area fees or
measurement at the point of embarkation or
processing plant can reduce opportunities for
corruption. Unsurprisingly, those who benefit from
the current system may resist such changes.

To avoid bribery and corruption a well-ordered
institutional framework is essential.

The Ministry of Finance will focus on the rents
from the forests sector, and may be more prone
to pressure from donors for reform through
delayed release of structural adjustment credits.
At the same time, finance ministries generally lack
the capacity to analyse the complex issues
associated with sustainable forest management.

Development Agencies and the
International Community
Development agencies, in particular the World
Bank, and to some extent the IMF, along with
certain bilateral agencies, have pushed forestry
reform processes in certain countries. Reform has
been promoted with the “carrot” of projects that
stimulate change in the forestry sector, and also
the “stick” of holding up payments of World Bank
and IMF structural adjustment credits to
governments. However, donors have not always
considered the political complexities of reform,
and consultation has been weak (Essama-Nssah
and Gockowski, 2000). Sometimes, when it has
threatened the commercial interest of their

citizens, donor countries have played an
ambivalent role in the reform process,.

Civil Society
Both international and domestic NGOs have
been powerful advocates for change, putting
pressure on governments and development
agencies to hold governments to account. Often
international NGOs have opened up political
space for national NGOs and development
agencies to engage in this area.

Managing the Reform
Process: Key Points

alalCoalitCoalit  b  bion bion b nnuildinguilding — There are reform success
stories. Reviews of reform processes in several
countries indicate that the key issue is to identify
and engage as many different pro-reform actors
as possible (WRI, 2000). This will ensure a
stronger coalition for change. However, this also
requires overcoming the tensions between
different groups. So, while some in the private
sector, government, civil society and the donor
community favour reform, they may have quite
different motives and misunderstand or be
suspicious of the motives of others – even those
who support reform. For example, domestic
NGOs favouring reform in Indonesia were
suspicious of the World Bank, even when it was
pushing for change. This requires effective
partnerships to be formed across these different
groups through frequent dialogue (WRI, 2000).

ati e iDisseminat    in  ing inf ror atmat oion — Reliable qualitative
and quantitative information on the social costs of
unsustainable forest management and the
amounts of revenue being foregone (and the uses
to which that revenue could be put) should be
collected and disseminated. This information is
vital for raising awareness with key stakeholders
and the general public, and getting their support
for fiscal reforms. For example, in forest-rich
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countries that traditionally export timber products,
pointing out that poor resource management has
lead to an increasing need to import timber from
abroad can be a persuasive argument.

n g i    t  r n g it  r Linking with other rLinking with other r llelevelev    ant rant r ffefefooorormmmsms — A reform
process might be more successful if it is integrated
into other ongoing national processes, or at least
takes these into account. In many countries
reforms to national forest programmes are under
way. Within these programmes multi-stakeholder
dialogues take place and country specific
financing strategies are developed. Also, at the

international level, EFR should take account of
ongoing processes in settings like the United
Nations Forum on Forests (UNFF), which
established an ad-hoc expert group on finance
and the transfer of environmentally sound
technologies25.

    l i  a m td   Building a compet    n  fent for testr    a e c gy agency — It is
critical that political and commercial vested
interests view the agency responsible for forestry
management as competent and credible —
particularly if they are to be influenced and
resistance to reform overcome.

68
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7

Natural Resources —
Commercial Fisheries

“The primary objective [of the growth and mac-
roeconomic stability policy] will be to ensure
full mobilisation of domestic revenue … non-
tax revenue will increase largely as a result of
fishing fees and fines.”

Mauritania Poverty Reduction Strategy

Introduction

Fisheries are a source of protein and
livelihoods for many poor people, revenue
for cash strapped governments and profits
for distant water fishing fleets. They are

also a fragile natural resource. The focus here is
on access agreements between low-income
countries and distant water fleets. These
agreements mostly apply to coastal nations in
West and Southern Africa, and island nations in
the Pacific and Indian Ocean who could
generate significant revenue from these
resources.

Key Features of the
Fisheries Sector
Fish are critically important to the developing
world not merely as a source of food for millions
but because of the large economic benefits from
employment, export income and tax revenue.
Over 95 per cent of the world’s 38 million
fishermen live in developing countries and
consumption of fish is often the only source of
animal protein for many coastal, rural
communities which are where most people in the
developing world live.

About 75 per cent of the world’s fishing stocks
are “fully fished”, “over-fished”, “depleted” or
recovering slowly from depletion (FAO, 2000). A
stock is described as “fully-fished” if it is exploited
at its maximum long-term sustainable yield. A
stock is described as “over-fished” because it
could yield more fish in the future if the current
catch levels (which include immature fish which
could still grow if given a chance) was reduced.
The fact that many stocks are “over-fished”
suggests a significant scope for improved
fisheries management in many countries. Falling
stocks directly threaten the livelihoods of many
fishing communities through declining catches and
increases in the price in local market places,
which may put this source of protein out of reach
for low-income consumers.

Key factors behind the over-fishing of stocks
include the direct and indirect government
subsidies that encourage it, radical advances in
fish harvesting technology and larger fishing
fleets (see UNEP, 2002a). Pressures on high seas
fisheries have accordingly increased in recent
years – both from OECD and non-OECD
countries. For example, fishing pressure in West
Africa has increased significantly since the
1960s from EU, Russian and Asian fleets.

Fisheries are an open access activity and can be
situated in the high seas, coastal or inland. They
can be commercial (large-scale) or artisanal26. In
the absence of effective regulation, the open
access nature of fisheries means that the
financial benefit generated by fishing goes to the
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private sector, without compensation to society at
large. It also means that fishers have no incentive
to restrict their fishing to sustainable levels, since
they do not, individually, derive any direct
benefits from doing so. In combination with
appropriate management measures, the
imposition of levies on the volume caught can
help reduce fishing efforts, while generating
revenues to compensate the owners of the
resource – the country whose fishing stocks are
being exploited.

Here we concentrate on offshore commercial
fisheries operating in developing countries’
waters, which raise important issues relating to
poverty reduction, resource management and
rent extraction, and also provide important
opportunities for fiscal reform.

Access Agreements
Access Agreements are often negotiated
between developing countries and foreign fishing
fleets (known as distant water fleets, of DWFs for
short) – from the EU, the Far East, the US or
Russia.

The EU, for example, has fisheries Access
Agreements with developing countries, aiming to
secure access to their stocks and waters for fleets
of EU Member States, some of which have very
large fleets that obtain significant shares of their
catch from the waters of non-EU Member States
(OECD-DAC, 2002).

Some of the developing countries that have
entered into Access Agreements are among the
poorest and least developed, such as Angola,
Guinea Bissau, Mauritania, Mozambique, Sao
Tome and Senegal. These agreements provide
significant financial resources (see Table 3). It is
estimated that EU agreements provide as much
as 30 per cent of total government revenues in
Guinea Bissau, 15 per cent in Mauritania (up to
30 per cent by 2001) and 13 per cent in Sao

Tome (IFREMER, 1999). However, in most cases,
the amount of revenue received by the
government only represents a small share of the
total resource rent (Van Santen, 2001).

There are, however, major concerns about DWFs
over-fishing and undermining the fishery resource
base, and conflicting with indigenous, primarily
small scale, fishing. There are claims that Access
Agreements can lead to overexploitation of
certain species, endangering food security and
creating major poverty concern in some countries
(Manning, 2001).

As a result Access Agreements have come under
increased scrutiny by developing countries,
NGOs and within the EU, with reforms under
discussion. At the same time developing countries
too have become more assertive in expressing
their concerns over preserving fish stocks and
developing their national fisheries sectors.

Access Agreements can be granted in return for
financial compensation by the country of the
DWF. The fiscal mechanisms include:

Payment of a lump-sum financial compensa-
tion by the DWF country through access
agreements.
License fees from private ship-owners that
may be levied on catch (tonnes caught) and/
or effort (i.e. gross registered tonnage).

Access agreements often include other provisions
such as:

Preferential access to DWF country markets
at reduced rates of customs duty.
Joint-venture agreements.
Requirements to include a certain proportion
of domestic workers in the crews of the DWF
vessels.
Controlling access to the fishery resource.
Compliance monitoring.
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Access Agreements are also often subsidised by
the DWF countries, whose fleet benefits from the
fishing rights.

The negotiation of Access Agreements is linked to
the broader challenge of securing and enforcing
property rights to restrict open access to fisheries.
These broader challenges include:

The difficulties for very poor countries, for
technological, administrative and other
reasons of effectively monitoring access by
foreign boats and enforcing restrictions to
fishing.
The difficulty in accurately monitoring fish
stocks which are very mobile. Moreover,
fisheries can collapse suddenly, often without
prior changes in catch indicators. So it is very
difficult to determine the limits to be placed
on catch and the price to charge.
Even though DWF (or their governments) are
in theory charged higher fees than local
fishermen, companies may in practice be able
to evade such provisions through creative
accounting, joint ventures with local firms or
by other means.

Affected Stakeholders:
Perspectives and Interests
Artisanal Fishing Communities
Subsistence fishers are often among “the poorest
of the poor”. For certain fish species, there is a
direct link between the volumes caught offshore
by commercial vessels and remaining stocks
caught in the coastal zone. This can lead to
conflict between coastal artisanal fishers and
domestic and foreign commercial fleets.

Small-scale fishers are politically marginalized,
and typically have little influence on the
negotiating of Access Agreements, so they get
only limited benefits through employment or

compensation. They often feel disadvantaged
and suffer from the long-term exploitation of fish
stocks. There are exceptions, such as Mauritania,
which is seeking to promote its own small-scale
fishing sector. (With no fishing tradition,
Mauritania has relied mainly to date on offering
access to foreigners to exploit the resource).

Domestic Commercial Fishers
Although subsistence and commercial fishermen
often compete directly with each other, both
have a common interest in limiting the fishing
opportunities provided to DWFs through Access
Agreements, for instance by restricting access to
particular species, use of certain methods and
zones. Namibia is an example where a
commercial domestic industry has been built up
through strong policies to limit access by DWFs
(see Box 31). Other countries have tried to use
joint ventures to develop the domestic industry,
for example, in the South Pacific and Argentina.

Distant Water Fleets
The main DWFs originate from the EU28, the Far
East, the US and Russia. The inherent incentives to
fish beyond catch limits and under-report their
catch are compounded by policies in many DWF
countries of subsidising their fleets, fuelling over-
investment in fishing capacity. On top of this, the
incentives for DWFs to sustain fish stocks in a
given area are low, since they can – in principle -
move to other countries if the stocks of one area
are fished out. Therefore, DWF fleets have a
clear interest in lobbying for increased access,
notably when the price of access is paid by
public authorities (such as the EC).

Distant Water Fleet Countries
The EU has fishery agreements with 20
developing countries – over half in West Africa –
under the Common Fisheries Policy (CFP). For the
EU, these agreements account for 20 per cent of
fisheries production, providing livelihoods for
8,000 fishermen, and triple that in ancillary jobs.
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Under pressure from developing countries and
NGOs, the EU fisheries council shifted in 2002 to
so-called “Partnership Agreements”, which are
intended to be more environmentally and socially
beneficial (see Box 32).

Fishery activities are very important for many
regional economies, and some DWF countries
(like Spain and Portugal) are quite dependent on
access to foreign fisheries.

Government Administration
Government fisheries departments are often
under funded and staffed because of the low
political priority given to fishery policy. They
frequently operate under the Ministry of
Agriculture, which may have conflicting objectives
(such as boosting fish production and exports).
Their authority to monitor and control the industry
gives rise to rent-seeking opportunities, making
corruption a concern, but this has been less well
documented and confronted than in the forestry
sector (FAO, 1983).

Fisheries agreements are usually partly
negotiated by the Ministry of Finance,
particularly during the final stages. Given the
significant revenue opportunities — tensions may
exist between the fishing department’s concern
about the resource and effective management
and monitoring, on the one hand, and the
Ministry of Finance’s need for revenue on the
other. There may also be a lack of understanding

Box 31 — Economic and Environmental Benefits of Fiscal Instruments: the case of
Namibia

P   r   rior t     o   i n o Namibian in enddepen         dence in 1999        a c s w0 access w   s la as lar    ncg  gely uncontr     olled an     d coast   a   wal w tater     s weer    s ie massively
ov -er-f      a ily bis  (p im  ished (primarily b   y  y Eur    o  opean an   d  sd Easter                 l  l s  T e  n bloc fleets). The newly elect    o ed goveer    ent tnment inst titut         ed a new

olpolic        l l ny, legal an       f  d management fr   o  ew r  amework t   o  o efff tectiv       e    ly m   ely manage its f   h  i  isheries an     dd dev       o s  melop a domest    iic nic in tudustryy..
Quot     a f         es    t    ees — based on tot    lll oal alloww   b   aable cat   c   ch f         or  s ec   a jo    or major species — an      c e d  d license f   s  ees wer    int e intr   d  ed oduced with
f       h  g t  i    a ed ishing rights biased t        a  o Namibian v     s el  T e s   essels. The a htuthorit         es   e   u ed  ies swiftly used these power         n    s — in 19991    , 1     Sp nis1 Spanish
traawler     s an         C    ong  d one Congolese tr   r  awler wer    p e pr tecosecut     ed f     r g    or illegal f             is  —         t  sishing — which sent out a str      ig l,   aong signal, and

    uillegal, unr oreport   e  d ed an   d  nrd unr leg aegulat     ed U    fed (IUU) f       is   l  di  h  ined ishing has declined dra tast     ically ov     er t  y  er the yeaear     s. By ay-cat   c   ch feesees
o pmcomplement      is    ed this, an     d    d a M     arine R uesour     ces Fun     d    wd levy w        o    s   as imposed per t       laon  on of lan    d  c tded cat   h t ch t     o finance

f   h  ie  risheries res resear   c  n ch an     rd tr     Aaining. A         rs a reses     l , h  s tt  t  ult, the sect         or is no    w w mor       9 a  e than 9            N ia   p    0 per cent Namibian o ,wned,
o rntcontrib tut          u     a  220 i  ed about US$220 million t          DP     i   o GDP in 2000 an   d  d w   a   as v lal       3ed  S$ued at US$35         n 4   24 million in 20011    .    . The indir tect

nefbenef     its hav            e  e also been suu tbbstant   l  : rial: pr                o  i   io  la   f c   ex socessing plants — of which none exist   e  d efed befor     19e 199         a0 — have
b rur     geoned an    p emd emplo    gy  yment gro      h  n.  wn. The gover       nm    t h   nment has a staat       oe   nite-of-the- art monit    ci  oring, contr     ol and
su vurv     n  C  ei  S) y teillance (MCS) syst            n em, with an integegrat     ped progr     a   e  ins ecamme of inspect     ion an   d  ad patr           e  (  a  a on ols at sea (on board

s vobserveer        on ns), on lan     d (monit       o    r    laoring of port lan   s  ad  dings) an                d  h  a  ia s td in the air (via satellit      s  in  e). These inv   s went  estments were
ensexpensiv   ,  be, b    e nsut commensur tat        wit      e with the val       u   h  s t  t  ue of the sector       .  f. In f       c   act the rat          o   c s  f  t  io of MCS costs t     o val     u     laue of landed

acat       c  a     li  ch has declined fr        a     nnu l om an annual averer           a e    c       age of 6 per cent ov     er 1999 194-199   7  t7 t    u o un              e   d  4  nt i  der 4 per cent in 19999,
r teflect        n ring an incr   e  va ing easing vaal        o  ue of lan    ed ded catch.

rSource:      ( i s  Nichols (20033).

Box 32 — EU Partnership Agreements

PP rrartnerartner h  A h  Aship Aship Agrgr s e ent  ae ents aeements areements ar    e inte intenenenen ed t ed tded tded t  ib c c ibo contribo contribuuututeeee
tt  o o o ro r  p  p  esponsible fesponsible f  in  ing   ing in  ishing in the intishing in the int rrerer s       es    est of all partest of all partiesies
ininvvolvolved  T e ed  T eed: Theed: The    y ary ar  nt e  e nt e meant te meant t    o pro pr ttotot t   h  t h  ect the intect the interer ssestsests

 t       t   of the EU Dof the EU D F W  aWF aWF anWF an  nsd d nsd ensd ensurur  h   t t  th t e that cone that conditdit    ions arions ar   i ie ine in
l  a e la e place tplace to  co co achievo achiev   s se se s ssustust  l  l  ainable fainable f h   nie   t rh ies  tnerisheries in partnerisheries in partner
o suou scountries.Tcountries.To  o o fo facilitacilitatat     is  h   is  h  e this, the Pe this, the P rrartnerartnershipship

AA rrgrgreem  en e c e  t  f      eem  en e c e  t  feements widen the scope of the feements widen the scope of the f nc lnc linancialinancial
o p amomp acompensatcompensat  d io   io  d ion paid tion paid t  do o do devo dev  r  i  nt  i  ntr  eloping countries feloping countries foooror

s  c  c es  access taccess t  o o o wo waaataterer  s s s uns un    e  i ic e  i icder their jurisdictder their jurisdict  io  io  ion. Pion. Paayyymentsyments
rrarar  e e e noe no    w tw to    ro  ro be ro be r g reg regaregard  a    d  a  ded as inded as invvvv    estment inestment in

ssu tu tustust    ainable fainable fis  e  is e  isheries policisheries polic    u      uy — not justy — not just
o p amomp acompensatcompensat  io  io  ion fion f  c s  i    g ts t c es  ig ts tor access rights tor access rights t    o fo f sisis esisheries.isheries.

rSource:     E  2  0 ) CEC (2002b).
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— or interest — in the Ministry of Finance about
the complexity of issues in fisheries. Other policy
objectives such as securing overall food security
and employment opportunities by expanding
domestic fleets may also complicate the policy
debate.

Box 34 — A Regional Strategy to
Impose Access Fees: The Forum
Fisheries Agency of the Pacific

BBBB    y fy f rroror ing   m    Fming   Fming a joint Fming a joint F  h  h  isheries Fisheries Foror m  Am Aum Aum Agggencgenc    y iny in
1919191988    7 islan7 islan   t      h P  t  h Pds of the South Pds of the South Pa ia iacifacific v ic vic havic hav   lee  ae  a lee been ablee been able
tttt    o negoto negot ttiatiat   i ie incre incr    eased reased r  c c c cent collectent collection,ion,ion,ion,
p rp rpartpart  ti la ly i la ly ticularly thricularly thr g     g   ough a trough a tr       e    e  eaty with the US. Featy with the US. Frrrromomomom
1919191988    8 t8 to  o o 19o 1999993, th    3, th  3, the av3, the averer g   g  age fage funun   t    tds paid tds paid t  t  to theo the
PPPPa ia iacifacific I la ic I laic Islanic Islan  d Pd Pd Pd Pa ta tartart  w  wies wies werer    e appre approo ttxi-matxi-mat    ely US$12ely US$12

il   m lio   millio   million a ymillion a y r  S$  r  S$ear — US$1ear — US$1   f0  0  f0 million fr0 million fro  h  Um t  om th  Uom the USom the US
GGGoGovvvverer    nment annment and    2  frd 2  frd US$2 million frd US$2 million fr  e  o   S o  e S om the US Tom the US Tuuunauna
FFFF  h  nh  nishing Inishing In tuu tdustrdustryyyy.  h   i  t  e t. i  th  e t. During the ext. During the ext  f    f ension of theension of the
rttrtrtr a   fra  freaty freaty fr    om 19om 1999993  3 3 t3 to  o o 200o 200  t     t  3, the t3, the totot  l al aal paal paymentsyments

wwwwerer    e incre incr    eased teased to S$  il     m li   o S$  milli   o US$18 million a yo US$18 million a y  r r ear —ear —
 il  U  m lio  U  millio  US$14 million frUS$14 million fr  t  U     G t  U  Gom the US Goom the US Govvvverer   n nnment annment andd

 m lli  U  o  U  m llio  US$4 million frUS$4 million fr          om the US Tom the US T    una Funa Fi  s  Iis  Iishing Inishing Indddustrdustryy    . In. In
aaaadddditddit  t  tion tion t  t   n,      U   t   n, U  o the US$4 million, US ino the US$4 million, US ind trd trdustrdustr   i iy isy is

eetmmeetmeetmeet  e    e ing the fing the f  c    u  t   s vu  c t   s vull cost of the observull cost of the observ   p per placementer placement
aaanan  td d td trd tr  h  ini   a  ini  h a  aining, which aims faining, which aims f r b r bor observor observ  o  oer coer covveerereraaageage

      ip  o   e      to   er    ip  tof 20 per cent of all trips tof 20 per cent of all trips takak n  n en ben b  t  y  y t  y the vy the v s ees elesselsessels
cccocovverer    ed bed b       y the Ty the Trreatyeaty....

uSoSour :ce:     IFRE     9MER (199    n) 9) an       (  d UNEP (2002a).

agreements with increased rent collection;
particularly through a treaty with the US.

West Africa has started to set up a similar type of
arrangement, but it is harder to agree co-
operative strategies for the different demersal
fisheries in West Africa than pelagic tuna, which
is the main focus of the FFA Access Agreements.

An alternative approach is for countries to
negotiate with individual fishing companies rather
than governments (this has been the negotiating
strategy employed by Morocco), but it also has
problems since Access Agreements can, if they
work properly, provide a more regulated
framework.

Namibia has pulled out of Access Agreements
altogether, but has tough rent taxes on its own
commercial domestic fishery. This strategy, which
requires strong administrative capacity and a

Box 33 — EU Fishing Agreements with
Mauritania

Maurit       a     a   ania has a ver      r h fy  y rich f erisher    p r y, part   l l  oic a y ficularly of
  ep  a  cephalopods. B   y 19 y 199    9, 9, fiisher     y rev   enu   enues fr    t om the

gagr                EC eement with the EC weer            b  3  n  o     fe about 3 per cent of
             (a    c   t      GDP (about 15 per cent of tot     al rev   enu )  . enues). In

19999–200      t  f  1 the f     ish cat      a    ch partly r oecovver     fred froom
    its 1999 97–9     8 tr            h c  a   g s      roughs, which came as a rees   lt  ult of

ov -er-f         lo s ais   p  ishing of cephalopods an    fd d f   ll  ull f   h   ishing of
mdemer     fsal f         is         ish in the mid 199    . 0s. Howeev    , her, the

  ep  aa  cephalopods cat         ch in 200     w1 w        l  as close t     i so its
test mimat    o ted potent          3   ial yield of 3      k  t  0 kilo t    er onnes per

y aear       .  J l  200  y . In July 20011    , Ma iu turit     nania an      e   d the European
U   on  nion raatif          pied   ied a new prot   o  c  focol f     or fiv    y e yeear         wi hs — with
f    m inancial compensat     io   n  ion of 43      n,   0 million, as
o p rmcompar   ed  ed t    o o 26      m lio  n n 7 million un        e rder the prevevious
gagr        h      eement. This will r    a e aise f hisher   y  ry revev    e  enues too

             8   f  b   p    G  about 8 per cent of GDP an      c   e d close t   o  o 3    p 0 per
    en   t  cent of toot    l al rev            e res —  o  enues — with some earmmark     ed foor

vdev          e    eloping the local fisisher     y sect    o  or an    e nhd enhanced
o rntcontr    ol ol an   d  d su vurv       nc  o  eillance of f hisher   y a t y act iivitiesies.

rSourrSource:ce: N P ( UNEP (f EP  N  ( UNEP (fort c ng .orthcoming).o t c ng .rorthcoming).

Managing the Reform
Process: Key Points
trStr   n  sn  engthening staat   e ar be bar    n  gaining poww rer — Crucial

to the successful negotiation of Access
Agreements is the strengthening of individual
states’ bargaining power. A key factor in this is
making sure DWF nations are not able to access
fisheries elsewhere with similar characteristics at
better terms. To this end, regional co-operation
can be important. The islands of the South Pacific,
which share a very rich tuna fishery, are excellent
examples (see Box 33). By forming a joint
Fisheries Forum Agency (FFA) in 1987 they have
been able to negotiate increasingly favourable
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domestic private sector able to invest in fisheries,
is also being pursued in South Africa.

Po colic    c ry coher ee cence — Another stumbling block in
negotiations for Access Agreements is the lack of
clarity and coordination in the policy process. It is
important, therefore, to first raise the profile of
these issues, and secondly enhance inter-
ministerial co-operation. Countries need to have
a clear fisheries policy and then ensure that
Access Agreements fit within this framework.
There is also work to be done in DWF home
countries in this respect: The fisheries policies of
some DWF countries contradict the objectives of
their development co-operation policies. Pointing
out these contradictions can foster reform. For
example, the recent DAC Peer Review of Spain
encourages Spain “to consider how to prevent

domestic interests from taking precedence over
development co-operation objectives when
debating the Common Fisheries Policy as well as
fisheries agreements in the European Council”
(OECD-DAC, 2002). Similar arguments are likely
to apply to many other DAC Member countries
with DWF fleets.

A edeq au tuat    r e re uesour   c   ces f    r or fisher     m ey management —
The use to which revenues are put is also
important. Countries need to recognise – as
Namibia has done – that (partially) earmarking
funds for investment in upgrading administrative
capacity is a worthwhile investment in generating
greater returns from the resource. Enforcing
fishing rules requires sophisticated and therefore
expensive equipment, as well as skilled people to
operate it.
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8

Pollution — Industrial Activities

Introduction

Industrial pollution often receives the most
attention, as it is one of the most visible
sources of environmental problems. The
responsibility of managing these emissions

often falls on the environmental agency.
However, pollution from households, the “informal”
sector, agriculture, motor vehicles etc. may also
be widespread, but tends to be less visible, with
no clear agency responsible for regulating
emissions. For example in Colombo, Sri Lanka,
untreated household waste and agriculture
nutrient run-off was shown to cause more water
pollution than industrial point sources (except for
a few hotspots) (Steele and Hassen, 1998).
However, tackling industrial pollution may be a
more cost-effective way of reducing overall levels
of pollution due to the lower administrative costs
of targeting a few, large point sources of
polluting emissions. Tackling informal, “small-scale”
industry emissions may call for approaches other
than EFR.

In this chapter we therefore focus on air and
water emissions from formal industrial-scale
activities. While pollution from such activities is not
necessarily the most pressing environmental
problem in developing countries – although it is
an increasing concern in some (such as China,
India, Thailand and Brazil) – it has a high profile
and is often easier to regulate than
environmental threats in other sectors. The
challenge is twofold: to encourage industries to
find cost-effective ways to abate polluting
emissions by providing economic incentives, and
to move from controlling end of pipe emissions to
investment in production technologies and
processes which are inherently less polluting.

The regulatory approach can be augmented by
environmentally related charges or taxes. And in
some countries notably in Central and Eastern
Europe, the revenue potential is considerable and
often earmarked for expenditure on
environmental themes.

Key Features of Industrial
Pollution
In many developing countries emissions from
industrial activities lead to water and air pollution,
as well as land contamination. These in turn
impose significant costs on society – often on the
poorest households – in terms of adverse effects
on human health, and the degradation of
physical and natural resources. Emissions degrade
bodies of water, land and coastal fisheries upon
all of which the poor depend for their livelihoods.
Water pollution also increases the cost of
operating water supply systems (for example,
increased purification may be required).

Political challenges to EFR generally arise from
concern within industry about the pressure on
production costs of taxation and pricing
instruments, and hence their competitiveness. Of
course, it is in the interest of industry to
exaggerate this concern. Acceptance and
implementation of EFR can be assisted through
careful design of the reform. This might be by
choosing the right instrument(s), setting the
charges or taxes at an appropriate level, using
reduced rates or exemptions to alleviate concerns
over competitiveness and encouraging the up-
take of “clean” technologies, and using the
revenues to promote wider public acceptance.
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EFR in the Context of
Industrial Pollution
Traditional approaches to controlling industrial
emissions have focused on direct regulation —
either in the form of technology-based or
performance-based standards. For example, firms
are required to keep emissions below a pre-
determined level or face sanctions, usually in the
form of fines or, in more extreme cases, factory
closure. More recently there has been a shift
towards the use of so-called “market-based” or
“economic” instruments. These, in theory, reduce
the cost of complying with environmental
standards and actively reward pollution
prevention and abatement efforts. However, with
economic instruments — in contrast to direct
regulation — the environmental outcome is more
uncertain. The relative merits of both types of
approaches are discussed in more detail in
Chapter 2. Direct regulation and economic
instruments are not mutually exclusive, and a
good case can often be made for using them in
tandem.

Environmentally related taxes are a good
example of economic instruments. Taxes on:

Emissions (actual or estimated) that cause
adverse impacts — either directly or indirectly
(through food) on human health or the natural
environment.
Products whose use or disposal29 is linked to
pollution (such as excise tax on gasoline).
Inputs to products whose use is linked to
pollution (such as tax on phosphate in deter-
gents).
Instruments such as these have been intro-
duced in many developed and some develop-
ing countries (see below).

There are a whole range of other fiscal
instruments that can be used to manage industrial
emissions, including: User charges to recover the

costs of treating emissions (notably, effluent
discharges — see the South African example in
Box 35). And more general:

Tax incentives for investment in emission
control (such as accelerated depreciation
provisions for approved “clean” technologies).
Preferential tax rates for equipment and
production methods that save energy and
reduce pollution, including lower duties on
imported equipment.

Box 35 — Taxation of Water Effluent in
South Africa

WW ttatat       er is scarer is scar   u  e  h Ae  u h Ace in South Ace in South A a   n fr  n  fr a  n n frica. In an attfrica. In an att p  em  emp  empt tempt toooo
rrimprimproovvvv       e the qe the qu it      h  tru it   h  truality of the countruality of the countryy’’    s ws waaatateeerer

rr rresouresour  h    t    th   ces, the South Aces, the South A  oic n ic n ofrican Gofrican Govv rererer ent   nm  l  bnment  l  bnment, led bnment, led byyyy
 ent  W m    ment  Wthe Department of Wthe Department of W ttatat    er Aer Affffff iiairair  s as as ans an    d Fd Foror ttestrestryyy,y,
s  s has prhas pr o   l   s   ev   os   lev   oposed a levy on woposed a levy on waaatat  e  efe  efer efer efflfl      r    r  uent as part ofuent as part of

t   t  its evits evo  lv  olv  olving wolving watat   s r i   r i  ser pricing strer pricing straaatateeegyegy  I       I   . It is en. It is en ggvisagedvisaged
 h   t  W th  Wthat the Wthat the Wa ta tastast  W  We We W ttatat   c cer Discharer Dischar e  e ge Charge Char e s e sge Systge Systemememem
      will apply twill apply t   o  o  o all ro all registegisterer     s  sed point soured point sourc  m o nsc  m onsce emissionsce emissions

ntntintint  w  wo wo wataterer uucourcour  T e r   T e rses. The prses. The pro  p  sop  soposed systoposed syst     o h  o hem has bothem has both
 t    t a cost ra cost recececoecovverer  y ay ay any an  rd d rd rd revevevev    enue renue ra  c nenting a ing c nentaising componentaising component

anand    d  d a detd a detererrr  onent    c    c onent   ent component. The intent component. The intententi   on  ion  ion is tion is toooo
v  e   na  v  ena  heavily penalise efheavily penalise efflflu   u  uent loauent load   d  ds ods ovvvv       er a certer a cert ininainain

concentrconcentr ttatat      e  h   e  h  ion. Some of the rion. Some of the revev s wil les willenues willenues will
prpr  e s      e s  obably be used fobably be used f r r r ror ror rem iem iemediatemediat  p  pion pion pururp ep esposes.poses.

Sour ece:     Mor     den (2003).

We focus here on emission taxes or charges,
which make the polluter (in this case industry) pay
for the external costs they impose on society. In
doing so, these instruments can help improve
environmental quality by providing economic
incentives to actively reduce emissions or waste
generation. Taxes and charges also generate
revenue, which can be used to support
environmental monitoring and enforcement
activities30 or finance other government needs.

It should be noted that introducing emission taxes,
for example, is often easier where
complementary regulatory regimes already exist
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(as when emissions levels are already monitored
as part of an emission ceiling regulation), and the
administrative requirements of the new tax can
build upon those of the regulatory regime. Indeed,
in cases where activities are not currently subject
to any environmental regulations, it is sometimes
advisable to introduce regulations first, and
emission taxes later. This will allow targeted
activities time to adapt to a “culture” in which
emissions need to be managed.

In the short term, however, industrial pollution
control will often compete with the needs of
economic growth, international competitiveness
and employment generation. Trade-offs between
these issues must be taken into account in policy
design.

Previous Experience with Emission
Taxes
As mentioned above, the conventional approach
to managing industrial emissions was to regulate
activities by making firms keep emissions below a
pre-determined level. From the 1990s onwards
however, there has been increasing use of
emission taxes, particularly in OECD countries.
Significantly, there has also been substantial
experimentation with economic instruments in
many central and eastern European countries
(see Box 34), in Latin America and the
Caribbean, as well as East Asia. There have
been some notable successes, for example, in
China, the Philippines and Colombia (World
Bank, 2000). However, in most of these countries
the instruments were introduced mainly to raise
revenue — reducing pollution was a secondary
objective.

Affected Stakeholders:
Perspectives and Interests
It is important to harness strong public support in
addressing industrial emissions and associated

Box 36 — Environmental Funds in
Central and Eastern European (CEE)
Countries CEE countries

   h  h vav         h   e e  h lee experienced high lev       n  els of in iadustrial
olpolluut   io  n ion ov            e a t   c   p  o  er the past couple of deca sdes,
rcreaeat    ri  ing lar   e  -  ge-scale en irvir eonm ntonment     ral pr   o . b  oblems. F ror

       r  e es  c nt   these countries the fir      i   p o  st priority w     as t     o mobilise
  e  the f     inancial an     d ph   y i  c l ysical r oesour     e   s need  ces needed f ror

  l p  Eea  cleanup. En irviro entonment     al F nun     s ( F  v E  ds (EFs) hav     e serv   ed  ed as
       n  e  ec  the main mechanism f       ho  a h  tor achieving this.

    h  F   E  The EFs f        s io  oaced serious constr     nt     aints in ra iaising
f     inances fr    d om domest    r ic mark    e s aets beca    t euse these
wer      y ic ll   t y se typically dysf tunct   na   ional an     d under evdev edeloped.
Unsolv    t ed collater     sal iss     es    h  ues, high tra a tansact   ns  c sions costs,
nan     d insuufff   ic  i nficient informat   o  n ion f   h  mt  urther limit     ed access

t    o o f   nc   inancing. The      e   na d y managed t    ro to attr    s act some
inteernat    l a itional capit   ,  al, b      h   t  ut these account     ed f     or less

   1a  than 1            of   c   0 per cent of req ruir     ed toot   l  al envir nmonmentaal
enexpen i utditur         es in ke         o s    u  y CEE countries. B   y f y f     r  i  nar the main

osour     e    ce of fun     ding f        F   o  E  a  or EFs came fr mom
enviro entnmonment    a  tal t     axes an   d  d f          e  T e t oees. The most mone    y hy has

  n  been attract   ed  ed b     y en irviro entnmonment     al fuun     d     ds in Pololand.
  h   This w        d  tas due t      h  f t  o the f     c    a  act that Polan     d    d has many

  i  p a  aspecialized an     rd r    eneg  egional en irvironment   l  al fun    , sds, as
w            o  rell as one lar     tge nat   na   ional f nun      T  t e d. The latter
ollcollect     aed an    d b d disbuur   ed  sed r      e   oughly the eq ivuiv   a  o falent of

3US$3      m io   n 00 million t   o  5o US$5        il   y m li  e  00 million per y    u ng ear during
  e  the 1999   0s   o0s. Howwev         e    s (lr   r   iker, other countries’ EFs (likee

    e y o   some Newly In epdepen    St dent Staat    ae  es) hav       l b  ese been less
su c fuccessful.

  h  e These t     axes werer    e e init     ly  e  loially set belo     w  r  hw a theoretet aically
ttoptopt  l l imal levimal lev l  el el tel to  o o ro r  t t eflect mareflect mar na  e t xna  extginal extginal exterer  l l nal costs.nal costs.
  h   This w   a   aas beca     s  h   h puse high pollut     levion lev       h  t tels meant that
 a e   ole   of le a e  of ollthe damage costs of pollthe damage costs of pollutut n  n ion wion w rererere  n ig  e ig  ne high, ane high, an    d itd it

    ld  v  would not hav      een   e been f     b     easible – fr     m a   om a politic lical
nnanan    f     p   v     p  f v   d social point of view – td social point of view – t   o et o et o set to set t x    l t  evx  t  levaxes at a levaxes at a levelel

   a  that f   y  ully refleceflect           e   s    d   s e is woued these costs, since this would
havhave  ie ie drive driv   n nen manen man    y fy firir    ms tms to  olo olo insolvo insolvencencyy  W  t   W  t. While the. While the

timmediat    t obe objectiv   e  e w     as t     o r   a  e aise rev    e renue, ther    e e is
i e d  id e evidence frevidence fr   c      h    c  h  om CEE countries that evom CEE countries that ev  a     a  en at loen at loww

lev     el  t  s e els these t     axes hav    h e ha      o   m  d some benef   ia  ef icial effecect
 e nt enton incenton incentiviv seses.es.

rSour     ce: Ster    ne  (ner (20033). 79
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pollution in order to overcome industry’s typically
strong resistance to change. Broad public
awareness of the health hazards from industrial
pollution and of the role industries can play in
tackling this pollution is a critical first step. Serious
accidents such as the Bhopal disaster have
helped make more people more aware. Public
pressure invariably plays a key role in forging the
necessary political will to tackle industry about
the pollution it causes.

The Poor
The poor suffer disproportionately from air and
water pollution for example in the form of
respiratory and water-borne diseases. They often
live in the most contaminated areas, such as the
vicinity of waste disposal sites and work in the
most hazardous industries. However, air pollution
and polluted water may not be the direct result of
industrial activity, but the consequence of lack of
“clean” energy sources and sanitation. The poor
may also fail to benefit from the formal
employment that larger industries normally
provide. And those that do benefit may perceive
the imposition of taxes on their employers as a
threat to their jobs. Thus industrial pollution
control can be a divisive issue for poor groups –
those who are exposed to industrial pollution,
versus those who are employed by the polluting
industries.

The Non-poor
In contrast to low-income groups, relatively
better-off households tend to be more aware of
the health and environmental impacts of
industrial pollution, despite being less at risk.
Being more aware - this group has put increased
pressure on governments to address industrial
pollution in many countries.

Industry
Industries will generally resist anything that
increases costs of production believing it will

reduce competitiveness and adversely influence
trade. Indeed, emission taxes are often vigorously
opposed on the grounds that they will lead to a
loss of export markets and an increase in imports
(Cropper and Oates, 1992).

Yet according to several surveys there is little
evidence to support the theory that differences in
environmental regulations between competing
jurisdictions results in a loss of competitiveness
and a migration of firms to less stringent
jurisdictions (for example, Jaffe et al, 1995,
Repetto, 1995 and Xu, 1999, and others cited in
OECD, 2001b). Firms reduce emissions by using
inputs more efficiently, often ultimately reduce
production costs.

Even if the competitiveness of targeted industries
is judged a real economic (or political) concern,
taxes can be designed to alleviate these fears,
although this usually involves weakening the
environmental effectiveness of the instrument.

Medium and small-scale industries, as opposed to
larger ones, generally face more difficulties in
adjusting to emission taxes and other forms of
environmentally related constraints. They
generally have less access to the know-how
necessary to adopt cleaner production methods
(they might also be simply unaware of “clean”
technologies and their benefits), nor do they have
the necessary finance. In some cases,
compensatory measures may be needed to
facilitate adjustment.

Revenues can be (partially) recycled back to firms
to support their efforts to reduce emissions. But in
doing so it is important that the revenue is not
recycled in such a way that it counteracts the tax
incentive to reduce emissions.

Government Administration
Environmental agencies have the main
responsibilities for monitoring the environmental
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performance of firms and enforcing regulations.
They can exert influence on industry, both through
formal and informal channels, and by
disseminating information to other key
stakeholders, who in turn will pressure industry.
The experience of China demonstrates that local
environmental agencies have greater bargaining
power with respect to industry when the social
impact of industrial emissions are high, but they
have less when regulating industries in serious
financial difficulties.

Environmental agencies, which are familiar with
regulatory approaches, are sometimes averse to
economic instruments31. This can change
significantly if the revenues from such instruments
are partially earmarked to fund monitoring and
enforcement. However, the Finance Ministry is
more likely to be interested in tax instruments
where the revenue is allocated to the general
budget, rather than earmarked for specific
environmental uses. They are also more likely to
favour taxes administered by fiscal agencies, as
opposed to environmental agencies.

Civil Society
Civil society groups are often at the forefront of
initiatives to control industrial pollution. Women’s
groups, in particular, have often been
instrumental in raising awareness of the health
impacts, notably on children, and have been
powerful agents for change. The ability of
citizens to litigate to recover damages from
pollution can be a significant financial and public
relations incentive to make firms avoid causing
damage.

Development Agencies
In the case of trans-boundary pollution (such as
sulphur dioxide from China causing acid rain in
Japan and Korea), donors may have an
immediate interest in helping developing
countries partners tackle the issue of industrial
emissions. This may include technical co-operation

and programmes to accelerate the dissemination
of cleaner production processes. They may also
be keen to expand export markets for the
environmental technology industry.

Managing the Reform
Process: Key Points
R    g aising pu   b i   blic awar seness — Industry will
vigorously oppose increases to its tax burden. To
overcome this resistance, pro-reformers within
government must have a strong political will, and
public pressure plays a key role in building this
will. Raising awareness of industrial emissions and
associated (health and environmental) hazards –
through the public disclosure of such information -
will encourage the public to lobby for reform. The
information should be published in a way that is
easy for everyone to understand.

In some countries, publishing information on
environmental indicators for individual firms has
proved successful in putting pressure on them to
improve performance. A rating system for
polluters in Indonesia, for example, has
significantly improved performance, and been
popular with the public. Similar approaches are
operating in the Philippines and Colombia (World
Bank, 2000).

          o   Capacity of the r gu ategulator    ny y agencyy — The
agency responsible for monitoring and enforcing
the tax must have access to reliable information
on a regular basis, including data on emission
flows by source and their impacts on, for
example, air and water quality. Not only must the
agency have the capacity to collect such
information, it must also be able to verify its
accuracy to minimise the scope for misreporting.

Taxes must be backed-up by sanctions of some
kind, where a polluter exceeds a discharge
standard or fails to comply with the rules of the
tax regime. Enforcement will only work if
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regulators can identify violators and if sanctions
are upheld by the judicial system. Therefore
regulatory agencies must have the capacity to
impose sanctions, as well as monitor
performance.

In general, industry will be more accepting of a
new tax if it is confident that the regulatory
agency has the capacity to treat all taxpayers
fairly. Firms should be confident that competitors
will not gain competitive advantage by cheating
the system (and getting away with it). The
credibility of the environmental agency is vital to
this end.

The type and scope of the tax or charge must,
therefore, match the institutional capacity to
implement it. This generally means defining a tax
base (and the collection points within that base)
that minimises the number of firms that must be
monitored (for instance, in cases of taxing inputs,
using the providers of the inputs rather than the
users as collection points). In addition, given the
potential for limited capacity, it is advisable to
start by focussing on a few highly critical issues,
where visible success can be achieved in order to
build support for future reforms. To fulfil all the
above requirements it might also be worthwhile
considering the partial earmarking of some of
the revenues from taxes to the environmental
monitoring agency.

m i   m i  Combining tCombining t e  w h   e  w h axes with diraxes with dir  r  rect rect regulategulat ooionion —
Following on from the previous point, it is
generally simplest and most efficient to develop
new tax instruments within the context of existing
regulatory and institutional frameworks. Indeed,
the introduction of pollution charges can be seen
as an important means – if not the only means –
for introducing some added efficiency to existing
regulatory mechanisms.

Maintaining or reinforcing certain regulatory
mechanisms may be particularly important if the

introduction of pollution taxes is to be achieved
gradually (see below).

eSett   n  r ing r tat     es an     prd pr   u  ci  e-announcing r fefoormms —
When pollution charges or taxes are set too low
— compared with marginal abatement costs —
firms will generally prefer to pay them rather
than try to prevent or reduce emissions. The tax
therefore operates primarily as a revenue-raising
mechanism with little direct emission-reduction
benefits. However, low initial tax rates help
establish the principle that industries should pay
for emissions and associated pollution. This allows
experimentation with new instruments paving the
way for progressively higher tax rates and the
emergence of lower cost abatement
technologies.

If the intention is to gradually raise tax rates, it is
important to consult industry on the schedule of
increases. Does it provide industry sufficient time
to adapt? The introduction of sulphur dioxide
taxes in China provides an example of such a
gradual approach.

The pre-announcement of new taxes, or of
changes either to the existing tax rate or to the
tax base (for example, capturing more industrial
sectors or pollutants), is vital in getting industry to
buy in to the arrangement. This is particularly
important when the targeted industry has few
emission abatement options (for example, it may
take three years to install the most cost-effective
technology or process) or substitution possibilities
in the short-term.

  l g pi  Helping in ts rdustr     y a     djust t         o the t    ax ax reegime — In
addition to the design features listed above,
governments can assist industry with transition
costs by helping them to identify cost-effective
abatement technologies or processes. This might
involve disseminating information on the latest
“clean” production technologies, and — in
particular — the financial benefits that can result
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from improved energy or resource efficiency.
Some of the tax revenue could be used to this
end.

Some part of the revenue could also be used to
support initial start-up costs, or other initiatives to

help reduce transition costs. More generally,
consulting industry on proposals for the use of
revenues will help bring them on board.
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9

Pollution — Fossil Fules

“The Law on the special social protection of cer-
tain categories of population, that eliminated
non-targeted energy subsidies, communal ser-
vices and limited energy privileges to eleven
categories representing the most vulnerable seg-
ments of society, is likely to have a beneficial
effect on government finances and improve sig-
nificantly the efficiency and targeting of the
government’s social assistance program.”

Moldova Interim Poverty
Reduction Strategy (2002)

Introduction

Energy is vital to development and
transport is essential for the economy. At
the same time transport — with few
exceptions — is still based on the use of

fossil fuels. Fossil fuels are also used for cooking
and lighting (kerosene), heating (heavy and light
fuel oil), pumping water (diesel) and many other
uses, particularly where electricity is not
available. With continuously increasing energy
consumption, air pollution in developing countries,
particularly in cities, is on the rise resulting in a
growing incidence of respiratory diseases. We
therefore focus on EFR in the fossil fuel sector in
this chapter, with a particular emphasis on fuel
pricing in transport.

Key Features of the Fuel
Sector
Fuel consumption in developing countries is
growing by an average of 6 per cent a year,
which is about six times the rate in OECD
countries. The type of fuel used in many parts of
Asia is among the most polluting in the world

(GTZ, 1999). Developing countries also use the
most pollution-intensive vehicles, such as diesel
vehicles, two-stroke engines and petrol vehicles
without catalytic converters. Fuel consumption is a
major cause of indoor and outdoor air pollution.
Pollution “hot-spots” — such as the cities of
Mumbai, Jakarta and Mexico City — are growing
in number and intensity. Fossil fuel use also
contributes significantly to CO

2
 emissions. The

share of the transport sector in total global CO
2

emissions already amounts to about 25 per cent,
and is rising.

Fuel prices are modified in most countries, but
there is a lot of variation. In the majority of
countries, petroleum products are taxed, but there
are those — often oil producing countries — which
provide substantial subsidies, selling petroleum to
domestic consumers at below market prices (GTZ,
2001). These include, for example, states in the
former Soviet Union, Iran, Yemen, Venezuela,
Nigeria and Indonesia (see Box 37). Petroleum
importers — like India and China — also subsidise
fuels, although these polices have been revised in
recent years. Some countries, such as Togo and
Niger — have lowered fuel taxes in the last
decade.

Even within countries, different types of fossil fuel
receive different fiscal treatment (as in Kenya, see
Figure 4). While it is common to tax motor fuels,
there are subsidies, tax exemptions or refunds for
other types of fossil fuel: heavy and light fuel oil
(such as those used for heating), kerosene (used
for cooking in many developing countries or as
an airline fuel), coal and coke.

In general, no clear global trend can be
established for fuel taxation.
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EFR in the Fossil Fuel
Sector
Taxes on petrol and diesel fuel accounted for
around 64 per cent of total environmentally
related tax revenues in the 21 OECD member
countries in 1995 (OECD, 2001). In some OECD
countries fuel taxes have become the third-largest
source of tax-revenues. Fuel taxes also reached

Box 37 — Fuel Subsidies in Indonesia and the Islamic Republic of Iran

  n  In In     ,   h  donesia, the gover   nm   dnment dir   t   ectly suu            w  i es oi  r es  h absidises oil prices, which ar        a     h  e among the low       es       est in South-East Asia.
  h   These suu     i , c  b d  h  bsidies, which curr        s b ently absorb mor      h   t n e than 1             ent   t p   o  e 0 per cent of the staat     e bu    g  dget, res       u   ult in lar    m ge economic,

enviro entnmonment     al an           s    s    rd social costs. A r   ec   ecent govver     nment r            h  eview of the su   y ps  bsidy polic   y  y conclu       el ina a  imded that eliminatiing
suu     id  ld b   bsidies would r    e oeduce govveer    e  ennment expen ituditur     e, incr    f ease for       n h  eign exchange ear   ning  n nings an     d reduce
enviro entnmonment      a e,  m  al damage, part    l l  ricularly fr    oro  irom airbor         f ne s   ne emissions of part u ticulat    m te matt     er an   d  d lea       d  h      o id. The net economic

      o  of e s    cost of the su     b   ies a p  bsidies applied t     o ker    e  osene, automotiv        d e  e diesel, in       td  ies  mdustrial diesel, mot      ine   or gasoline an      ea y   d heavy f     uel oil
umamount   ed  ed t                 o lm   on   I     S4      o almost $US4 billion in 2002. It is pr coject     ed a  et  ed that betw      20   00 een 2000 an     200d 200         5 a t tot      o  3a  f Ual of $US36

            lli  ld e   il o       billion would be spent on oil su     b   ei  if bsidies if the    r y ar         e  nc e  n   a d   e left unchanged. In a itddit      th  v  ion, the vaal        o  t  f  fue of lost for geign
  h  eng  aexchange ear     cnings ca   u d  used b     y low        p s w u  er ex t   rer exports would r      U  ea h $  beach $US16 billion.

nIn Ir   n  an petr     eu  r es a  oleum prices ar         t   b  1e only about 1                        h  s  c   wor    t  0 per cent of world prices - the su   s es  bsidies t     ro petr    po  oleum pr uoducts
  u  m  amount t    o o mor                 c      er   Ge than 18 per cent of GDP     Su    . Such su    i  obsidies encour     eage excessiv    ( ae (an    w d wast fef   l)  ul) energgy

onscons mumpt   o  nn, ion, an     d res         ult in su sbstant   ia   fial for    o  egone for     n h   ng  eaeign exchange ear     nings. Remov         h  l  t  al of these suu    id  ldbsidies would
r     elease v     ast resour              h  o   ces that could be reedir tect     ed toowar     d en irvir eonm ntonment        s  aal, social, an        o h  d other expen i uditures
nun erder    p  pinning su tust     ainable dev       p  t  t.   elopment. It is est timat      a    ed that suu     bsidy refoor         ie  ws wo  ld ms would yield welfar     e gains

eq iuiv   n   talent t        a      o about 19 per        f  c   h  Gcent of the GDP.

rSour     ces:    2 UNEP (200   ) n3  3) and     W   d  Dorld Dev    o e  elopment R    e  eport (2003).

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Source: GTZ (2001, p.64). 
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FIGURE 4 The Share of Taxation in the Retail Price of Petroleum Products in Nairobi, Kenya

more than 30 per cent of all tax revenues in
countries like Albania, Madagascar and
Bulgaria. In addition, fuel taxes have stimulated
rapid progress in the fuel efficiency of motor
vehicles.

The high levels of fuel taxes in some countries are
often the result of steady tax increases over the
last few decades. Germany, for example, has
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price policies (pump price: 40 - 63 US cents
per litre diesel and 41 – 75 US cents per litre
super petrol).
Category III - (prices at or below US level) –
the US and other countries that pursue a low-
price policy (pump price: 31 - 39 US cents
per litre diesel and 32 – 40 US cents per litre
super petrol).
Category IV - (subsidised fuel) – these are the
oil subsidising and producing countries, in
which fuel is available for less than the
market price (excluding fuel tax) of 31 US
cents per litre of diesel and 32 US cents per
litre of super petrol.

Different motor fuels are also taxed differently. In
most countries diesel fuel – which is more polluting
— is sold more cheaply than petrol. In this regard
higher product taxes on diesel would have a
positive effect on local air quality. The current
preferential tax treatment of diesel is based on
concerns about competitiveness (diesel is used in
mining and agriculture and for goods
transportation by truck) and distributional impacts
(public transport relies on diesel fuel). Changing
the tax treatment of diesel will inevitably involve
trade-offs between social and environmental
objectives.

Empirical evidence indicates that fuel taxes can
represent a reliable, high volume source of
revenue, essentially because demand is relatively
inelastic and the tax base is relatively large
(OECD, 2001b). Therefore raising fuel prices can
provide significant revenues, save energy and
reduce harmful emissions, and - if done
appropriately - can be progressive. Table 4
demonstrates some estimates of potential
revenues resulting from a 1 US cent tax increase
per litre of transport fuels for selected countries.

Realising the Potential Benefits of
Price Reforms

  m i   Combining f     iscal an     d reegulator    i y instr    tu  uments to
     t  n ce he eenhance the en rviroonment    b al benefiits — Fuel taxes

followed a systematic policy of fuel tax increases
over the past 40 years. Applied diesel tax rates
rose from 4 US cents per litre in 1956 to 44
cents per litre in 2002 and petrol tax from 14
US cents per litre in 1956 to 69 cents per litre in
2002. During the same period German total tax
revenues from these fuels rose from US$0.4 to 42
billion per annum in real terms (ARAL
Aktiengesellschaft 2003).

Fossil fuels in developing countries are generally
lightly taxed. Countries like Venezuela, Iran,
Indonesia, Egypt, Tunisia and Malaysia paid –
partly indirect – subsidies for motor fuels in the
range of 2 to 8 per cent of all their tax revenues
(Metschies, 2003). According to IMF, UNEP and
World Bank (2002):“For the developing world as
a whole, the net effect on the public budget from
phasing out subsidies to gasoline and diesel could
reach US$18 billion. Moreover, if countries with
low taxes on those fuels were to increase them to
the average level in their respective region, the net
effect would add to some US$71 billion”. Hence, in
many countries, ending the under pricing of fuel
could free-up considerable fiscal resources,
reduce wasteful energy use and associated
emissions, and in turn offer considerable potential
for poverty reduction.

For diesel motor fuel prices, four different
categories of countries may be identified
(according to Metschies, 2003; see also Figure
5):

Category I - (prices at the highly taxed EU
and Japan level) – the EU countries, Japan,
and other countries in which the per litre tax
on fuel ranges from 30 to 90 US cents per
litre diesel. Super petrol taxation ranges
between 40 and 115 US cents per litre.
(Resulting pump price: 65 -120 US cents per
litre diesel and 76 - 147 US cents per litre
super petrol).
Category II - (prices between US and mini-
mum EU level – countries that occupy the
range between low-taxed and highly taxed
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FIGURE 5 se  Diesel Pe  s  Diesel Pr ce  n 1rices in 16r ce  n 1  rices in 165 Co tr e  as f 5 Countries (as of 1 o tr e   f 5 C  as  5 Countries (as of 1  e m  2 00 December 2002) e m  2  00 December 2002)

Notes:  The “Red Base Line” represents the world market price for crude oil (North Sea Brent) at Rotterdam port on 10th December 2002. This price 
   was by chance roughly the average crude oil price during the year 2002. 

Source:  Metschies (2003, p.58).

The “Green Base Line” represents the hypothetical sales price for refined and distributed PETROLEUM FUEL, if it were sold as a normal 
commercial commodity e.g. MINERAL WATER. Therefore the green line marks the border between fuel subsidy & taxation. 
This green line also applies to oil producing countries: assuming that the oil production could have been sold abroad, fuel prices are 
effectively subsidised at the expense of the country’s energy sector. 
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on final demand may not be the ideal instrument
to address air pollution impacts. Apart from CO

2
,

most emissions (such as SO
2
 and NO

x
) are only

loosely linked to fuel consumption per se.
Therefore product taxes may only have limited
environmental benefits. Additional instruments will
be needed. Fuel taxes can reduce overall fuel
demand and thereby overall emissions but will not
make “dirty” fuel “cleaner”, as we discussed in
Chapter 3. Regulations specifying the chemical
content of fuels – for example, maximum
concentrations of sulphur – may be needed.
These are implemented at the level of the
refinery, and can be supported by differential
taxation in favour of the “cleaner” fuel. Setting
standards on vehicle maintenance programmes
can also be useful in countries with sufficient
administrative capacity.

R   d   educing a nmdministrativ      m   x  e complexity an     td cost —
Excise duties on fossil fuels are among the policy
measures easiest to levy, especially if they are
collected at the few distribution centres (refineries
or entry points in the case of imported fuels). It is
then the responsibility of the industry to recover
the cost of the tax from the potentially millions of
final consumers - the tax will be reflected (in full)
in the price paid by consumers.

TT l g k  okl g oackling sourackling sour s  o - m an  s  o - m ances of non-complianceces of non-compliance — If fuel
price levels of neighbouring countries differ
significantly, smuggling of fuel may become a
problem, and can undermine the new incentive
structure. Between 20-50 per cent of fuel
consumed in Benin, Togo, Ghana, Burkina Faso,
Mali, Niger, northern Cameroon and Chad is of

Table 4    Potential State Revenues for a Fuel Price Increase of 1 US Cent Per Litre

 FUEL CONSUMPTION BY MOTOR VEHICLES IN 1996 

COUNTRY

 PETROL DIESEL PETROL DIESEL 

ANNUAL 
POTENTIAL 

REVENUE 

 [1,000 TONS] [MILLION LITRE] [US$ MILLION] 

Africa 

Benin 

Burkina Faso 

Kenya 

Morocco 

 

30 

70 

380 

333 

 

78 

50 

498 

1,469 

 

40.0 

93.3 

506.7 

443.5 

 

91.7 

58.8 

585.9 

1,727.7 

 

1.3 

1.5 

10.9 

21.7 

America 

Bolivia 

Mexico 

 

413 

20,700 

 

393 

10,900 

 

551.0 

27,600.0 

 

462.5 

12,823.5 

 

10.1 

404.2 

Asia 

Japan 

Korea, South 

Thailand 

Azerbaijan 

Yemen 

 

38,967 

7,748 

3,860 

601 

979 

 

37,004 

11,511 

9,050 

560 

607 

 

51,955.7 

10,331.1 

5,146.7 

801.3 

1,304.7 

 

43,534.1 

13,542.2 

10,647.1 

658.8 

714.0 

 

954.9 

238.7 

157.9 

14.4 

20.2 

Europe 

Germany 

The Netherlands 

Sweden 

 

28,373 

5,309 

5,523 

 

22,780 

5,070 

1,636 

 

37,830.0 

7,078.4 

7,364.2 

 

26,800.0 

5,964.2 

1,925.2 

 

646.3 

130.4 

92.9 

Source: GTZ (2001). 
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non-taxed origin – mostly smuggled from Nigeria
(GTZ 2001). Diesel prices in Chad are four times
as high as in neighbouring Nigeria. As borders
may be difficult to control, the only solution is
regional co-operation and harmonization of
pricing policies.

In many developing countries kerosene is used for
cooking by low-income households and is
therefore often exempted from taxation. If
kerosene prices are very low and if, due to tax,
prices of other petroleum products are
considerably higher, kerosene is often used to
substitute both diesel and petrol as a transport
fuel. Fuel adulteration results in higher emissions,
worse vehicular performance, and may erode the
tax base. Likewise, if kerosene is too expensive
and fuel wood readily available, households will
switch to the latter for cooking, encouraging
deforestation.

Affected Stakeholders:
Perspectives and Interests
The Poor
Poorer households tend to spend a higher share
of their income on fuel (heating, cooking, mobility
etc) than average. Subsidised fuel prices often
serve as a substitute for a social safety net.
However this is inefficient and costly. Targeted
subsidies to the poor, and the partial earmarking
of revenues for investments in the public transport
sector, could be more appropriate in addressing
social exclusion.

Impacts of fuel price increases will depend on the
country concerned – their structures and the
responsiveness of fuel demand to price changes.
Kerosene price increases, for example, may have
negative effects on poor households. Although
low-income households also use liquefied petrol
gas (LPG), it is often primarily the better-off
households who use it for cooking and water
heating and so benefit from LPG subsidies.

Higher taxes on automotive diesel will probably
raise prices for public transport, but also affect
diesel car owners. The rural poor who often do
not have as much access to modern fuels and rely
more on biomass for cooking will likely be less
affected by price increases. Targeted, time
bounded subsidies for fuels used particularly by
the poor might be an option to help poor gain
access to modern fuels, such as liquefied petrol
gas (or electricity).

In general transport policies are more
progressive than energy policies, mainly because
transport environmental controls affect the rich
relatively more than do energy environmental
controls. Controls on private transport have a
relatively smaller effect on the lower income
groups than do controls on public transport
(Markandya and Streimikiene, 2003).

Government Administration
Fuel taxes are usually introduced for fiscal
reasons. Because of their high revenue potential
and administrative simplicity they are generally
supported by the Ministries of Finance. In
countries struggling with high inflation rates
however, there is a fear that rising fuel prices will
intensify inflation.

Other departments, like those responsible for
economic development, transport, energy and
industry are often linked with the interests of
related industries, and therefore tend to oppose
price reforms – particularly if they involve tax
increases. Ministries of Environment seldom get
involved in these debates. Moreover, in
developing countries such ministries are often
weak, and therefore not able to robustly argue
the environmental case for economic instruments.

Politicians
Politicians face pressure “from the street”. In many
countries, popular discontent (especially from the
urban middle classes) has forced the revision - or
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even the cancellation – of planned tax increases
or subsidy reform. This is particularly acute in oil-
producing countries where petroleum products
have historically being subsidised thereby
creating entrenched patterns of dependence, in
such cases, cheap fuel is almost considered a
right. For example in Indonesia (see Box 36)
popular discontent forced the state to revise
proposed hikes in petrol prices in 1998.

Consumers in oil importing countries are likely to
have a greater appreciation of the scarcity value
of petroleum products, and therefore be more
open to paying higher prices.

international competitiveness for the industry.
Given the features of the chronically
undersupplied world market for crude oil, a
possible small decrease in domestic demand is
not very likely to affect the profit margins of
petroleum companies.

Energy-intensive Industry
Clearly, the more energy-intensive an industry,
the greater the impact an increase in the price of
fuel has on total production costs. This may result
in competitive disadvantages for the industry if:
(a) substitute energy inputs are limited in the
short-run, (b) the industry is subject to international
competition, and/or (c) trade measures like border
tax adjustments cannot be applied due to
international rules. On the back of these
concerns energy-intensive industry often lobbies,
with great success, for relief from price increases.

Other Industry
The effect of higher fuel prices on the wider
industry depends on the structure and
consumption patterns of the economy. Where
cheap fuel is traditionally consumed by industry,
or affects production and consumption patterns,
there will be strong resistance to price rises. This
will be the case where, for example, car
producers build vehicles with high petrol
consumption, where gas stations sell large
amounts of petrol, and where out-of-town
shopping centres profit from people owning cars
and petrol being cheap. Employees of these
businesses share the same interests – jobs and
wages depend on the companies’ profits. People
may live far away from their jobs. An increase of
fuel taxes is very likely to be heavily opposed by
businesses and households.

In countries where fuel prices have been high for
a long time, further tax increases might face less
severe opposition. Businesses have already
structurally adapted to the high level of fuel
taxation. Some of them might even depend on

Upstream and Downstream Petroleum
Industry
Due to their economic and political power – not
least in situations where there is limited
competition between few producers and sellers –
petroleum companies are a very influential
lobbying group in many countries. Invariably they
vehemently oppose higher fuel taxes. But
petroleum companies are also accused of taking
advantage of raised taxes by hiding price
increases behind them.

Moreover, if border tax adjustments are properly
applied, tax increases should not lead to loss of

Box 38 — The Difficulties of Fuel Price
Hikes in Indonesia

nnInIn o  ne  ones  donesia wdonesia wa    o   r  e u   a   e ou   ras among the countries hit haras among the countries hit hard   bd  bdest bdest byyyy
 e e the Athe A  i  i  sian fsian fina ia  a ina ia  ainancial aninancial and  is   o i  c . d o i  c is . d economic crisis. Od economic crisis. O  of  ofne ofne of
 e oe othe conthe con iiditdit ns w t  t     sns w t  t  sions within the sions within the suu ssbseqbseq  Ment Fent MFuent IMFuent IMF

aa j t  u  pju t  pdjustment prdjustment progrogra  ee ma e emamme demanamme demand   s   h   td  h  s  tded the phasing outded the phasing out
 f  fof fof f l  el uel suel suub   i  in b i  in bsidies in Inbsidies in In n  s  nes  donesia bdonesia b    y 19y 199999  h  in W   Wh  in. When in. When in

MMaa    y 19y 1999  p c     p c  8 prices f8 prices f r  rr ror petror petr   p poleum proleum pr u   u  oducts roducts r    ose bose byy
oovv    er two-thirer two-thir   e r es rds, widesprds, widespreaeaeaea  d ad ad and an  lent r   lent rd violent prd violent protototot ssestsests
ffoooror   c  h  c  h  ced the goced the govv rererer ent nm  nment nment tnment t    o ro r s  t  inc  s  t  incevise the increvise the incr s .s .eases.eases.

i  le eile erWhile therWhile ther    de   e   de is no doue is no dou  t t    t t bt that enerbt that energ   g  gy sgy suu i  s e  as ies absidies arbsidies aree
 r r   r ra major dra major dr   h  g  t    th  gain on the goain on the govvvverer    nment bnment buu   g   g   dget, the issdget, the iss eeueue
   is politis polit  i  nsic ll  g l  ic ll  ig l  nsically highly sensitically highly sensitivivivive.e.

rSour     ce: IEIE     A (19999).
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them – the market shares of the small, fuel-
efficient vehicles built by some firms depend on
high fuel prices. The public transport sector and
rail cargo enterprises are also likely to benefit
from high fuel taxes.

It is often argued that if fuel prices rise, so will all
other prices in the economy, because
transportation and agriculture costs more.
However the share of transportation in the final
(cost) price of most goods is typically small. Fuels
consumed in agriculture are also often exempt
from fuel taxes.

Managing the Reform
Process: Key Points
Given that most people experiencing fuel price
increases will see it in a negative light, reforms
must be carefully designed in order to foster
support and/or ease political resistance. The
following points will help to these ends.

ha e  s  hase  Phased anPhased an   q qd seqd seq n  r n  ruenced ruenced reeefef rroror ssmsms — The more time
that people have to adapt to higher fuel prices,
the lower will be the perceived cost of
adjustment. Sudden price hikes should be avoided
as we illustrated in Box 36). We discussed the
merits of “gradual” approaches to implementation
in previous chapters.

  l i  d  Building puu   c  blic awar    n ss eness an      s n   u  td using the
rev senues — Earmarking part of the revenues for
social (and environmental purposes) is a proven
way of promoting widespread acceptance of tax
increases. Partial earmarking for investment in
the public transport sector and to support
targeted compensatory measures for the poor
may mitigate negative impacts on low-income
households. Investments in urban planning can
help reduce the long-term need for transport and
fuel demand. Information campaigns telling
people how to drive in such a way as to conserve
energy and reduce costs in the process, for
example, will also help. Increased awareness of
the health impacts of energy-related (air)
pollution will also build support for price reforms.

Fuel taxes will yield high levels of revenue that
may be used to fund more general poverty
reduction programmes. The contribution of fuel
taxes to such programmes should be advertised.

Capit       o tual  n ralising on opportunit sies — In countries that
import petroleum products, a foreign exchange
crisis can often increase public awareness of the
true costs of subsidised fuel. This in turn can
increase the acceptability of price reforms.
Declining world oil prices also provides a
window of opportunity for introducing taxes or
reducing subsidies, since it is possible to keep
retail prices constant.
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10

The Provision of Power Services

Introduction

In this chapter we consider the potential role
of EFR within another vital component of the
energy sector – the generation and
distribution of electricity and provision of

power services. Electricity is used for lighting,
communication, motive power, pumping water in
agriculture and — in urban areas — for cooking
and refrigeration. Access to electricity is essential
for poverty alleviation and a precondition for
achieving the Millennium Goals. Today 1.6 billion
people or 27 per cent of the world population
still do not have access to electricity – 99 per
cent of these people live in developing countries,
80 per cent of them in rural areas. In many
African countries, not even 10 per cent of the
population have access to electricity (Johansson
and Goldemberg, 2002).

Subsidies are widespread in the power sector of
developing countries – government intervention
lowers the cost of electricity generation and/or
distribution, raises the price received by
generators, and/or lowers the price paid by end-
users. Our focus is on the role of subsidies, and
the potential that lies in their reduction. By
potential we mean the contribution that subsidy
reform can make to increasing access of the poor
to electricity and improving the efficiency of the
existing power system.

Key Features of the Power
Sector
The main share of the world’s electricity
(approximately 80 per cent) is generated through
the combustion of fossil fuels, such as oil, coal and

natural gas. In most countries the price of fossil
fuels and electricity is subject to government
intervention – prices are subsidised (mainly for
social and/or political reasons) and/or is taxed
(mainly for fiscal and/or environmental reasons). It
is worth recalling that not all government
interventions have a direct effect on prices. The
government can implement measures that have
an indirect effect on price or cost – for example
market access restrictions, demand guarantees
and mandated deployment rates.

As mentioned in Chapter 9, different energy
commodities usually receive different fiscal
treatment. The electricity sector is no exception
and in most countries there are a wide range of
subsidies and cross-subsidies within the sector.
According to IMF, UNEP and World Bank (2002),
for 1999: “the developing world subsidized
electricity at a rate of 4 per cent for a total
subsidy of US$102 billion, or 2 per cent of the
developing world’s GDP. A large share of this
amount is attributable to countries of the former
Soviet Union, where access to electricity is
widespread and subsidies amount to almost 14
percent of GDP. In Sub-Saharan Africa, where
access to electricity is low, and Latin America and
the Caribbean, where the sector has been
reformed, subsidies account for around 9 percent
of total subsidies.”

In developing countries most subsidies in this
sector target consumers, usually through price
controls that hold retail prices below the full cost
of supply. In contrast, most subsidies in OECD
countries target producers, usually in the form of
direct payments or support for research and
development (UNEP, 2003a).
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In general the subsidisation of electricity
encourages overuse – (in other words, using more
than is economically efficient) – and therefore
wasting a scarce resource. Moreover, because
most electricity is produced by burning fossil fuels,
this form of price subsidy causes more pollution,
adversely affecting local air quality and further
contributing to global warming. Besides these
environmental costs, subsidies mean there is also
a financial price to pay. As well as the overall
cost of the subsidy programme – uncollected tax
revenue or the loss of income to the electricity
provider– which can be a constant drain on the
government budget, there are also administration
and transaction costs to consider. Administration
costs can be significant, especially in preventing
“cheating” when the subsidy scheme involves cash
transfers to producers and/or consumers.

The economic impacts of subsidies are not
restricted to direct financial effects on the
national treasury – subsidies can hinder
development indirectly. If prices do not cover the
full cost, electricity producers and/or suppliers
may not have enough income to replace and
modernize (and so improve the efficiency of)
older equipment or to open up new markets, for
example, through extension of the power grid.
Producers may not even earn enough to cover
running costs, never mind the fixed costs. In these
cases, power outages often occur and low-
consumption households are usually the first to be
disconnected. This works against the underlying
social objective, because low consumption
households also tend to be the poorest. These
people may eventually have to fall back on
traditional energy sources, such as charcoal or
wood, to meet their needs.

In principle, subsidies targeted at low-income
households may have a role to play in alleviating
poverty and promoting social development.
However as we have just stressed, broad-based
subsidies can have overall negative economic
and environmental impacts, and if they are

poorly targeted will not achieve poverty
reduction goals. There is therefore scope for
carefully designed EFR in the power sector that
potentially yields economic and environmental
gains, while ensuring the provision of power to
the poor.

EFR in the Power Sector
There is no generally applicable, off-the-shelf
“model” for EFR in the power sector. Reform will
be country specific, with each government
making trade-offs between the economic,
environmental and social impacts of EFR, as well
as between those producers/consumers that stand
to win or lose. As an illustration, the experiences
of India and South Africa in the power sector are
summarised in Box 39 and Box 40, respectively.

Nonetheless certain lessons, general good
practice guidelines, and criteria for subsidy reform
programmes (in the context of EFR) have emerged
from both OECD and non-OECD country
experiences (UNEP 2003a):

Subsidies that accrue to all producers and
consumers regardless of their income will not
deliver pro-poor development cost-effectively.
It is easier to target specific user groups (poor
households) when the subsidised energy
product is supplied through a fixed distribution
network, such as the power grid. Targeting is
more difficult in the case of energy products
that can be traded in an open market. The
design of the subsidy itself can also influence
its ability to target. For example capacity
subsidies (subsidising the fixed monthly cost of
maintaining a connection to the grid for those
households subscribing to the lowest capacity)
are often more effective at targeting the poor
than commodity subsidies (subsidising the tariff
which households pay for a fixed amount of
electricity). This is because consumption can
be determined as much by household size as
income, but the two are not mutually exclusive.
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capacity subsidies with commodity subsidies
for the lowest consumption threshold.
Subsidies or taxes should not undermine
incentives for suppliers to provide, or for
consumers to use, electricity efficiently. For
consumers the smaller the subsidy, the greater
the incentive to conserve. For producers it is
important that the burden of price support for
consumers does not fall on generators or they
might find it difficult to supply a reliable
service or increase the capacity and/or
efficiency of the generating and/or supply
network. Similarly, the cross-subsidisation of
consumer prices should be avoided, since this
will undermine the competitiveness of industry.
This means that where price support for small,
poor consumers is deemed necessary, it
should be financed from the national treasury.
Subsidies should be justified by a thorough
analysis of the associated costs and benefits.
As circumstances change, analysis should be
ongoing. It may be the case however, that the
expertise to conduct the analysis may be
lacking. In these cases there is a role for
building the necessary capacity and housing
it in the right institutions.
In evaluating the impacts of reform on
electricity supply and consumption, it is
important (as stressed above) to consider the
interactions between subsidies and the tax
system across the energy sector as a whole.
What matters is the overall net economic and
environmental impact of the reform. It is
therefore important to make a distinction
between gross subsidies and net subsidies
(adjusted for tax), since taxes will reduce the
impact of subsidies on price, just as subsidies
will reduce the impact of taxes on price.
The amount of subsidy or tax should be
affordable to the national treasury or power
provider. Equally, it must be possible to
administer the reform without incurring
excessive costs. This will involve balancing
estimated revenue effects with administration
costs and assurance efforts.

Subsidy programmes should have limited
duration, preferably set at the outset, so
consumers and producers do not get “locked-
in” to the subsidies and the cost of the
programme does not spiral out of control.

Box 39 — Expanding the Distribution of
Electricity in South Africa

n  n In 19In 199911      , only 3, only 3  r     3  ent  ol   h3 er ent  ol   h3 per cent of households in South3 per cent of households in South
AA ic  a ic  africa hafrica had   c e  d c es  d access td access to r t to tr to electricityo electricity    . B. B  200y y 200y 200y 200     h  h3 this ha3 this hadddd
i  ts  is  trisen trisen t  c   e  c e o close to close to  o o 7o 7   c   e    er c  0 per cent. Y0 per cent. Y  or  nnecr  onnecearly connectearly connectiiionion

rratat  a  aes haves hav   a ae ave av rrerer  r  raged araged arououounoun  d d d 4d 45555    0,000 o0,000 ovv  tr er ter theer the
 1s  s  1last 1last 1    0 y0 yeaeaearear .  . s. Us. Untnt  002     i 002  iil 2002 the electrifil 2002 the electrificaticationion

rrprprooogrogr m  w m  wamme wamme w    as fas f nnunun d  d ded bded b  e   t e ty the sty the statat  u  ue ute ut li y Et  lity Eility (Eskility (Esk )omom)om)om)
nnanan    a   a  d local god local govverer  . . nments. Honments. Howwevev       er since Esker since Eskomom

  t a  a tbecame a tbecame a taxax b   b  able entable ent  h  p t   th  pity, the prity, the pr rrogrogr  am  m  aamme hasamme has
rr eieieceiveceiv    ed “on-bed “on-buu g  f g  fdget” fdget” f nnunun ing  is   ring  is rding. This rding. This rouououtoute  e e we waaasas
h  n   h  n chosen in fchosen in faaavav   e  r o  ep  rr o  eep  rour of deepening crour of deepening croooss-soss-suuuub d   b d  bsidies inbsidies in

 t t  i  e  r ng e t t  r ing the electricity pricing systthe electricity pricing syst m  a m  aem, anem, an     d   li  d   li  d is in line withd is in line with
 e ae athe Natthe Nat   io  ic  io  ic  ional Electricity Rional Electricity R le ae laegulategulatororor’or’  b  bs brs broaoa  ol ic olicd policd policyy

o    i   a  of  e c   oa  of  e ic   goal of making electricity prices morgoal of making electricity prices mor   r re re reflece leceflecteflectiviv   o oe ofe of
ssu  t u  tupply costs.upply costs.

rSource:     m   a  Eunomia Resear    nc  ch an    ns Cd Cons tult   ng 0 2ing (200 )33).

Other factors to consider when formulating price
or subsidy reforms in the power sector include:

Po colic    o c ry coher   n   ence an    u d dou     ble taxaxatatiion – EFR in
the power sector must be coherent with general
objectives or policies for the energy sector as a
whole. To structure, orientate, and co-ordinate
policies for the energy sector, many countries
design energy development strategies. Such
strategies focus on: (1) Improving access to
energy supplies, for example the extension of the
provision of power services, and the distribution
network for kerosene or liquefied petrol gas. (2)
Making these energy supplies affordable by
increasing the efficiency of the supply chain
(production/generation, distribution and end-use)
and/or introducing appropriate pricing regimes.
They also address the liberalisation of electricity
markets, improving performance of state-owned
enterprises and issues of energy security.
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Given the predominance of fossil fuels in the
generating mix, EFR in the power sector must
consider pricing policies for fuel inputs to
generation and the distribution of the electrical
output. As such, it is important that EFR
(particularly “downstream”, or after power has
been generated) takes into account the existing
(or reformed) tax treatment of those fossil fuels
used to fire power stations. Situations may arise in
which reform to the tax treatment of liquid, solid
or gaseous fuels partially offsets the economic,
environmental and/or social objectives underlying
EFR. It is also possible that uncoordinated EFR in
different parts of the energy sector could result in
the double taxation of certain energy products.
For example, if a “downstream” tax is introduced
to encourage businesses to use energy more
efficiently, and the tax is levied on electricity, coal
and gas, then it is necessary to exempt the coal
and gas used to generate electricity, since
electricity itself is taxed. Failing to do so would
result in businesses being effectively taxed twice
for their use of electricity.

n  Using sn   Using suub d e  fbsidies fd e  fb  bsidies f r nor en r nor en ivirivironmentonment  al gains  al gains - It
should be noted that the role of EFR, as its name

suggests, is to reform. It does not necessarily
advocate the abolition of all subsidies. Carefully
designed and time-limited subsidies may have a
role to play in encouraging the uptake of
renewable energy technologies (such as wind
turbines), with possible local employment benefits
as well as clear environmental benefits. Likewise,
subsidies (in the form of tax differentials) can be
used to encourage generators to switch fuel (for
example, tax differentials in favour of low sulphur
or low carbon fuels). The use of subsidies to these
ends should be justified by rigorous cost-benefit
analyses.

PP  guide  rices guided b i e   gu d  rices guided b  ny en  ny en ivirivironmentonment  al impacts  al impacts — Even
where electricity is priced at full (financial) cost-
recovery levels, there is still a “purist” economic
case for raising the price further. If resources are
to be allocated efficiently then consumers should
pay the full social cost — including the
uncompensated environmental costs — of the
generation and distribution of their electricity.
However even this line of argument, which is most
relevant to market economies, would cap price
increases. Therefore EFR in the power sector

Box 40 — Subsidy Reform in the Indian Power Sector

Ener    g  gy su   d  b  bsidies hav        a ong    e a long tra tdit      i   n ion in In   a   dia. Frr    om om 197     7 onwaar     s   a  mds, in man    sy y stat         h  b r i y s es electricity has been
rproo   v   vided t    o o farmmer     s an         d     ol  t ig  d households at highly su   b  is  bsidised rat   .  es. Tariff         y fs o  r it  s on electricity f    ic t g ror agricultur   a  p al purp esposes

ha      n   d, in part        e  l , o   picular, become a polit   a  ins ical instr     ument t         fo win f rar em rmer       s   v  a s as a vot       e      e bloc, with fr    e  oee poww     er s   u   tupply to
icg ragricultur    c al consu eumer       s a  s also exist       i  in o e tng  m  ing in some staat    es  Aes. Ac occor    d  ding t              m      s   o a Planning Commission of In    ia rdia r ,ep teport,

  r ity t  electricity suu    oi  c ubsidies account   ed  ed f     Uor US$7.           a a   0 b    9 billion annually in 2000-0       1; a      1; that is 1.            f   c   9 per cent of GDP  .  . The
vaver    a e age lev         o    s  el of cost recovver         t     y of the st tat      elec  b r  e electricity boar   d  nt ads amount     ted t       7 onl  o only 7             ent  e    in  0 per cent in the year

2000–01.

A    o h although aver      i   el c  age electricity t rarifff    v s hav     e incr    sea  nifeased signif   c nt   icantly ov       r      er the past f    ew ew yeaear     a r us, agricultur     e an     hd the
mdomest   i  tc ic sect    nt or cont    e inue t         o  i     el c   so get electricity at su     rbsidised rat   s   es, st         ill la ing  v      ill placing a heavy bur       e   s  n   den on some st tate

bu   g   Des itdgets. Despit      h  f t  e the f           t  ed c     act that the need f    ro  or refefor          i  no er  s   m is no longer quest         ,  l  f  a a k  ioned, a lack of consens    h ps mus hamper     s the
refoor    r m pr    o  Suocess. Su     bsidy removv         al is st         w t     rill met with str     pong polit   a  r ical res tesist     ance. A         s a res       u   ult, the refoor         t  I   m of the Inddian
Pow     er Sect     or pr   o s sc  oceeds steaea        lb  dily, albeit slowly..

    A r   nt /I U EPecent UNEP/IE     A fun         ded case stu        o  t  y f  dy of electricity suu   id  b  bsidies concluu      h  ed  t  ded that the           o  b  iny hold back inv       e   hestment in the
opow     eer sect            h   m  nsor   is a  or, which is a major constr        on ono ic a   m  evaint on economic dev     ent.  m   uelopment. The stu       esd   dy also est aimimat     e  th  s t es that removving

   e the su     id   b  o  bsidies would r    dc  aeduce deman         h  ld  t  ongd in the long-r    n un b      o   a u  y about 3        p     c  4 per cent, lea   d  t ding t         o a r ueduct      in o  nion in carbon
odio       e    i   xide emissions of 9       .  9 Mt C.

rSour     ces:    ( GoI (200      EP  N  01), UNEP (200        I 0     3a), WRI (2002), IE    1 A (199   9   9), D   t   att, Gar     g an     ad Nar    0 2ang (200    E I3), IE    0 0A (2002).96
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“the higher the better”, even where reform is
steered by the “ecological and social truth” of
electricity use32.

Affected Stakeholders:
Perspectives and Interests
Although electricity subsidies can impose high
costs on the economy, potentially lead to
environmental harm, and do not always benefit
those groups that need support, they are not
easily reformed or removed. Subsidies in the
power sector are typically characterised by “lock-
in” situations, where economic structures,
production and consumption patterns adapt to
low prices over time, and therefore become
resistant to change. Short-term adjustment costs
of policy reform therefore tend to be relatively
high. Subsidies also induce rent-seeking
behaviour, and recipients tend to vigorously
defend these rents, building up strong lobbying
power in the process. One recent example of this
was the demonstrations in parts of India in 2000
following the announcement of plans to raise
electricity prices. Moreover, the position of those
who stand to lose from reform often goes
unopposed. It is easy to understand why. The cost
of reform per capita to those individuals currently
benefiting from subsidies significantly outweighs
the benefits per capita of reform to society as a
whole (who bear the burden of the current
subsidy regime). The latter group therefore have
little incentive to lobby for reform, whereas the
former have an interest in arguing for
maintaining the status quo. In addition, given that
subsidies are an easy way for governments to
foster political support, governments themselves
contribute to the “lock-in” situation.

As a result, EFR requires strong political will,
driven by internal pressure or external forces
(such as an economic crisis or donor pressure) to
push through subsidy reform.

Box 41 — The Challenge of Providing
Free-basic Services to Poor Households
in South Africa

I    In 2000 the goI       In 2000 the govv rererernment u   nment announced its intent u   nm    nment announced its intentententent nionnion
tttt  po pr  po proo id  vide frid   vide fr  b s  t t  ee basic electricity, w s  t t   b   ee basic electricity, watat r er anr  er andd
s nitsanits nitsanitatat   ion services t    ion services t  or h s   po poor households. Each poor o  s   p r h   o poor households. Each poor
h s  whousehold wh  s  whousehold w s tas t ts as t  o r  o receiveceiv  5e 5  5e 5  k   0 kWh of fr    k   0 kWh of freeee
lec c   m  electricity per month. Lel c   m  ec    electricity per month. Lo  ocal go o  ocal govvvverer  nments mainly  nments mainly

pprpproo id  vided fi  d  vided funun i  wit  limitding, with limit wit  l iti   imding, with limit  ed a  ed a ddditdddit ona  fional fona   fional funun sdssds
pprpproo id  bvided bi  d  bvided by th  nay the nat h  y t  nay the natio  ional go io  ional govverernm nt rnment frnt nm  rnment fr  om 200  om 2003.3.3.3.
OOOOne   jo  ob tne of the major obst    o tne   jo  bne of the major obsta l s in acles in rl  i  a es n acles in r  t holling out the t   holling out the
pprpprogrogra e amme wa  e amme w  has ho  has ho  b t tw best t b t   tw best t  to t  to tarar t th  sget the st h  s t  get the suu s y bsidy ts y  bsidy toooo
t  rthe poort  r the poor  . Cons  . Consu r umer ru  er umer r segistrsegistraataatio  tion, thr tio  ion, thr h desholdh deshold
cconscconsu pumptu pumpt  ion lev  ion lev  aels an a els and td self-t td d self-tarargetget  ing thr  ing throughough
ccurccurrrrrent ent limit ent ent limitatations hions havio  ns hions hav  b  pe been pr   b  pe been pr o  soposed as o  soposed as
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Subsidy reform in the power sector will affect
different stakeholders in different ways, and its
effects are largely country specific. That said,
certain general observations can be made.

The Poor
In many developing countries the rural, and
sometimes even the urban poor, are not
connected to the electricity grid. This means that
many poor households might not be directly
affected by subsidy reform. Equally, these
households are not benefiting from the existing
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subsidy regime, regardless of whether that is one
of the objectives. Even when households currently
appear to pay nothing directly for electricity,
alternative ways of obtaining similar energy
services give rise to opportunity costs – the
collection of wood for example, involves time and
labour costs. Low-income households may actually
be willing to pay for the financially more
expensive, but healthier and less labour intensive
public supply. This, however, will not be an option
for subsistence households.

In summary, electricity subsidies implemented for
social reasons are usually not well targeted at the
poor. Indeed, relatively better-off households
primarily benefit from low (subsidised) electricity
prices and potentially lose from subsidy reform.
However if price increases lead to improvements
in service reliability, all connected households will
benefit. In general, subsidy reform should be
implemented with measures that minimise the
financial impact on households, particularly the
poorest. This should include programmes to
increase the efficiency of household applications,
which can lead to bill decreases even if the price
rises, and programmes of welfare payments to
protect the poorest.

Politicians
The granting of subsidies is a relatively easy
instrument for getting support from the populace.
By granting subsidies to certain sectors (like
mining or agriculture), politicians can win key
“vote blocs” (from miners or farmers). For this
reason, it may prove difficult to convince some
politicians to give up one of the most powerful
sources of political patronage. And although all
these activities are cost-effective for the state,
they require a lot of action which can initially
make them less appealing to politicians than
other measures.

Government Administration
It is in the interests of the national treasury to
narrowly define target groups for subsidies, since

this will reduce the programme cost as well as the
administration costs. Hence, the Ministry of
Finance is likely to be an important advocate of
subsidy reform in order to relieve public budgets.
Subsidy reform will free up public resources which
can be used to support other, better-targeted
expenditures. However as mentioned above,
special (compensation) programmes for the poor
or other actors significantly burdened by higher
prices, may need to be implemented.

Industry
To offset subsidies to some consumers (primarily
households), commercial consumers are sometimes
charged significantly higher tariffs. In India for
example, the average tariff for industry amounted
to 2.9 Rupees per kWh in 1997/98, compared to
1.3 Rupees per kWh for households and 0.3
Rupees per kWh for agriculture. Average costs
were 2.3 Rupees per kWh, which means that
industry partly financed government subsidy
policies (IEA, 1999). Some enterprises even
switched to auto-production of electricity due to
these high electricity tariffs. Sectors that bear a
disproportionate share of the costs of subsidies
will naturally support reform.

Reliability and quality of service can be even
more important to business than the price of
electricity. Frequent power outages hinder
economic growth because, for example, orders
may be delayed, refrigerated items may spoil and
computer data lost. In such cases improvements in
energy service provision will help gain
widespread support for subsidy reform in the
medium term among the private sector.

Higher electricity prices will have a
disproportionately large affect on energy-
intensive industry such as steel, paper, cement,
chemicals and aluminium. These industries
therefore have a strong incentive to oppose
reform that will result in a price increase.
Additionally, these industries may make significant
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influence the political will for reform. But it is still
possible to design subsidy reform that protects the
competitiveness of energy-intensive industries -
mitigating resistance - and still yields
improvements in energy efficiency. For example,
by making careful use of reduced rates,
exemptions and so on, in combination with
negotiated agreements to use energy more
efficiently. However when considering such
compensatory measures the government must
make sure that protecting the position of these
industries is commensurate with the costs of
diverting funds to a limited set of industries.

Civil Society
Civil society is ambivalent about price rises.
Environment NGOs in particular, will support
renewable energy production through the partial
earmarking of tax revenues, or the granting of
targeted and time-limited subsidies or tax
differentials. However they may be sceptical
about EFR if it is undertaken in a context of
energy privatisation. There are cases where
privatisation has not been complemented by a
strict social, ecological and economic regulatory
framework, with negative results. They may also
favour decentralised renewable energy sources
over expansion of the power-grid. In some cases
this strategy is also more cost-effective.

Managing the Reform
Process: Key Points
Even in cases where clear economic,
environmental and social benefits could be
realised for the nation as a whole, EFR requires
strong political will. The approaches outlined
below are useful in mitigating resistance.

ld  cas  arBuild a case arl   as  ard  c  Build a case arounoun  pd pr p d pr b e s it  the e i toblems with the existb e s i  th  i t  e e toblems with the existiingiing
rrserviceservice — Subsidies and cross-subsidies are

usually economically unstable, though by contrast

they tend to be highly stable politically. Therefore
pressure for reform often has its roots in economic
problems that eventually transform into political
pressure. As explained above, subsidies induce
excessive demand yet raise insufficient funds to
maintain the infrastructure. This in turn leads to
poor quality energy services, like frequent power
outages, which may foster consumers’ support for
reforms. It may also contribute to a local or
national fiscal crisis that gives creditors the
opportunity to stimulate reforms.

Pu       l    fb i   a e blicise the case f    r or r feform — To actively build
up political pressure, a coherent, evidence-based
case for reform – including the analysis of the
economic, environmental and social benefits of
reform – should be made available to the general
public. For instance, consumers need to know why
their village only receives electricity once a
week. The case should clearly identify the overall
benefits of EFR with respect to the economy as a
whole, identifying who loses (and by how much)
and who wins (and by how much).

      ha e n h  rs   e Phase in the reef ror   s  grms graadually — EFR should be
implemented gradually, in a programmed fashion.
Given the “lock-in” scenario described earlier,
this will mitigate the financial pain of those who
stand to lose most from the reform. Gradualism
also gives potential losers time to adapt in the
short-term. Converting “off-budget” subsidies to
“on-budget” subsidies helps make the case for
reform more transparent, and is often a good
transitional step to further price reforms. (It is also
a good way of publicising the cost of the existing
pricing regime – see above.)

Clearly, the larger the reform, and the bigger the
likely economic and social effects, the more
gradual the pace of reform should be. However
even here there are trade-offs to be made, since
slowing down the pace of reform will result in
additional administration costs, and delay
realisation of the full net benefits.
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Mak     se strat              e   egic use of the rev ueenue — If
introducing a tax or modifying a subsidy reduces
the real income of a specific consumer group (poor
households, for instance), compensatory measures
could be introduced to directly raise real income
levels — direct support is likely to be more effective
in any case. Even if the latter is not a primary
objective of the reform, it may be the price that the
government has to pay to get public “buy-in” for
the policy. The extent to which a government can
support the real incomes of those (poorest)
households affected by the reform, depends on the
institutional capacity and network for distributing
payments to those households.

The problem of access to electricity for rural
communities has already been highlighted.
Earmarking some of the revenues for rural energy
supply programmes promotes poverty reduction,
which will foster public acceptance.

Some of the revenue could also be used to
support demand-side management (DSM)
measures. Like investment in rural electrification,
DSM measures33 have high potential to foster
widespread support.

100
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11

The Provision of Water Services

“Water consumption in the country has dra-
matically increased due to extremely low pric-
es for water and consequent lack of incentives
for consumers to save it, and a lack of effective
mechanisms of water resource utilisation and
management”

Tajikistan Poverty Reduction Strategy (2002)

Introduction

Improving access to safe water is among the
key dimensions of the global fight against
poverty, figuring prominently among the
Millennium Development Goals. In exploring

the scope for EFR in the provision of water
services, we focus on the political economy of
water, but recognise that non-price measures are
as critical in water policy reforms. Broader issues,
such as the control of water pollution in upstream
watersheds, the exploitation of non-renewable
sources, or the allocation between agriculture,
industry and urban uses, can be mentioned only
in passing. The pricing of water services should
not be considered in isolation from these other
issues.

Water pricing is politically controversial, but often
vital in generating sufficient revenues to maintain
the system and extend the provision of water
services – particularly to rural areas or urban
slums where many poor households lack formal
water supplies. Charging for water can also
encourage more efficient use of this scarce
resource. As with all pricing reforms, the poor
may be adversely affected. There are many ways
of avoiding this however, including through the
use of targeted subsidies.

In general, water pricing is relevant to a wide
range of situations and can be considered by
countries at various stages of development.

Key Features of the
Water Services Sector
The management of water resources is inherently
political due to the numerous competing claims
made on it by different sections of society, from
farmers and industrialists to households and
planners. In many countries, water is culturally
and religiously symbolic. Safe water is: (a) a social
good to which every human being is entitled to
have access by virtue of their basic rights, (b) a
public good because of the benefits it provides in
the form of food security and public health, and
(c) an economic good which bears a price,
reflecting the willingness-to-pay among different
users.

In many countries, growing scarcity of water
against a background of increasing demand
magnifies the political nature of water
management. In developing countries over the
last 50 years water use in agriculture has
increased twofold, while worldwide industrial use
has increased six-fold. The expenditure required
to develop the infrastructure for a water system is
large, as are the funds required to cover the day-
to-day operation and maintenance of the system.
In practice, only very small portions of these costs
are recovered from those who benefit from the
services the system provides. As a result, subsidies
to the water sector represent an enormous drain
on public budgets. In developing countries like
India and Egypt, for example, subsidies on water
utility delivery tariffs have been estimated at
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US$4,000 and US$713 million per annum
(Pagiola et al, 2002). But growing water scarcity,
rapidly deteriorating infrastructure, and declining
coverage and quality of water services, are
leading many governments to consider increasing
cost recovery on supplying water services.

EFR in the Water Services
Sector
Objectives of Price Reform
Reform of water pricing policies has several
objectives, including:

Improving the efficiency of using and allocat-
ing water, and encouraging water conserva-
tion.
Cost recovery to cover infrastructure and
recurring costs, and to ease strains on the
public budget.
Increasing coverage and access to water
services.

Water pricing policy may arbitrate between
these different objectives by discriminating
between different uses, or by transferring income
between sectors through cross-subsidisation.

Given that access to piped drinking water is
largely confined to the richest households in many
developing countries, there is a high potential for
fiscal, environmental and pro-poor benefits. The
potential benefits of reducing water subsidies
include:

Providing the financial resources to reverse
the deterioration of infrastructure and expand
services to poor communities.
Reducing strains on the public budget.
Reducing waste of water and preserving the
resource for the future.

Pricing reform means more than moving towards
the theoretical ideal of economic pricing of water

to reflect the full costs of its use, and ultimately to
encourage an efficient allocation between
competing uses. Basing reform on purely
economic efficiency criteria is doomed to failure,
not simply because of administrative and
institutional barriers, but because of political
resistance by user groups.

With respect to drinking water, a key issue
concerns the line of accountability between
water-supply companies, water users and public
authorities. Water pricing can play an important
role in reducing the financial dependence of
water supply companies on public authorities,
while encouraging water users to play an active
role in monitoring the quality of services provided
by the water company, and to demand “value for
their money”34. Thus water pricing can only be a
part of a broader package of institutional reform.

The effectiveness of water pricing policy depends
on the pricing methods chosen, the sector
affected, and the institutional context specific to
the location. Water pricing may be based on
volumetric charges or fees (charging in
proportion to volumes consumed, possibly
differentiated by household income) or on flat
rate charge or fee35. Volumetric pricing is more
conducive to creating incentives for efficient
allocation and use, since it effectively implements
the principle of marginal cost pricing. Given that
there are significant economies of scale in the
provision of water services (due to the large fixed
costs), big consumers such as industry and
agriculture may be charged cheaper bulk water
rates.

Key institutional elements of water pricing reform
include:

The separation of commercial operations from
regulatory functions (for example, an indepen-
dent water pricing agency and regulatory
body).
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Financially autonomous agencies to supply
water, which implies tariff levels that allow a
degree of self-financing.
Clearly defined water rights.
Transfers of management to user
organisations or the private sector on a
commercial basis.

Setting up such institutions incurs costs, and these
must be balanced against the benefits of reform.

Past Experience with Water Pricing
Water pricing is not a new phenomenon. For
example, prior to World War II in India and
Pakistan — which now provide some of the largest
subsidies — users paid almost the full costs of
water services. In the post-war period however,
most governments set out to invest in huge
irrigation schemes to increase food production,
which farmers often could not afford (Dinar and
Subramaniam, 1997). Water services therefore
came to be heavily subsidised. However with
growing water scarcity, deteriorating coverage
and quality of water services, and growing strains
on the government budget, water pricing is being
reviewed in many countries. It nonetheless
remains heavily subsidised36.

Affected Stakeholders:
Perspectives and Interests
The Poor
Among the poor, it is important to distinguish
between different sub-groups, as the issues may
be quite different for these different groups. For
the urban poor, water quality and sanitation
(access to clean drinking water and servicing by
sewerage systems) is an important dimension to
consider. The poor – urban and rural – who are
not involved in agricultural production also have
an interest in low food prices, which often
involves subsidised irrigation water supply37. With
regard to drinking water, poor people spend

proportionately far more of their income on
water than richer groups. This is because
households who do not have access to water
supply services often have to rely on informal
water vendors who charge prices many times
higher than piped water rates. In addition water
from informal sources is often of low quality,
which results in sickness. Even if people survive
illness, medical costs are an extra burden. As a
consequence the poor stand to gain considerably
from the expansion of water supply and
sanitation services made possible by improved
cost recovery. However proposals for increased
cost recovery of water are often politically
controversial, and there is a widespread
perception that their effect will be regressive.

In the context of informal urban settlements, one
of the key barriers to obtaining and paying for
water services may relate to insecurity of land
tenure rather than general willingness or ability-
to-pay for water. This has to be recognised and
addressed. Providing security of tenure can
significantly increase the willingness of
households to invest in the necessary
infrastructure to obtain water services and to pay
for them.

The Non-poor
Non-poor households are often the main
benefactors of under-priced water since they
have better access to subsidised water services.
They also represent the group that will be
confronted with higher bills if prices rise, and are
therefore likely to oppose reform.

The Private Sector
The informal private sector – water vendors – has
a clear interest in maintenance of poor and
unequal access, because their livelihood depends
on the opportunities this generates. However, the
large commercial water supply sector – often
international water companies – while keen to
invest in new markets, have come to appreciate
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the high risks involved. Typically therefore, private
sector companies will seek some form of cost-
sharing and risk-sharing arrangement as a
minimal condition for entry. It is now common for
government or donors to provide initial funds, as
well as provide risk protection in the form of
guarantees. The profit-motive implies that the
private sector will have a tendency to
concentrate on the most profitable part of a
country’s water system to the detriment of poor
and isolated regions.

Politicians
The interests of local and national level
politicians may be quite different. At the local
level politicians may seek to increase constituency
support and build political power by opposing
water price rises. At the national level however,
politicians must also balance the interests of
different sectors, and international pressure from
donor communities.

Government Administration
The Ministry of Finance has a clear interest in
subsidy reform: under-pricing of water places a
huge drain on public finances, which deprives
other sectors of the economy of resources. The
fiscal burden may also be substantial. In
developing countries, in terms of drinking water
alone, subsidies in a selection of 26 developing
countries are conservatively estimated at about
US$8 billion per year (Pagiola et al, 2000).
However they may be faced with opposition from
the Ministry of Industry and the Ministry of
Agriculture, who may be captured by the interests
of their sectors in keeping water prices low.

The picture that emerges from the process of
water pricing reform in many countries is one of
poor coordination between ministries. Often,
bureaucratic disputes and administrative
complexity may slow or block reforms.

For the authorities responsible for water supply,
the shift from directly providing water
infrastructure and services towards regulating
services provided by private or public utilities and
monitoring performance is very significant, and
may be resisted as a result of bureaucratic inertia.
Reform may also be perceived as a loss of
control, power and authority. Bureaucratic inertia
alone may be a strong force slowing or blocking
reform processes, and it may take strong political
momentum to push administrative changes.

Managing the Reform
Process: Key Points
PPuubli   o   th  stblicise the costs of the stl     t  stb i   o   h  blicise the costs of the st  atus q  atus quuouuo — As with
other subsidy reforms, it is important that the costs
of the existing pricing regime (and therefore the
benefits of pricing reform), as well as problems
with service delivery and coverage, be made
visible. This will foster willingness for reform.
Quantification of the various subsidies and other
support measures in the sector, and their impact
on national budgets, is essential. The economic
and environmental benefits of improved water
supply and sanitation management - in terms of
improved water quality and service reliability,
and the resulting health benefits - must be
emphasised. When hidden subsidies are to be
replaced by explicit subsidies targeted at the
poorest, this must also be made clear and
transparent.

Making public the level of service discrepancy
between providers in a given city or region,
(“benchmarking”) can also encourage providers
to improve their performance with regard to
prices, coverage and efficiency, and help
individual consumers and associations in their
efforts to demand better service.

Mak     e effectiv        s  o  e u   o pe sate use of compensat   i  o  eion measur ses
ff r he ror the poorr he r  oor the poor — When significant parts of the
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population have no access to water services,
subsidising investment in the infrastructure needed
to expand access, will be more effective than
subsidising the water itself. Such subsidies are
effectively self-targeting.

For those poorer parts of the population that
have access to water services, increased cost
recovery might pose challenges. This can
generally be addressed explicitly through
targeted subsidies, such as lower tariffs for the first
few units consumed. When poor households share
water connections however, such tariff structures
may effectively push them towards the high
consumption-high tariff range. One way around
this is to employ “geographic targeting”, where an
entire area known to comprise mainly of poor
households receives subsidised services. The
approach can also minimise the cost of
managing the subsidy, while minimising the
chance that the non-poor will “capture” the
benefits.

tSt    pl art simple — In the short-term it would be
unfeasible and undesirable to apply water-
pricing reform indiscriminately. While increasing
prices for industry is administratively simple,
charging many small-scale farmers and
households for water is complex and
administratively expensive. Therefore while
volumetric pricing should be followed as the
general principle since it provides incentives to
conserve use, this may be impracticable in some
cases since it requires installation of meters which
may be prohibitively expensive (at least for the
poor), especially when population density is low.
This means that, depending on the circumstances,
flat rate pricing which is easier and cheaper to
implement and administer — and still capable of

achieving full cost recovery — may emerge as the
best practical solution for addressing small scale
and dispersed users. (But recognise that it is less
effective at promoting conservation.)

ttStSt    art sloart slowwwlywly — The pace that water tariffs are
increased towards full cost recovery levels should
be gradual. At first, the tariffs could be set to
recover operation and maintenance costs, and
raised gradually to recover capital investments
and infrastructure renewals. In time, the tariffs
could be increased further to internalize the
environmental costs of providing water services.

sEst     l   ab   tablish a str    rn  ong reegulat ror — A strong regulator
is required to ensure that the water utilities are
accountable to the public, and to protect
consumers in case the utilities try to abuse their
monopoly position. The establishment of such a
credible regulator is a precondition to reform.
Development agencies can play a role to this
end by providing technical and administrative
assistance in setting up legislative and monitoring
systems, and by brokering a fair deal with
powerful private sector actors.

mImprmImproooo i  r c  ving service q c  i  r  ving service q it  anuality ani  t  anuality and w l gn s td willingness-t w l gn sd td willingness-to-pao-payy
— In terms of implementing water pricing, an
important issue relates to the strong links between
quality of the service and success in collecting
water bills. When service is poor, many consumers
will feel justified in delaying or avoiding paying
their water bills, further undermining the system’s
ability to improve quality. Conversely, improved
service is generally followed by higher rates of
collection. Until the quality of service can actually
be improved and consumers have noticed it, the
transition period can be difficult.



Part 3 — What Should Be Done and How to Achieve It
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Summary and Recommendations

Introduction

In this report we identified the fiscal,
environmental and poverty reduction
opportunities that environmental fiscal reforms
(EFR) present policy-makers. These

opportunities were considered in relation to
specific sectors and countries, and in each case,
likely obstacles to pursuing these opportunities
were outlined, and the most effective measures
for managing the obstacles were identified. The
main conclusions are summarised below. We also
consider how EFR can be integrated into the
“policy cycle” and the important roles that donors
can play at each stage of the cycle, as we move
from “what should be done” to “how to achieve
it”.

EFR Can Support Fiscal,
Environmental and
Poverty Reduction Goals
What Do We Mean By EFR and
What Can It Do
The term environmental fiscal reform (EFR) refers
to: a range of taxation or pricing instruments that
can raise revenue, while simultaneously furthering
environmental goals. This is achieved by
providing economic incentives to correct market
failure in the management of natural resources
and the control of pollution.

Broadly speaking, EFR can: 1) mobilise revenue
for governments; 2) improve environmental
management practices and conserve resources;

and 3) reduce poverty. By encouraging more
sustainable use of natural resources, and reducing
pollution from energy use and industrial activities,
EFR can address environmental problems that
threaten the livelihoods of the poor. The revenues
raised by EFR can also be used to finance
poverty reduction measures. EFR can therefore
contribute to poverty reduction, and in turn, help
achieve the Millennium Development Goals of
“halving absolute poverty by the year 2015” and
“reversing the loss of environmental resources”.

The Instruments of EFR
EFR encompasses a wide range of taxation and
pricing instruments, which can be used to address
specific environmental and resource use issues
facing developing countries. These include:

Taxes on natural resource use (e.g. forestry and
fisheries) - to reduce the inefficient exploita-
tion of publicly owned or controlled natural
resources which results from operators not
paying a price that reflects the full value of
the resources they extract.
User charges or fees and subsidy reform - to
improve the provision and quality of basic
services, such as water and electricity, while
providing incentives to reduce any uninten-
tional environmental effects arising from their
inefficient use.
Environmentally related taxes – to make
polluters (industrial activities, motor vehicles,
waste generators) pay for the “external costs”
of their activities and encourage them to
reduce these activities to a level that is more
socially desirable.
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Balancing the Objectives Within a
Comprehensive Approach
In some cases there are synergies between
revenue mobilisation, improved environmental
management and resource conservation, and
poverty reduction, while in other cases trade-offs
will arise.

Environmentally related taxes and similar price
reforms are not necessarily the most effective way
for governments to raise revenue, nor are they
necessarily the best approach to protecting the
environment. The value of EFR lies in its ability to
make a contribution to both objectives at the same
time.

EFR also involves a range of trade-offs between
on the one hand, monitoring requirements,
enforcement needs and control costs imposed on
polluters, and on the other, assuring that the
predicted amount of revenue is collected and the
environmental objective is achieved.

There will also be occasions where fiscal and
environmental objectives will be in conflict with
poverty reduction goals. Subsidy reform and
increasing user charges are areas of EFR that
can have a negative effect on the poor. But it is
possible to soften undesirable distributional
impacts through carefully designed compensation
or mitigation measures (see below).

In recognition of these trade-offs, EFR should not
be seen as a substitute for other approaches to
fiscal and environmental management. Rather, it
should be used to augment existing approaches.
EFR should therefore be viewed as one part of a
comprehensive mix of policies combining fiscal,
regulatory and other instruments to achieve sound
economic and environmental management.

Using the Revenues
A government can chose from a range of options
for using the revenue raised through EFR. In the
context of EFR however, it should be noted that
some people would want to see the revenue
raised used for environmental purposes. Despite
the significant problems associated with
earmarking revenues, consideration could be
given to allocating some of the revenue for
environmental agencies, which are typically
under resourced, in order to establish a reliable
flow of adequate funding for environmental
monitoring and enforcement activities. This would
also help with public acceptability of proposed
reforms.

For similar reasons, it may also be worth
considering using some of the revenue to
compensate for any undesirable distributional
impacts that may arise — or to ease the costs of
transition for losers of proposed reforms.

Generally speaking, the acceptance of EFR
depends on widespread support for the proposed
use of any revenues raised.

The Political Economy of EFR
Despite the potential of EFR to yield fiscal,
environmental and poverty reduction benefits, it is
frequently delayed and constrained by political,
social and institutional factors. These include - for
example, the openness and responsiveness of the
political system to “good governance” issues like
transparency and participation. Improving
incentives for environmental management also
requires an effective legal, regulatory and
administrative framework. There are also groups
in society that, for reasons of self-interest, are
likely to resist EFR. Understanding the political
context when designing and implementing EFR is
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therefore absolutely crucial if the political and
institutional challenges facing it are to be
overcome.

A key step in analysing the political context
involves identifying likely winners and losers in
order to: (a) anticipate the incidence of costs and
benefits from a proposed reform; (b) inform the
design of compensatory or mitigation measures
for the losers; and (c) devise ways of building
broad-based support for reform, which will help
ensure the reforms are successfully implemented.

Equally important is the need to understand the
perspectives and interests of affected
stakeholders. The differing interests and strengths
of the various stakeholders need to be
appreciated if they are to be effectively
managed over the EFR policy cycle (see below),
and if coalitions in favour of reform are to be
encouraged. In the context of EFR, there are a
number of stakeholders, notably: poor and
vulnerable groups, non-poor households, the
private sector, civil society groups (NGOs, the
media, academic groups etc.), politicians,

bureaucrats at all levels of government,
development agencies and other international
actors.

Integrating EFR into the
“Policy Cycle”
Policy development and implementation involves
a number of inter-related stages, including:
agenda setting, option development, decision-
making, implementation, monitoring and
evaluation. Together, these stages form the “policy
cycle”, as shown in Figure 638.

When implementing EFR different issues will arise
at each stage of the policy cycle. The perceptions
and interests of affected stakeholders will also
vary across the cycle. Various stakeholders will be
more important at some stages than at others.
For EFR to “get off the ground” and be successful,
it is vital that - throughout the policy cycle — key
issues are recognised and the interests of
relevant stakeholders are considered. We will
now look at how this is done, as well as
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highlighting the important role that donors can
play at each stage.

Agenda Setting Stage — Problem
Definition
Formulating the problem represents a critical
stage for the policy maker and other relevant
stakeholders. Before embarking on the decision-
making process, it is first essential to understand
the reasons why the problem is being placed on
the agenda, the policy makers’ objective(s), and
the wider context of the problem at hand.

EFR must therefore start with a sound
understanding of the issue(s) to be tackled –
whether, in addition to the need to mobilise
revenue, the issue is the inefficient exploitation of
publicly owned natural resources, the
unintentional side effects of energy or water
subsidies, or socially undesirable levels of polluting
activities. The nature of the issue and how it
arises will affect the approach taken to decision-
making and the associated analysis.

Understanding an issue requires knowledge of its
impacts – that is its economic, environmental and
social consequences – and their causes. These
impacts must be placed in the context of the
many pressing issues facing a country, in order to
establish the relative importance of the issue. The
potential of an issue to mobilise political support
will depend on the answer to questions like: Are
the impacts of the status quo highly visible and
immediate? Can these impacts be linked to
specific causes, and can these causes be
managed? Can direct regulation, as well as
pricing or taxation instruments, be used to
manage the causes?

Comparing environmental standards and health
status with the performance of similar countries
can also raise the profile of the issue within a
country. Donors can facilitate such comparisons

by helping with the provision of relevant
information (as they already do through a variety
of international organisations).

Establishing the relative importance of the issue
must be based on a sound scientific basis if the
attention of policy makers and the general public
is to be captured, and claims over the severity of
the issue are to be believed. Having access to
robust data is vital for challenging adverse
perceptions and overcoming opposition from
vested interests. It may be necessary to challenge
the perceptions of some stakeholders on the
status quo. Again, donors can play an important
role in this regard by supporting the work of
universities and other research institutions, as well
as international organisations, as they develop
the evidence basis for reform.

In terms of disseminating the information and
raising public awareness, the media can play an
important role.

Finally, in a changing political and economic
environment, it is crucial to take advantages of
windows of opportunity when they arise. For
example, ongoing sector (e.g. in forestry, fisheries,
agriculture) and utility reform processes (e.g.
water, power) can provide a launching pad for
EFR. A change in government can also act as a
catalyst for major shifts in policy. Partners and
donors should recognise this and be prepared to
act opportunistically, throwing their support
behind any emerging political and public
enthusiasm for reform in these contexts.

Policy Development Stage — Defining
the Options and Building Support
The case for EFR needs to be developed along
two lines, (although these should not be thought
of as separate processes). The mix of policy
options (fiscal and non-fiscal) to address the
problem at hand needs to be identified and
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subjected to a rigorous assessment, taking
account of existing socio-political and institutional
conditions. At the same time political and public
support for reform – and in particular for any
emerging pricing or taxation instrument – should
be mobilised and strengthened. Coalition
building should not be left to the decision-making
stage. They should be built when designing,
analysing and weighing up the various reform
options.

  s g  n  Designing an    d d A     i   s n   n trnalysing the Instr   me   ument Mix
Assessment of the mix of policy options must
establish whether EFR instruments represent the
most suitable policy response. If the primary
objective is to mobilise revenue, the EFR
instrument must be compared with other ways of
raising revenue; if the primary objective is
environmental protection or resource

conservation, the instrument must be compared to
other measures for meeting these objectives.

Using taxes to capture natural resource rents
involves an entirely different type of reform to
implementing user charges to recover the costs of
providing water or energy services. Reforming the
pricing of utility services is also different to
providing economic incentives to reduce pollution
through environmentally related charges/taxes.
Instrument selection should hence be discussed
and designed in the light of the specific sector
context and policy objective(s). Information on the
success or failure of EFR in specific contexts in
other countries can help with instrument design.
Donors have a role to play here by making
available information on the experiences of
OECD countries in pursuing specific reforms and,
even more relevant, developing countries facing

Box 42 — The Forest Law Enforcement Governance and Trade Process and The
Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative

    ll l g  eg   Illegal logging an      t  a s  iad the associat    te  ed tra       e  leg l    de in illegal t       i b   h  cm  is t  imber is the ca       o es  o  ns ruse of consider     eable envvironment    a al damage
    din dev       n r , eloping countries, an    r d depriv     es rur   a  c ual communit        h  ies that depen     d n   d on f ror   es   est pr    c  oducts f     o  a iv .r  or a living.

Goverer     ent  n nm   nments in dev     el  o  op  u  eloping countries ar      o   te also est timat     ed t               o  t S$ 18 io  nnu ly in  e b   n   o lose about US$12-18 billion annually in rev eenue.

  n  In A         h  u  t  Epril 2002, the Eur     ea  C m io   o n opean Commission host        a  inted an internat    io  oional work   o  tp shop t      c  o d  o discuss ho        h  w the European
U             n ) u  c  a  lo ng    t  g  nion (EU) could combat illegal logging an      e o  c td the associat     ed traa        n a  d    a vde in illegally harveest    t ed timber     . A        e t the W ldorld

    m  o  s n Summit on Sust   l  i e ainable Dev           op   i   t  E  n   relopment (WSSD) in 2002, the Eur      m  o  s  aopean Commission ma        a sde a str    o mong commitment
t      es  o  o these en    , ads, an         d the Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade   (F  (FLEG   T   T) A tct      P a    ion Plan w   a   as su sbseq entlyuently
a opdopt       Med  ed in Maa     20y 2003.

h  This Ah   This A tcttct  Pla  s   a ion Plan sets out a r  s   a  Pla     ion Plan sets out a r ng  f eaange of meas f ng   eaange of measuuruur  es t  es to ro incro r o incr a e h  p c   evease the capacity of deva e     h  p c   evease the capacity of dev ing eloping ani  ng eloping and d emerd  d emerg  a kging mark g  a kging marketetetet
ou s tcountries to s tu  countries t  co contr c o contr  ill g l g , h le ol illegal logging, while r il  , le  leg l g  h  ol illegal logging, while r c  educing tr c  educing traaaa  in  tde in illegal t    in  tde in illegal t m r pimber prm e  pr imber pr u  etoducts betwu  et oducts betw  th  o i seen these countries h  i t  o eseen these countries
nannan  h  EUd the EU.  U h  Ed the EU.

h   h  The The Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative T  w   T  w (EITI) w (EITI) w    as laas la    D  T e nc    W   nc    W D  T e unched at the WSSD. The Initunched at the WSSD. The Initiiiatiativiv  i   s  is e is gre is grooounoun    i   i  ded in aded in a
hhsharshar  b   t       b   t  ed belief that the pred belief that the pruu  u e     u u e  udent use of naturdent use of natur    al ral r uuesouresour   w wce wce w  a     h  p a  h  pealth has the potealth has the potententia  t ia  tial tial t  p  po pro proo d   s  e  d  e s vide the basis fvide the basis foror

ssu tu tustust   r ec   ec  rainable economic grainable economic groooow   w  wth anwth and  evd evd devd dev n   nu   fm  A   m n  A nu   felopment. A number of felopment. A number of f ccactactoroorors c n   s c n s can maks can mak    h   h  e the se the s ssustusta b  e nt na ma b  na em ntainable managementainable management
  na naof naturof natur  l l al ral r ooesouresour s p r es p rces partces part l l  dic a y ic la ly dicularly dificularly difffff  n  nicult, inclicult, incluuuud    h  sd  h  sding the unusding the unus a   ra  rually larually lar     e iz  o  e e iz  o  e ge size of the rge size of the revevenu     enu   enues in renues in r lalaelatelat  io  io  ion tion too
ttnatnat na  nc  r e    na  nc  r e ional income, price vional income, price volatolat lity  lity ility anility and   ei  fd ei  fd their fd their f ttinitinit  na  nae nature natur  T e ec   T e ece. The objecte. The objectiiiviv      h    h  e of the Inite of the Initiatiativiv    i  t i  te is te is t   e eo encouro encouraaageage

oogogovveererer  e s  e s  nments, pnments, puu li  c  lic  blicly trblicly traa ed   ed  ded, privded, privatat   n ne ane an    d std st ttatate-oe-o    wned extrwned extr ccactactiviviviv  a   c ,  c a , e companies, inte companies, inteeerer ttnatnat  o r orional orional or aaganisatganisat ,,ions,ions,
GGNGNG  s as aOs anOs an  d d d otherd other    int h a   h a  ints with an ints with an interer    t   t   est in the extrest in the extr ccactactiviviviv  ec  eces sectes sect r i    , s ar il, s aor (oil, gas anor (oil, gas an   d ) d ) d mining) td mining) to    o  o work to work t  vo  o  vogether vogether vololuntunt y  y arily tarily too
vvdevdev   e   e   elop a frelop a fra   a  amework tamework t  o o o pro pro oo oomotomot   r re tre tra p ra p ransparansparencencencenc       y of pay of pa   n nyments anyments an    d rd revev   i     e  h  ep  ies h  epenues in countries heavily depenenues in countries heavily depen  o n ondent ondent on
 e e the naturthe natur    al ral resouresour eeces.ces.

rSource:     I ei r   EITI (eitransparenency.or   )  ag) an    B ed Brief    Pn  ing P         er    a    s aper 1 What is FLEG     T? (eur . c vopa.eu.int/comm./dev e fb melopment/body/theme/foor ntest/intitat vive/
briefi g s_e hing_sheets_en.htm).
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similar environmental, fiscal, regulatory,
institutional and political challenges in the context
of EFR. Several relevant forums for information
exchange already exist, for example on the
transparency of extractive industries (Extractive
Industries Transparency Initiative – EITI) and on
illegal logging (Forest Law Enforcement
Governance and Trade Process - FLEGT). The
International Tax Dialogue proposed at the
Financing for Development Conference may also
provide a suitable forum for “north-south” and
“south-south” learning.

During policy formulation it is important that
existing and planned interventions in other policy
areas are taken into account, to ensure that the
proposed mix of pricing or tax instruments are
supportive of the government’s overall policy
agenda and any other planned reforms. A reform
process is likely to be more successful if it is
integrated into other ongoing national processes
(e.g. more general reforms to the tax system), or at
least takes these into account. Comprehensive
approaches to development (such as Poverty
Reduction Strategies) also provide opportunities
to integrate EFR into country-led development
plans. Medium-term expenditure reviews in
particular, address issues closely related to EFR,
including tax collection and pricing reforms.
Integrating EFR into existing policy and
institutional frameworks is essential to ensure
“policy coherence” across government. EFR
measures not only need to be designed to be
feasible and cost-effective, they also need to be
designed in such a way that the integrity of the
national budgetary system is maintained.

In the context of environmentally related and
natural resource taxes, it is generally simplest and
most efficient to develop new tax instruments
within the context of existing regulatory and
institutional frameworks. The introduction of tax
instruments is one way of introducing some
added efficiency to existing regulatory
mechanisms.

Analysing the mix of instruments involves
quantifying the expected fiscal, environmental
and social benefits, notably for the poorest
groups in society. The analysis must be made
relative to the impacts of existing policies and
their beneficiaries. It also involves identifying
potential winners and losers from reform, the
extent of the gains and losses, and possible
compensation measures as well as the net fiscal,
environmental and social impact of employing
these measures. In the interests of policy
coherence at a national level, examination of
how the revenue from EFR can be collected and
distributed must take account of the entire fiscal
system of the country.

Donors can support development of the capacity
required to undertake such analyses, notably in
relation to the measurement of hidden subsidies
and the quantification of related fiscal,
environmental and social impacts. They can also
help research groups and universities, NGOs and
the media to participate in the assessment of
proposed reforms, particularly in relation to their
impacts on disadvantaged groups and on the
environment. Through their support to Poverty
Reduction Strategies and Sector-wide
approaches, donors can contribute to integrated
and coherent reforms, and help ensure that
available “win-win” opportunities are not missed.

   o li i  Building Coalit sions
Defining a problem and proposing pricing or
taxation instruments as a possible policy response
is not enough. Political and public support for EFR
must be secured, which often requires active
advocacy. Where corruption and patronage are
serious problems, for example in sectors where
rent-seeking behaviour is dominant, resistance to
EFR will be particularly strong. In this case,
building strong alliances is absolutely vital.

Public awareness campaigns based on accurate
information presented in a way that is easy to
understand, and broad based consultation with
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affected stakeholders (including representatives of
civil society, the private sector and vulnerable
groups) can help build the necessary support for
reform. Dialogue can also help to form political
alliances and gain political majorities where new
legislation is required. During consultation,
coalitions of different stakeholders in support of
reform can emerge. Proponents of EFR should
actively explore the potential for alliances with
other, like-minded stakeholders. To this end pro-
reformers should seek to identify the winners and
losers of different policy options in advance of
any official ex ante evaluation of the mix of
instruments.

However, it should not be assumed that dialogue
with stakeholders will lead to consensus –
differences of opinion will often remain.
Proponents of reform should be prepared for
opponents to present their own analysis, which
may show contrasting results.

Donors can encourage transparency, access to
information concerning public finances, public
participation, and accountability, all of which are
prerequisites for sound policy development and,
more generally, “good governance”. Donors can
also support those government departments (such
as the Ministry of Finance or Environment) who
favour reform to overcome bureaucratic inertia or
resistance from ministries or agencies hostile to
reform.

Decision making and Implementation
Stage
Some form of public announcement usually
precedes the introduction of proposed reforms. It
is often advisable to make this announcement as
far in advance of the instrument being introduced
as possible, to give affected parties the time to
effectively prepare and adapt to the proposed
changes. Where adaptation is expected to be a
lengthy and difficult process, it is often a good
idea to phase-in the reforms gradually to reduce

the transition costs. These simple strategies to
reduce transition costs can help build political
support and keep the reform process on track, as
firms which have undertaken investments in
anticipation of proposed reforms will want to
“stay the course” to see those investments pay-off.

Governments could provide more direct
assistance to industry by helping them to identify
cost-effective abatement technologies or
processes. This might involve disseminating
information on the latest “clean” production
technologies and associated financial benefits. In
the context of subsidy reform in the water or
power sector, earmarking some of the revenues
for rural supply programmes (that promote
poverty reduction) or in support of demand-side
management measures (that reduces costs) may
foster wider public acceptance.

Donors can play an important role by helping to
finance the transitional costs of reform in order to
protect the poor from negative impacts, and to
soften the transition costs. (Both of which will help
overcome political resistance.) This also extends to
the provision of technical support to help affected
consumers and producers adjust to change (e.g.
disseminating information on “cleaner” production
techniques).

When it comes to implementing reform measures,
there will be some shift in focus from the ministry
responsible for initiating and co-ordinating EFR
(e.g. the Ministry of Environment or the Ministry
of Finance) to the sector who will be more
involved with administering the reform measures,
such as Ministries of Natural Resources, Fisheries,
Forestry, Mining & Energy and/or Agriculture.
These institutions will need the appropriate
technical capacity in order to function as a
credible monitoring and enforcement agency.

Credibility is essential to sustain support for
reform, and rebut criticisms from, for example,
affected industries that have a direct interest in
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portraying the administrating agency as
incapable of doing its job. Environmental
agencies must also be credible vis-à-vis the
Ministry of Finance – for example, they must
conform to existing rules and principles for public
expenditure management. This is particularly
crucial when environmental agencies are
entrusted with the collection and management of
taxes or charges, and/or when the proceeds from
these instruments are earmarked to the agencies
for environmental purposes.

There may be a role for civil society in monitoring
the implementation of reforms, particularly when
government administration is under-resourced. In
this case, civil society groups can provide a
complementary “policing” service to ensure that
the reforms are appropriately administered.

Donors can play an important role in providing
technical assistance to develop the capacity of
those agencies responsible for administering
reforms, including building up the capacity of
environmental agencies with respect to, for
example, budgeting and public expenditure
management. Fiscal authorities may also need to
strengthen their capacity in various areas. The
capacity of fiscal authorities to collect and
administer existing taxes (including capacity for
compliance, monitoring and enforcement) may
also need to be enhanced for proposals for fiscal
reforms to be credible.

EFR requires that a long-term commitment from
interested governments to design, build support
for, implement, evaluate and refine EFR. Donors
also need to provide a long-term perspective in
their support to such processes.

Monitoring and Evaluation Stage
According to OECD (1997) evaluation serves
several purposes. First, it is important to assess the

policy process itself, to see if – following the
political decision to proceed – the chosen
instrument has been correctly implemented.
Many things can go wrong along the road to
implementation. Second, the effectiveness and
efficiency of the instrument in meeting its stated
objectives must be assessed. This brings us to the
third function of evaluation – establishing whether
there is room to improve the design and
implementation of the instrument, both to help
meet existing objectives and when applying the
same instrument to similar problems in the future.

Ex post evaluation can help build up a
knowledge base to inform further decisions, or
later reforms. For example: How have producers
responded to the price rise? Has the instrument
delivered the desired change in emissions, or
does the tax rate need to increase further?

Not only does evaluation help identify
unexpected and perverse impacts of EFR, which
serve as a basis for revising the instrument
design, implementation and/or objectives, it also
generates information that can be made
available to stakeholders – for example publishing
the amount of revenue raised by EFR and how it
has been spent. This provides a vehicle for public
consultation, which can enhance accountability
and public support.

Of course evaluation requires information. This
means that key data and influential factors must
be monitored on a continuous basis, which
requires a reliable and credible monitoring
agency be established (see above). As well as
performing a “policing” role during
implementation, civil society can play an
important role in monitoring the economic,
environmental and social impacts of reform, and
even with the collection of basic data, including
the tax itself. Donors can help the regulatory
agency and stakeholders develop the necessary
capacity for monitoring and evaluation activities.
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Principles to Guide Donor Assistance
It is evident from the previous discussion that
donors have an important role to play in helping
developing country partners assess and realise
the full potential of EFR. In fulfilling this role
donors should:

Emphasize country ownership and be sensitive to
the local context – First and foremost, there must
be in-country (“home-grown”) demand for EFR.
Donors should encourage country ownership, but
should not force the pace. Strong country
ownership will facilitate the harmonisation of
related activities across donors, which will shield
countries from excessive donor influence, and
possible conflicting approaches to EFR.

Donors also need to be sensitive to the political
challenges of implementing EFR, which will
depend on specific local economic,
environmental, social and cultural conditions. They
should avoid imposing “blueprints” for reform.
Rather, donors should focus on providing
financial, technical, institutional and political
assistance in support of a country’s own efforts.

Be prepared to act opportunistically - In a volatile
political and economic setting, it is crucial to take
advantage of windows of opportunity as they
present themselves. A new government or
political leader – especially if it has the support
of the populace – can be a catalyst for major
policy shifts. Fiscal and environmental crises can
also provide a window for reforms. Donors should
be prepared to help proponents of reform seize
such opportunities as and when they arise.

Be pragmatic – Textbook solutions will seldom be
practical. On some occasions it may be
necessary to deviate from standard fiscal

practice in order to secure political and /or public
support for important reforms. For instance –
despite the clear problems associated with
earmarking tax revenues – it may be necessary to
allocate some portion of the tax to a particular
use in order to progress the reforms. For similar
reasons, it may also be necessary to consider the
use of other compensatory measures, such as
reduced rates of tax or targeted subsidies, given
adequate safeguards.

Strive to for policy coherence – Policy coherence
on several dimensions is vital if donors’ support
for EFR is to be credible, and if partner countries’
efforts to implement EFR are not to be
undermined.

Donor governments should work towards
alignment of their development and trade
policies. For example, donors with export credit
agencies should strive to ensure that export
interests do not impair the signals for improved
resource efficiency or emission reductions
provided by EFR, or development policy
objectives more generally. Consideration should
also be given to policies in the agriculture and
the fishery sector for example, which promote
activities that have the potential to undermine the
objectives of EFR.

The alignment of donor policies with respect to
international agreements and instruments for
development co-operation, such as the MDGs,
Poverty Reduction Strategies and on-budget
support is another way to improve the coherence
of donors’ efforts toward country-owned
objectives. Donors should thus ensure that EFR is
linked to, and integrated with, their support to the
PRS process, Medium-term Expenditure Reviews
and Sector-wide approaches.
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Notes

1. It should be noted that if permits/allowances
are auctioned by government they will
generate revenue, and many of the argu-
ments used here in favour of taxation and
pricing instruments apply equally to permits/
allowances. In practice, however, tradable
permits/allowances are initially given away
for free (so-called “grandfathering”), and
therefore generate no revenue.

2. More general aspects of EFR in a developing
country context have been widely studied by,
for example, Eskeland and Jimenez (1992),
OECD (1993), Cruz, Munasinghe and
Warford (1997), Blackman and Harrington
(1999), and more recently by the IMF, UNEP
and World Bank (2002). EFR in the context of
specific sectors has also received much
attention – see IEA (1999), UNEP (2002a) or
UNEP (2003) for the energy sector, Gray
(2002) for forestry and Dinar and
Subramanian (1997) for water. The literature
has also looked at the experience of EFR in
specific countries – see, for example, Florig et
al (1995) or OECD (1997 and 1999) for
China, Huber et al (1996) for Latin America,
and TERI (2002) and Datt et al (2003) for
India.

3. Subsidies are, in effect, negative taxes and, in
theory, can provide economic incentives to
address environmental problems. However,
subsidies can, and often do, promote the
inefficient use of resources and unsustainable
environmental practices. Moreover, unlike
taxes, which raise money for the treasury,
subsidies represent a financial burden. We
therefore consider subsidies as a distinct
category of instruments in this report.

4. The economic gains from using a policy
instrument that ensures the efficient allocation

of emission reduction efforts between polluters
can be substantial compared to the “equal
abatement” rule that frequently results from
conventional command-and-control regulation
(OECD 1997, UNEP 2004).

5. The advantages of using economic incentives
to manage the environment vis-à-vis com-
mand-and-control approaches have been
widely discussed in the economic literature.
See Faure and Ubachs (2003) for a recent
review of this literature.

6. Indeed, revenue might approach zero over
time. While there are a few cases of this
happening – for example, the tax on plastic
bags in Ireland – in practice, it is extremely
rare. In most case, the tax rate set by govern-
ment is generally too low and demand too
high (and/or price inelastic), to lead to a
complete curtailing of demand for the tar-
geted product or service.

7. The exception is auctioned (marketable)
allowances/permits, which are a quantity-
based economic instrument capable of raising
revenue.

8. This trade-off is nicely summed up by
Blackman and Harrington (1998, pp. 3-4): “If
demand for gasoline is inelastic (i.e. price
increases have little effect on demand), then
the tax will generate revenue, but not signifi-
cantly reduce gasoline consumption or vehicu-
lar emissions. If demand for gasoline is elastic
(i.e. price increases significantly curtail de-
mand), the tax will generate relatively little
revenue, but will reduce gasoline consumption
and (presumably) vehicular emissions.”

9. For example, OECD (2003) provides specific
guidance in this regard – including checklists
for assessing performance with respect to
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environmental effectiveness, fiscal prudence
and management efficiency.

10. A brief review of OECD country experience
with the “double dividend” theory and “eco-
logical tax reform” is provided in OECD
(2001b, pp. 35-40).

11. In 1999 the German parliament agreed to
introduce a “Law on the Introduction of
Environmental Tax Reform”, which made
provisions to: (a) raise taxes on gas and oil
products; (b) raise taxes on electricity; and (c)
reduce social security contributions. Contribu-
tions of both employee and employer to
public pension funds were lowered signifi-
cantly, thus reducing the cost of labour. The
reform is to be phased in through 2005 - with
tax rates increased and pension contributions
decreased each year. The introduction of the
law was preceded by fierce political debates.
Potential losers - including energy-intensive
industries, as well as employers’ associations
and labour unions - resisted its introduction,
while labour-intensive sectors – notably, the
service industries - were more open to reform.

12.There are a few exceptions, such as South
Africa, where tax revenues at 25 per cent of
GDP are considerable, although still below
the OECD average. So, in South Africa, there
is some discussion of using environmental
taxes to lower payroll taxes.

13.Taxes on small-scale resource extraction, such
as subsistence fishing or wood collection
generate much less revenue, are more costly
to collect and can be regressive – so we do
not cover them here.

14.As we discuss below, if the environmental
objective is to reduce sulphur emissions,
directly targeting those emissions with a
sulphur tax will be more effective at reducing
sulphur emissions than raising the price of
electricity. However, in some cases it may be
more practical to tax final demand.

15.See Steenblik (1995) for a brief overview of
definitions used by inter-governmental
organisations.

16.The efficient level of emissions is defined by
the point where the external cost of emitting
an additional unit is equal to the cost of
preventing that additional unit from being
emitted.

17. See, for example, OECD (2001b) that
describes the use of environmentally related
taxes in OECD countries and presents
growing evidence of their environmental
effectiveness. It also identifies obstacles to the
broader use of such taxes and suggests
measures that can be taken to overcome
them.

18.See, for example, CIFOR (2004).

19. In answering this question we draw on
elements of the environmental capacity model
developed by Janicke (1997). See also UNEP
(2004a).

20.In looking at EFR in this way, we are not
suggesting that more comprehensive reforms
across (sectors) groupings are not possible.
For example, power services may be priced
below cost-recovery levels (providing a case
for user charges or subsidy reform), but power
generation also produces emissions that cause
air pollution (providing a case for emission
taxes).

21. There may be a good case for EFR in sectors
other than those listed below, such as mining,
solid waste management and transport (such
as motor vehicle taxes and congestion-type
charging), but due to limited resources these
areas have been left for future consideration.

22.Countries that have signed the UN Conven-
tion on Biodiversity must also take into
account the protection of “biodiversity hot
spots”.

23. We are not covering community-scale opera-
tions, because they raise significantly different
issues and are not as significant potential
sources of revenue.

24. Certain techniques (for example reduced-
impact logging) can minimize the negative
effects of logging and protect biodiversity.
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However, these techniques require high levels
of know-how and skills and, given current
timber prices, are less profitable than the
standard techniques.

25. Further information can be obtained from
(http://www.un.org/esa/forests/adhoc-
finance.html).

26. The FAO (www.fao.org/fi/glossary/default.asp)
defines artisanal fisheries as “traditional
fisheries involving fishing households (as
opposed to commercial companies), using
relative small amounts of capital and energy,
relatively small fishing vessels (if any), making
short fishing trips, close to shore, mainly for
local consumptions”.

27. Within the EU, the most important fishing fleets
are, in descending order, Spain, Italy, Portugal
and France (Source: CEC, 2002a)

28. In this case, it is important to consider
whether disposal is taxed directly, otherwise
double taxation may be a problem.

29. Tax receipts constitute a major potential
source of additional money for often under-
funded environmental authorities with the
responsibility for monitoring environmental
performance and enforcing regulations.
However, the dangers of earmarking funds,
which are discussed in Chapter 2, need to be
borne in mind.

30.With economic instruments that use price
signals to change behaviour there is always
uncertainty over the final outcome. In some
cases – depending on the possible conse-
quences of the emissions – some degree of
uncertainty may be acceptable, while in other
cases, it is not. In the latter case, the regulator
may like to jointly apply command-and-
control approaches so as not to completely
relinquish control over the environmental
outcome.

31. In Chapter 2 we discussed the use of environ-
mentally-related taxes to make polluters pay
for the environmental damage of their
activities, and made a distinction between

direct and indirect tax instruments. You will
have noticed that taxing electricity is an
indirect approach to addressing the pollution
associated with generating electricity; the
direct approach would involve taxing the
emissions. The relative merits of both ap-
proaches were reviewed in Chapter 2.

32. Consumers actually demand energy services –
such as lighting, cooking, heating and mobility
– and not energy itself. DSM mainly refers to
making the same service possible with less
energy consumption and therefore lower costs
for final users. Often, the cheapest and most
effective way to improve the cost and reliabil-
ity of energy services is to improve end-use
equipment, not the rest of the electricity
system. Examples include the provision of more
efficient or more advanced cooking stoves
(LPG stoves (efficiency around 65 per cent)
instead of kerosene stoves (efficiency around
50 per cent)), urban planning (reducing the
need for transport) and measures aimed at
reducing the underreporting of consumption
or theft and improved tariff collection. DSM
measures are like investments – with the
government re-investing revenues raised by
EFR to improve energy efficiency rather than
having to finance energy prices.

33. World Bank (2003) explores these issues in
depth, so they are therefore not expanded
upon here.

34. Flat rate pricing may include output pricing
(fee charged for each unit of output produced
by water users), input pricing (users charged
for water use through a tax on inputs), and
area pricing (charges applied on a per unit
area basis).

35. For example, developing countries spend an
estimated US$10 to US$15 billion per year on
irrigation, yet cost recovery is only about 13
per cent in Pakistan, 25 per cent in China
and 10 per cent in the Philippines (Pagiola et
al, 2000 and Briscoe, 1999). A global
assessment of providing water services to the
domestic sector found that more than half of
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developing countries imposed tariffs that
were less than the total cost of providing the
service (WHO and UNICEF, 2000).

36. In addition, for subsistence farmers involved in
agricultural production (who bear part or all
of the costs of production) water is an essen-
tial requirement on which they depend for
household food security. For households that
produce for their own consumption, and rely
on agricultural surplus for income, the effects
of water price rises would be ambiguous and
would depend on the effect this has on (i)
land value, (ii) overall agricultural output, (iii)
responsiveness of food prices to changes in
output (if output declines, prices rise, and
hence income from every given quantity sold

rises). Although for comprehensive water
pricing reform these irrigation related inter-
ests need to be considered, we will focus in
this section only on the drinking water part of
water pricing reforms.

37. The policy cycle is not a linear process as
suggested by the figure. It is in fact circular,
allowing the performance of previous deci-
sions to be evaluated, and decisions to be
revisited through time, in light of new informa-
tion. It is also iterative, allowing the policy
issue(s), option formulation and assessment,
and success criteria to be refined as a result
of previous analyses, prior to any decision
being implemented.
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